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X V 
SUMMARY 
There is experimental evidence that the order parameter in (TMTSF^X is of a 
gapped triplet variety. To aid in the experimental investigation of the possible 
gapped nature of the order parameter, the quasiparticle density of states (DOS) has 
been calculated. The quasiparticle density of states could in principle be measured 
using photoemission or STM. Since the DOS depends on the order parameter 
through the excitation energy, then an observed gap in the quasiparticle density of 
states at would reveal a gap in the excitation spectrum of the quasiparticles and 
implies that the order parameter of the system is itself gapped. On the other hand, 
should the measured DOS have no gap this would indicate that the order parameter 
has nodes on the Fermi surface. The low frequency dependence of the DOS has 
been calculated. The low frequency behavior of the DOS depends on the node 
structure of the order parameter and measurement of the low frequency dependence 
could be used to reveal the node structure of the order parameter. For a triplet 
superconductor, there is an associated order parameter vector which controls the 
behavior of tensor quantities such as the electron spin susceptibility tensor. 
Measurement of the electron spin susceptibility can be used to determine the 
direction of this vector in the crystalline lattice. In this case the uniform dynamical 
electron spin susceptibility tensor has been calculated for selected symmetries 
corresponding to the F-wave state. 
xvi 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
Both experimental and theoretical efforts in the search for triplet superconductivity 
have intensified since the discovery of superfluidity in liquid 3He in the early 1970's. 
Although such materials as heavy fermion, organic, and oxide superconductors have 
been looked at as candidates for triplet superconductors, the focus here is on the 
Bechgaard Salt family of organic superconductors (bitetramethyltetraselenafulvalene) 
or (TMTSF)2X, X = [PF6, CI0 4 . . .]. 
The recent developments discussed in this section regarding the Bechgaard Salts were 
made after 1996. Before discussing any of these results the chief differences between 
(TMTSF )2X and liquid 3He will be noted: (TMTSF)2X consists of charged fermions 
interacting on a lattice while liquid 3He is a fluid consisting of neutral fermionic 3He-
atoms. In particular the way in which the high anisotropy of the lattice influences 
the superconducting state will be examined. 
The introduction will proceed as follows: 1) some general background will be given 
about the Bechgaard Salts, 2) some of the experimental evidence supporting 
(TMTSF)2X as a candidate triplet superconductor will be discussed. 
1.1 Background 
The discovery of the first organic superconductor bitetramethyltetraselenafulvalene 
hexafluorophosphate (TMTSF)2PF6 in 1980 has lead to the search for superconductiv­
ity in other quasi-one-dimensional Bechgaard Salts (TMTSF)2X [X = PF6, CI0 4 , . . . ] . 
1 
This search lead to the discovery and investigation of metallic phases and spin density 
wave phases in addition to superconducting phases in these materials. The appear­
ance of these phases depends on temperature, pressure, magnetic field and anion 
ordering. 
The origin of many of these features can be ascribed to the extreme anisotropy of the 
crystal lattice which results from the weak coupling between the chain-like structures 
comprising the lattice. These chains of (TMTSF) 2 X can be thought of as runnig along 
the a-axis (i.e., the direction of highest electronic conductivity): The (TMTSF) 2 X 
Figure 1 : View of the crystal structure of ( T M T S F ) 2 C I 0 4 along the direction of highest 
conductivity (a-axis). 
molecules stack along the a-axis (or x-axis) which is the direction of highest electronic 
conductivity. The b'-axis (y-axis) runs in the horizontal direction (across the figure) 
so that the molecules form sheets lying in the xy-plane [1]. The c*-axis (z-axis) runs 
vertically (up and down the figure) and cuts through the (TMTSF)2X-planes. The c*-
axis is the direction corresponding to smallest electronic conductivity so that for the 
electronic conductivities and transfer energies: ax 3 > ay 3 > oz h \tx\ 3 > 3 > \tz\. 
Furthermore, the (TMTSF) 2 X molecules lying in the xy-plane are separated by anions 
lying in the z-axis. 
2 
The family of compounds comprising the Bechgaard Salt family, (TMTSF) 2X, is 
isostructural. They share a triclinic structure having similar lattice parameters and 
angles. Some typical values characterizing the lattice are: a = 7.297A, b' = 7.71lA, c* = 
13.522A, a = 83.39°, (3 = 86.27°, 7 = 71.01°: 
The Selenium orbitals are principlely responsible for providing the conduction path-
Figure 2: Diagram of the crystal structure of (TMTSF) 2 PF 6 showing the principle 
directions a, b ' and c*. 
ways for the charge carriers in (TMTSF) 2X. Although the spacing between neigh­
boring Se-atoms is comparable within the a - b'-plane, the overlap of Se-orbitals is 
greatest along the a-direction accounting for the anisotropy in the electronic transfer 
energies. These energies have estimated values on the order of 5800K, 1226K, 48K. 
As a consequence of this anisotropy the electronic spectrum is quasi-one-dimensional. 
The crystal energy dispersion is taken approximately to be: 
£(k) = tx cos(kxa) + ty cos(kyb) + tz cos(kzc) — /i, (1) 
where £ (k) = e(k) — /i is referenced to the chemical potential /i « 5800K/\/2 
(this value corresponds to quarter filling). In the later sections on the quasipar­
ticle density of states and the uniform susceptibility it will become clear that the 
predominance of contributions to the aforementioned quantities comes from momen­
tum states very near the Fermi Surface e(k) = fi. In view of this and the fact that 
( T M T S F ) 2 X is quasi-one-dimensional owing to the high anisotropy in the transfer en­
ergies \tx\ \ty\ 3> | t 2 | , the Fermi Surface is no longer simply connected, but instead 
consists of two sheets that are centered on the Fermi wave vector in the x-direction 
and run over the full Brillouin zone in y and z 
1.2 Recent Experiments on Quasi-one-dimensional 
Superconductors 
This section describes three important experiments that were performed after 1997, 
which set the basis for unconventional superconductivity, most likely triplet, in quasi-
one-dimensional superconductors of the Bechgaard salt family. Measurements of the 
upper critical field in (TMTSF)2PF6 performed by Lee et. al. [2] and the possible 
connections to triplet superconductivity are discussed. Then, the experimental work 
of Belin and Behnia (BB) [3]on the thermal conductivity of (TMTSF) 2 CI0 4 is re­
viewed. Lastly, a review is made of the Knight shift experiments by Lee et. al. [4] 
in ( T M T S F ) 2 P F 6 . The analysis of these three experiments provides a picture of the 
unconventional nature of the quasi-one-dimensional organic superconductors of the 
Bechgaard salt family,(TMTSF) 2X. 
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Figure 3: The temperature versus pressure phase diagram for (TMTSF^PFe- Notice 
the proximity of the superconducting phase to the spin density wave (SDW) insulating 
phase. 
1 . 2 . 1 A n i s o t r o p y o f t h e U p p e r C r i t i c a l F i e l d i n ( T M T S F ) 2 P F 6 
First the paper by Lee et. al. [2] where the upper critical field of the quasi-one-
dimensional superconductor (TMSTF^PFe at pressure P — 6.0 kbar is reviewed. 
This pressure is large enough to suppress the nearby spin density wave phase (see 
phase diagram in Fig. 3) . From resistance measurements, Lee et. al. [2] extract the 
critical temperature as a function of magnetic field TC(H), for magnetic field aligned 
precisely with the three principle directions a, b ' and c*. The data was collected for 
fields up to 6 T and temperatures down to 0.1 K. 
Three new featureswere observed at low temperatures (see Fig. 4, p. 6). First, the up­
per critical field displays pronounced upward curvature without saturation for H || a 
and H || b'; second, Hjf3 becomes larger than H£2 at low temperatures; third, both H£2 
5 
and exceed the Pauli paramagnetic limit, (i.e., the theoretical limit imposed by 
the paramagnetic effect of the applied magnetic field on the electronic spin susceptibil­
ity [5, 6]). pressure phase diagram (see Fig. 3). This experimental evidence combined 
points in the direction of unconventional pairing in quasi-one-dimensional supercon­
ductors. The upper critical field along these directions exceeds the Pauli paramagnetic 
0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 
Temperature (K) 
Figure 4: The magnetic field versus temperature (H — T) phase diagram for 
(TMTSF) 2 PF 6 using the junction criterion for magnetic fields aligned along the three 
principle axis a, b ' , and c*. 
limit for this compound by a factor of 2, at least. This paramagnetic limit (also known 
as the Clogston-Chandrasekhar limit [5, 6]) is given by 2 / i B # p ( T = 0) = 1.84/cBT c(0) 
(i.e., the zero temperature paramagnetic limiting field equals 1.84 x the zero field 
critical temperature) for an isotropic S wave system in the absence of spin-orbit scat­
tering, or by 2fiBHP(T = 0) = 1.58A;BTC(0) for an anisotropic singlet pairing [7]. In 
the case of (TMSTF) 2 PF 6 these estimates correspond to 2.1 T and 1.8 T. At low 
temperatures, however, it was observed that Hb' > 3Hp. 
6 
The other unusual feature is the anisotropy inversion that occurs above the charac­
teristic field H* « 1.6T, where H%2 becomes larger than H£ above the characteristic 
field H*. Lee et. al. extracted the phase diagram in Fig. 4 from measurement of 
the sample resistance vs. temperature for various applied magnetic fields (see Fig. 
5). They defined five temperature criteria to extract the critical temperature as a 
function of magnetic field. These criteria are defined as follows: (a) an onset T0, (b) 
a "junction" Tj, (c) a midpoint TM, (d) a zero resistance extrapolation Tx (where 
the tail near R — 0 is ignored), and (e) a zero resistance point Tz- Using this ap­
proach, they were able to connect the resulting curves Ti(H) (for each criteria) with 
the physical upper critical field HC2(T). 
Figure 5: (TMSTF) S PF 6 interlayer resistance versus temperature for various magnetic 
fields H || b ' at P = 6 kbar. Five different criteria for the putative critical temperature 
TC(H) are indicated: O (onset), J (junction), M (midpoint), X (R -> 0), and Z 
(R = 0). 
In Fig. 6 the anisotropy inversion is shown in detail under four different criteria 
7 
(T0,Tj,TM and Tx). Lee et. al. [2] had fewer data points for the R = 0 (Tz) cri­
terion, however they found that the anisotropy inversion still occurs at T « 0.35K. 
Notice in Fig. 6 that the data sets look very similar. The shift of the anisotropy 
inversion temperature is due to the width of the superconducting transition, however 
the anisotopry inversion field H* « 1.6 T is largely insensitive to the criterion used. 
Furthermore, the superconducting state was more resilient for fields along b' than 
along a, which suggested that the quasi-one-dimensional nature of the system was 
very important. 
different resistance criteria: onset, junction, midpoint and R —> 0. 
Lee et. al. [2] have pointed out that several theoretical investigations concerning 
low-dimensional superconductors needed to be checked for consistency with their 
experimental data. They have checked their data against the ideas of Efetov and 
Larkin [8], who pointed out that superconductivity in quasi-one-dimensional systems 
8 
could survive in large magnetic fields, provided that electrons, in different chains, 
formed pairs in the triplet channel. It was also suggested by Abrikosov [9, 10] that 
the early observations of the upper critical fields of Bechgaard salts could be made 
consistent with triplet pairing, given that the critical temperature of these systems 
was strongly suppressed in the presence of non-magnetic disorder (impurities). Later, 
Lebed [11, 12] and Dupuis, Montambaux, and Sa de Melo [13] (DMS) have suggested 
a remarkable magnetic field induced reentrant phase in quasi-one-dimensional super­
conductors. This remarkable reentrance was not observed in the experiments of Lee 
et. al. [2], however many of the theoretical ideas put forth in the papers by Lebed 
[11, 12] and DMS [13] seem to be applicable to the experimental situation described 
here. For instance, the idea that there is a dimensional crossover that confines the 
electronic motion along c*, when the magnetic field is applied along b' leads to the 
suppression of the orbital frustration-induced pair breaking. In theory, there could 
also be a series of spectacular first order phase transitions separating different su­
perconducting phases as the magnetic field is increased [13]. These first order phase 
transitions were not observed in the work by Lee et. al. [2]. However, in the sce­
nario proposed by Lebed and DMS, the upper critical field would exceed the Pauli 
paramagnetic limit and show reentrant behavior for both singlet and triplet pairing. 
The reentrant behavior was predicted to be much more dramatic for the triplet case, 
but very sensitive to accurate alignment of the magnetic field with b', as suggested 
by Lebed [11, 12] and DMS [13], and emphasized recently by Vaccarella and Sa de 
Melo [14], who calculated the angular dependence of the upper critical field in the 
field regime of the predicted reentrant phase. 
One theory which remains consistent with most experimental facts discussed in Lee 
et. al [2] is that due to Lebed [11, 12] and DMS [13]. This theory predicts a magnetic 
field-induced dimensional crossover for H || b'. The interlayer motion 5z is confined 
to ±z0tz/huc, where z0 is the layer spacing along c*, tz is the bandwidth along z, 
9 
and uc is the semiclassical Brillouin zone crossing frequency, uc = ez0vFH/h. The 
dimensional crossover occurs when uic is comparable to tz. Using a Fermi velocity 
VF = 2 x 105 m/s , interlayer spacing z0 = 1.3 nm, and a bandwidth tz between 5 K 
and 10 K [13], OJC reaches tz in a crossover field of 2 T to 4 T, the same magnitude 
as the anisotropy inversion field H* shown in Fig. 4. At high magnetic fields, where 
uic » tz and Sz <g. z 0 , the interlayer motion in inhibited. As a result, the orbital 
pair breaking effect is dramatically reduced and superconductivity survives at high 
magnetic fields. 
1.2.2 Thermal Conductivity of Superconducting (TMTSF)2CI04 
Evidence for a Nodeless Gap 
The experimental work of Belin and Behnia [3] (BB) on the thermal resistivity of 
superconducting (TMTSF)2CI04 is discussed here. The main result of their work was 
that the electronic contribution to heat transport decreases rapidly below the critical 
temperature for superconductivity, thus indicating the absence of low-energy elec­
tronic excitations, (i.e., a nodeless gap). 
Belin and Behnia measured both the electrical and the thermal conductivities of four 
(TMTSF)2CI04 single crystals grown by standard electrochemical techniques. The 
sample size discussed by BB has dimensions 1.1 x 0.23 x 0.07mm 3. 
In their paper [3] the observed temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity 
K and of the electrical resistance R is shown at low temperatures. When the sample 
became superconducting they observed a sharp decrease in K. More specifically, the 
sharp decrease occurred at T ~ IK which is coincident with the end of the resistive 
transition. This kink in K(T) disappears with the destruction of superconductivity 
under a small magnetic field along the c*-axis. 
10 
BB's goal was to observe the quasiparticle (electronic) component of the thermal 
conductivity. In general, the separation of lattice and quasiparticle components of 
thermal transport in superconductors is not a straightforward procedure, since the 
condensation of electrons in the superconducting state affects lattice contribution 
due to electron-phonon coupling. To gain insight on the effect of the superconduct­
ing instability on heat carriers, they analyzed the ratio A K / T corresponding to the 
difference between the two experimental curves of K/T (at H = 0 and H = 5kOe), as 
a function of temperature. In BB's paper [3] a plot of A K / T shows that it increases 
steadily with decreasing temperature before saturating at a temperature of about 0.4 
K. This saturation was observed at the same temperature for all the samples studied 
in BB's work. The saturation value ( A « / T ) | s a 4 was 3.7 ±0 .4 / iWK - 2 in the sample 
studied. This value is very close to L0/RQ (= 3 .8±0.5 / iWK - 2 , in the sample studied). 
The ratio L0/RQ is the expected maximum electronic contribution to heat transport 
according to the W F law. 
BB argued that the saturation in A K / T indicates the absence of low energy quasi­
particle heat carriers. Neglecting the magnetoresistance (which was shown to be very 
small at H = 5kOe [3]) BB expressed A K / T as 
T \ T T ) \ T T ) 
where subscripts {e, ph} refer to electronic and lattice (phonon) components and su­
perscripts {s, n} refer to superconducting and normal states. A finite electron-phonon 
coupling typically leads to an increase in the lattice thermal conductivity in the su­
perconducting state so that «p h (T) < KSPH(T) for the whole temperature range below 
TC. This means that at finite temperature below TC, A K / T represents a lower bound 
to the difference between the electronic thermal conductivities of the normal and su­
perconducting states. At zero temperature, however, this difference was observed to 
be equal to L0/RQ. These two constraints allowed BB to extract the temperature de­
pendence of the normalized electronic thermal conductivity K^/K^ from AK/T. The 
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experimental ratio of K^/K^ could then be compared with other experimental results 
(e.g., UPta), and with theoretical results for different gap symmetries. 
BB considered two different scenarios for the temperature dependence of the thermal 
conductivity in the normal state, while neglecting the effect of electronic condensation 
on lattice thermal conductivity. In the first scenario they assumed a constant K™JT 
(equal to Lo/p0). In the second scenario, they assumed that the thermal conductivity 
in the normal state followed the behavior imposed by the temperature dependence 
of electrical resistivity and the W F law (see [3]). The second scenario implies a dif­
ference of 27 percent in the geometric factor of the sample for electric and thermal 
transport. BB observed [3] that the normalized K^/K^I curves are not very different 
for the two possible scenarios. In addition, BB made a comparison [3] between data 
from (TMTSF) 2 CI04 and the data from the unconventional superconductor UPt3 [15]. 
A plot of these two curves [3] reveals that the decrease in K ^ / K ^ is much faster in 
(TMTSF) 2 CI04 than in UPt3. The main conclusion from BB's work is clear: their 
data cannot be made consistent with a gap function that has nodes on the Fermi 
surface. Their analysis and their conclusion are a direct consequence of the apparent 
saturation of the quantity AK/T [3], and are quite robust. In summary, Belin and 
Behnia [3] measured the thermal conductivity of (TMTSF) 2 CI04 in the superconduct­
ing and metallic states, and concluded that their results were incompatible with the 
presence of nodes in the order parameter function. 
The combined studies of the upper critical fields in ( T M T S F ) 2 P F 6 [2] (discussed in 
section §1.2.1) and the thermal conductivity measurements of (TMTSF ) 2 CI0 4 dis­
cussed in this section suggest a fully gapped triplet state in the Bechgaard salts 
family (TMTSF) 2 X. 
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1.2.3 Evidence for Triplet Superconductivity in (TMSTF)2PF6 
from 7 7Se Knight Shifts 
This section briefly reviews some of the work of Lee et. al. [4] , where 7 7 Se Knight 
shifts (K) and resistivity were measured simultaneously in (TMTSF^PFg under pres­
sure. These experiments were performed with the goal of clarifying the ground state 
symmetry of this material. Knight shift experiments are the next natural candidate 
experiment to get detailed information about the order parameter symmetry of the 
superconducting state. The Knight shift is linearly proportional to the electron spin 
susceptibility, and is a direct measure of the spin polarization of the superconducting 
state. In the case of a singlet superconductor it is expected that the spin contribution 
Ks to the Knight shift is strongly suppressed at low temperatures below the super­
conducting transition temperature. This is particularly true when the measurements 
are performed at very low magnetic fields. However, the experiments of Lee et. al. 
indicated that there was no observable change in the Knight shift between the metal­
lic and superconducting states of (TMTSF) 2CI04. Thus, their observation supports 
the hypothesis of triplet P wave superconductivity in this material. 
In very small magnetic fields, a singlet superconducting ground state leads to a vanish­
ing of the spin contribution, Ks, to the total K as T —> 0. The expected shifts for r r S e 
are in the range 340-480 ppm for cooling from the normal phase to a singlet supercon­
ducting phase. However, Lee et. al. [4] concluded from their measured spectra that no 
change was observed (5KS = 0 ± 20ppm). To ensure that the pressurized sample was 
superconducting while acquiring the NMR data, they conducted transport measure­
ments in parallel (synchronization) with the application of the radio-frequency pulses. 
The observed NMR spectra were measured at temperatures above and below Tc. 
, Lee et. al. found no shift in the first moment to within the experimental error bars. 
The lack of any observable difference between the spectra as the temperature was 
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varied indicated that the system is not a singlet superconductor. 
1.3 Summary 
There is strong experimental evidence that the order parameter in (TMTSF)2X is 
of the triplet variety. This evidence includes work by Lee et. al. [2],[4] and Belin 
& Behnia [3]. First Lee et. al. measured the H vs. T phase diagram and observed 
that for H\\a. that the field exceeds the Pauli paramagnetic limit by factors of 2 and 3. 
Further work done by Belin & Behnia [3] measured the thermal conductivity of 
(TMTSF)2CI04 in the normal and superconducting states. Belin & Behnia's data 
show that as T — > 0, K | | ( T ) / K " , ( T ) —>• 0. The apparent exponential dependence of the 
electron thermal conductivity with decreasing temperature in the superconducting 
state implies a gap in the response and a gapped symmetry for the order parameter. 
The last experiment which supports (TMTSF)2X as a candidate for triplet super­
conductivity was a Knight shift measurement done by Lee et. al. [4]. The Knight 
shift measures the electron spin response of the system to applied field. For singlet 
spin pairing, the spin response is gapped and is diminished with decreasing temper­
ature such that at low temperature x{T) = Xoe~^°-
For triplet spin pairing, the spin response is constant for special field directions, 
independent of temperature, and equal to the normal value x(T) = XN- This is what 
is observed by Lee et. al. [4] for H\\a where x — XN- The measurement for H\\h' 
gives results similar to the H\\a-measurement [4]. The measurement for H\\c* cannot 
be done since the magnitude of the applied field H necessary to perform the NMR 
experiment exceeds the upper critical field in that direction H > Hf2. 
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These three experiments taken together point very strongly toward a gapped triplet 
order parameter. 
Chapter II 
Background and Motivation for the 
Description of Cooper Pairs 
2.1 Cooper Pairing 
In order to study Cooper pairing on an introductory level in (TMTSF)2X it is benefi­
cial to study the quantum mechanical problem of two-body bound pairs in a lattice. 
In this treatment a pair of electrons is added to the Fermi sea at T = 0. These elec­
trons interact very weakly with each other and only interact with the other electron 
in the Fermi Sea under the Pauli exclusion principle [16]. 
The basic idea (due to Cooper [17]) is that even for a very weakly attractive in­
teraction that the ground state of the Fermi sea of electrons is unstable against the 
formation of at least one bound pair. This will be demonstrated in the following by 
showing that the binding energy A of the pair is negative. As such the two body 
Schroedinger Equation is solved with central potential. 
-^"(V? + V^tf + V(n - r 2)* = (A + 2eF)*. (2) Am 
Here the 2tp term is the free particle energy for two unbound electrons at the Fermi 
surface in a degenerate electron gas. From above if the electrons are to be bound in 
a pair then, it must be that A < 0 so that the bound pair has lower energy than the 
free electrons. 
Solution of this equation can be simplified by transforming the problem first to the 
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center of mass coordinate frame 
h2 
— (VJ)# + V(r)V = (A + 2eF)V 
and then to the momentum representation: 
Vo j d3keikrg(k). 
The resulting integral equation is then multiplied by e , k ' r and integrated over real 
space: 
'h2 I d3kd3r 
-k2 - 2eF - A m , i ( k - k ' ) r 5 ( k ) + J ^kd3rel^-k')TV{v)g{k) = 0. (3) Using the definition of the Fourier Transform 
V(k) = i J d3re-ikrV(r) 
where V is the volume of the sample (and then switching dummy variables) one 
obtains: 
'h2 (2ny 
m -r - 2eF - A 
g{k) + V j d3k'V{k - k')g(k') = 0. (4 ) 
Next a model for the pair interaction is constructed. The potential is attractive in 
the vicinity of the Fermi surface (where the pair resides) and zero everywhere else. It 
is also assumed that the potential can be expanded with respect to a suitable basis 
in the lattice. 
dr 
V(k - k') = V F S(k, k') £ 7 ; V j ( k ) V j ( k 7 
3 = 1 
- V F S < 0, kF < k, k' < kF + 5k 
(5) 
where VFS(1C, k') = 
0, otherwise 
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with f d3k^(k)*^(k) = NrdS. 
and where 5k <C kF is a small variation of the wave vector of the bound electron 
pair near the Fermi surface, dr is the dimension of the span of { i />J(k)} and T 
labels the irreducible representation to which the basis functions belong. Np,j is the 
normalization of the basis functions. By expanding the pair wave function in the 
basis 
dr 
/(K) = 5>i#(K) ( 6 ) 
j=i 
one can simplify the expression for the Schrodinger Eq. 4: 
0
 = ^
 +
 7 > ) f e j / * ' k " k > r < k ' » « = ^ -
Remember that the interaction potential is nonvanishing only on the Fermi surface. 
Therefore the integral above is performed over a thin shell region on the Fermi surface 
denoted by (FS). 
°
 =
 ^
( K )
 " I2^A] K , r (FS)^ r (k ) (7) 
w h e r e K j ( F S ) = 7 j ^ / Vj(K)V(K). 
F S 
<7r(k) corresponds to the orbital piece of the pair wave function, i/>J(k) is the jth basis 
function, Vps is the interaction strength, £ is the energy of motion for one of the 
members of the pair referenced to the Fermi energy e F , (FS) is some constant and 
A is the binding energy we seek. Utilizing the expansion of <7r(k) in the { i />J(k)} basis 
one can simplify the expression further: 
0
 = * -
 < F S ) ( 8 ) 
Each of the particles in the pair have an energy e on the Fermi surface between tF 
and eP + ej (or 0 < £ < et). Integrating the expression above over the allow range, 
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one may isolate the binding energy: 
x 1 / A ^ N K j f F S , ^ 
-2ei 
l e x p { 2 [ r ? , / K J r ( F S ) ] - [ e i / F F S ] } - l 
2 . 2 Spin Structure of Paired States 
It was already shown that the pair Hamiltonian has solutions <7r(k) that can be 
expanded in the basis ( k ) } ^ . This basis forms a orthogonal set of solutions to 
the Schrodinger equation and reflects the symmetry of the lattice T. The solution 
<7r(k) represents the orbital piece of the pair wave function. If we now include the 
spin component, the general state of a single pair is 
#pair(k,C7i,C72) =^ r(k)x(ffit72)-
The two particle spinor x ( ° " i ° 2 ) expresses the spin of the pair as a function of the 
spin coordinates of the individual particles. 
\I>J(k, < T i , cr2) is a Fermion wave function for a bound pair of electrons. It is therefore 
antisymmetric. For pairing in the spin triplet channel, the spinor x(&i&2) [— x ( ° 2 
is even and consequently <7r(k) is odd in the momentum index [<7r(—k) = — <7r(k)]. 
The odd parity orbital component is customarily labeled by T = T u [19]. 
For pairing in the spin singlet channel, the spinor x{aia2) [= —x{a2^\)\ is odd and 
consequently <?r(k) is even in the momentum index [gr{—k) = <?r(k)]. The even parity 
orbital component is customarily labeled by T = Tg [19]. 
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2.2.1 T r i p l e t P a i r i n g 
Now consider the case of triplet spin pairing first. For this state we can have a mixture 
of spin pairing in the three different spin channels: 
In this case the pair wave function is a linear superposition of states that each satisfy 
the Schrodinger equation separately. This solution can be cast in a more compact 
form by associating each of the four above kets with an entry in a 2 x 2 matrix: 
Very plainly these are three orbital wave functions g^ik) written into the entries of an 
associated matrix. The importance of casting the wave function into this form will 
become clear later on when the excitation energy is obtained from the Hamilitonian 
for the many body case. In that case it will be seen that the order parameter A r(k) 
will have the same symmetry properties in the indices as our 2-body bound pair wave 
function. 
We can make a connection with the traditional Pauli spin matrices by writing each of 
the matrices associated with a ket, above, in terms of the Pauli matrices and factoring 
out i<r2 to the right yielding: 
A r (k) = A 0 (drl(k)(rl + 4 (k)<r 2 + dl(k)<r3) i<r~2 = iA 0 (<x <r5) • d (k) (10) 
A r (k) = rf(k)| tt> + <£(k)(| ti> + lit)) + <£(k)|U>-
Then the triplet wave function can be represented as the matrix: 
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where the old and new orbital pieces are related by 
9iM 
22 r(k) 
A 0 [ - d [ ( k ) + i4(k)] 
A 0 e£(k) 
A 0 [ d [ (k)+i4 (k ) ] . 
Here the d^(k) contain the orbital information associated with the a-direction of the 
lattice and have the symmetry of the lattice F. d r (k) corresponds to the orbital 
component of the pair wave function for pairing in the triplet channel. It is a 3-D 
vector whose components are constructed from the <?£(k)-orbitals. The <?£(k)-orbitals 
are themselves solutions to the Schrodinger equation and correspond to the three 
possible spin triplet pairing states. A 0 is a number containing amplitude information 
from the <?£(k)-orbitals (e.g., it may carry temperature dependent information) so that 
d r (k) then contains just directional information plus orbital information (through its 
k-dependence). 
Eq. 10 is called the order parameter of the system and from its structure it is clear 
that the orientation of d r (k) (also referred to as the order parameter) is intimately 
related to the spin components of the paired electrons (where the Pauli matrices con­
tain the spin information). Clearly the order parameter is a matrix. It will be seen 
later that quantities like the tensor electron spin susceptibility have comonents that 
are related to the components of Eq. 10. Although, the precise relationship between 
the components of these quantities will be delineated in a later section, the tensor 
susceptibility can be probed by experiment to determine the orientation of vector 
order parameter d r (k) relative to crystal lattice directions in real space. 
The expansion of the vector order parameter in the lattice basis functions takes the 
form: 
( I D 
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The vector can be associated with a superconducting order parameter. When this 
vector has finite components it is associated with the presence of Cooper pairing in 
the triplet channel. 
One point of interest whose relevance will become clear later on is what happens 
when A (k) is regarded as being proportional to a unitary matrix: 
A 1 ^ A I - d i ( k ) + < ( k ) 4 ( k ) A (k) = A 0 
\ 4(k) d[(k) + idr2(k) 
In this case A (k)A (k) T oc do: 
A (k)A (k) f = 
| A 0 d r ( k ) | 2 2 | A 0 | 2 3 {[d\(k) + < ( k ) ] 4 ( k ) * } 
2 | A 0 | 2 3 {[d[(k) + i 4 ( k ) ] 4 ( k ) * } | A 0 d r ( k ) | 2 
= | A o d r ( k ) | 2 £ 0 (12) 
We obtain a condition on the d—vector that if A (k) is unitary then 
^ { [ 4 ( k ) + i 4 ( k ) ] 4 ( k ) * } = 0 . (13) 
For the purposes of this discussion the d—vector will in general be real so that this 
condition is satisfied. 
**** r **** r j. 
Note the relation between the trace of A (k)A (k) T and the d-vector : 
Tr A ^ k j A ' l k ) 1 = 2 | A 0 d r ( k ) | 2 
Lastly, it is worth noting that the triplet pair wave function inherits the symmetry 
properties: 
A T , ( - k ) = - A T . ( k ) (14) 
A ^ ( k ) = A j Q ( k ) (15) 
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where the first line reflects the odd parity of the orbital component of the triplet and 
the second line reflects the even parity of the spin component. More simply one may 
write: 
A*(-k) = -A*(k) (16) 
where t here means transpose. 
2.2.2 Singlet Pairing 
The singlet pairing state is much easier to recast. The wave function in this case has 
the form: 
Ar(k) = A0/(k)(|n>-|IT>). 
Making the same associations of ket with matrix yields: 
Ar(k) = A 0/(k) ( ° 1 )=iA0gr(k)a2 V -1 0 / 
where i <r2 reflects the explicit antisymmetry of the spin part of the singlet state. 
Here gr(k) has been put on the same footing as d(k) in that information such as 
temperature dependence is carried by A 0. 
For singlet pairing the wave function inherits the symmetry properties: 
A^(-k)= A^(k) (17) 
where the first line reflects the even parity of the orbital component of the singlet 
and the second line reflects the odd parity of the spin component. More simply one 
may write: 
A (-k) = -A (k). (19) 
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2.3 The Energy of Quasiparticle Excitations 
This section provides a brief derivation of the diagonalization of the many body 
Hamiltonian and quasiparticle excitation energy for particles in a lattice. A more 
detailed treatment can be found in appendix §A. This section introduces the concept 
of quasiparticles as electron-hole combinations and demonstrates how the magnitude 
of the order parameter modifies the quasiparticle excitation energy. 
2 . 3 . 1 T h e D i a g o n a l i z a t i o n o f t h e H a m i l t o n i a n 
The purpose of this section is to derive the expression for the excitation energy Ey 
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in the many body problem for a general 2-body 
interaction in a lattice. The process of diagonalization will lead to introduction of 
quasiparticles which are composite particles consisting of electrons and electron holes 
in the superconductor. The system Hamiltonian to be diagonlized is: 
H = 5Z^ 0 L°ka + \ ^2 H Va/W(K,KV_kaak/Jak'Aa-kV 
k a k k ' a$ti\ 
Note this is the most general form of the Hamiltonian for a two body interaction 
where V^A^K, K') is some general spin and momentum dependent interaction. The 
interaction can be shown to have the symmetry properties: 
^WK,K') = -VV(-K,K') = -Va^x(k,-k') = V,A(-K',-K) = V ,^A/I(K',K).(20) 
We now consider diagnolizing the Hamiltonian in order to find the eigen-energies of 
the system. Consider that in its present form the the interaction term is quartic in 
the electron operators. This makes it very difficult to put H into a suitable form 
for diagonalization. Nevertheless, H can be put into diagonal form if one considers 
replacing the operator products a L k Q a ^ and a k / A a_ k , / i with their respective average 
values: 
(^K) = (alkaa^) and FXfl(k') = ( w . ^ ) . (21) 
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Now the Hamiltonian is quadratic and therefore factorable under a suitable change 
of basis. The operator products can then be rewritten in terms of these averages 
according to: 
« U c A = ^ ( k ) + (alkaal0 - J ^ ( k ) ) 
ak>\a-k>n= ^V(k') + (o k, Aa_ k V - F^(k')) 
^ k a ^ k ' A O - k ' , , = ^^(k)^(k') 
+ ^(kXcVAO -kv - ^(k')) 
+ ( « L t o ^ - Fl0(k))Fx,(k') 
+ (alka^ ~ ^ (k))(ok'A°-k^ - ^(k'))-
Using the Mean Field Approximation the operators in terms of their average values 
is called the . The excitation energy can be found without knowing the exact form 
of the anomalous averages. So we'll forgo determining their explicit form. Since the 
last term is quadratic in the difference of the pair of operators average of the operator 
pair it 's contribution is negligible and it is dropped. 
Substituting this result back into the Hamiltonian and recognizing the F's as complex 
matrices indexed by the spin labels of the electron operators one obtains: 
H=J2^aL^a (22) 
ka 
+ ^ E E ^ W k-k') [-F^(k)FA,(k') + F ^ ( k ) a k ( A a _ k ) / i + F A / 1 ( k > t k a a k / 3 -
kk' a0fi\ 
At this point it is convenient to consider functions of the form 
A M Q = - £k< , A „ W k ' k ' ) M k ' ) (23) 
which is known as the gap equation. Va0M(k, k') models the interaction of the elec­
trons bound in Cooper pairs. It 's symmetry properties (Eq. 20) are consistent with 
those of a symmetrized function. The wave function of an N-body system of Fermions 
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is antisymmetrized and so is the potential that describes the interaction. Observe that Akj8a inherits the symmetry of the interaction potential. The general form of the pair 
wave function obtained in §2.2 is perfectly suited to model the antisymmetrized solu­
tion of the gap equation Ak / 3 a: 
AQ/g(k) = A 0^(k) (iay)a0, 
Aa0(k) = A 0 {ia-dy-d{k))ar 
Writing the Hamiltonian in terms of the gap functions: 
H=\ £ * k ( 4 « « k « " «ka«k«) + \ E [ A U k ) « - k a « k / J + Aa*( k)°L/-ka k,a0 
+
 2 
k,a/3 
setting EQ = \ £ k, Q / J + ^ a(k)A a^(k)] (24) 
The Hamiltonian is diagonalized by the transformation: 
,k _ (* + fc)*o (25) V + &) 2 + l T r ^kA k ] 
K = , "
Ak
 (26) 
V ( £ k + 4 ) 2 + 2 - T r [ A k A k ] 
with eigen-energy excitation energy: 
Ek = ^ + | A o | 2 | d ( k ) | 2
 =
 . / ^ + l T r [ A k S k ] . (27) 
i?o is then the ground state energy. The Hamiltonian is diagonal in the new basis: 
V a = E + titafiOw + KaA,?} (28) 
bla = E {-^M/jaM + (#k + £k)<W>4,/>} 
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WHERE A,/3 = {T, 4}- THE 6-OPERATORS DEPEND LINEARLY ON THE ORIGINAL ELECTRON OP­
ERATORS {A,A*}. THEY REPRESENT THE CREATION AND DESTRUCTION OF THE QUASIPARTICLES 
MENTIONED EARLIER. AS CAN BE SEEN, THE ACTION OF b (OR &*) CREATES AN ELECTRON (BY THE 
ACTION OF at AND AN ELECTRON HOLE BY THE ACTION OF a. THE NEW -^OPERATORS FORM THE 
operator BASIS WHICH DIAGONALIZE THE SYSTEM HAMILTONIAN. 
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Chapter III 
THE QUASIPARTICLE DENSITY OF 
The primary motivation for calculating the DOS is to use it to obtain information 
about the presence (or absence) of nodes in the energy gap for low energy quasipar-
ticles. In the case where the energy gap has no nodes the DOS vanishes for energies 
below a critical frequency (\hu\ < \huigAp\ Af(u>) = 0). In the case where nodes are 
present, ftf(u) remains finite for all frequencies |o;| > 0. 
The approach used in this section to calculate the quasiparticles density of states 
is compared with that of Mineev [19] for the isotropic. In this case the A-phase of su-
perfluid 3 He is analyzed where the order parameter has the form d(k) = (kx+iky, 0,0). 
The Fermi surface is spherical, characterized by the usual e = ak2 dispersion. Due to 
the form of the order parameter there is a node at the North and South poles of the 
Fermi surface. Mineev [19] shows that at very low frequency (excitation energy) the 
quasiparticle density of states should have a quadratic dependence on the excitation 
energy, HUJ, given by: 
where N0 is the density of states at the Fermi level. The goal of the next section is 
to compute the quasiparticle density of states, N(u), by two separate methods. The 
first approach, that of Mineev, is compared with with the approach used in this work 
to characterize the dependence of the density of quasiparticle states at low frequency. 
The reason for considering two methods is two-fold: firstly in the case of a compli­
cated energy dispersion a straight forward approach for calculating is N(u) needed, 
secondly it is desirable to show that a more general method developed in this work 
STATES DOS 
(29) 
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yields the correct result for a well known case. 
In what follows the dependence of the quasiparticle density of states on the exci­
tation energy is calculated by two different methods for the A-phase and k2 energy 
dispersion. The results are then compared. 
3.1 Comparison Calculation 
We now calculate the quasiparticle density of states for low frequency hui (small excita­
tion energy) by two separate methods. The method employed by Mineev is straight 
forward enough but relies on knowing exactly how the density of states disperses 
at the Fermi level with particle energy. One can find this energy dispersion for a 
D-dimensional system having momentum-energy dispersion e(k) = akn by a simple 
transformation from k-space coordinates to the energy representation: 
In finding the momentum-energy density p(e) one need be able to invert the momentum-
energy dispersion to find k(e). For more complicated dependencies, however, inverting 
the momentum dispersion to find A;(e) can be quite difficult. A more general approach 
to calculating the quasiparticle density of states will be needed. 
3 . 1 . 1 M i n e e v ' s A p p r o a c h 
Beginning from the same starting point as Mineev, the definition of the quasiparticle 
density of states in the strict BCS limit is: 
JdDkG{k) = fdSldkk^Gik) = / dCtde p(e)G(e) 
1 re i (D /n ) - i 
(30) 
(31) 
ka 
£k,a = ^ + | A ( k , Q ) P , £ K = h2k2/2m - p 
| A ( k , Q ) | 2 = A 2 | d ( k ) | 2 = A2\(kx + 4 ,0 ,0 ) | 2 = A Q s in 2 (0) 
(32) 
(33) 
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This is the excitation energy with gap |A(k, a ) | corresponding to the case of 3 He in 
the A-phase. The pairing of 3 He atoms in the A-phase is characterized by the angular 
momentum state: 
*£ i r = Yi,i(k)(|rr> - \U)) ~ (kx + iky)crz (34) 
That is, pairing occurs in a spin triplet channel—with net spin ms = 0—where each 
pair of atoms has orbital angular momentum I = h, giving total angular momentum 
for N pairs equal to TV/I. As it turns out , the gap function |A(k, a)\ contains all the 
information about the symmetry of the system that is contained in \&pair [ref. section 
§2.2]. Therefore 
,t*l 2 |A(k , a ) | 2 ~ Al\(kx + iky,0,0)\2{6*,i - 5 Q ,_0 2 = A 2 sin 2(0)| e"» 
Clearly the A-phase has nodes (i.e., the gap vanishes) near the polar regions at 9 = 0,7r 
implying that it is easy to excited pairs of 3 He atoms out of the superfluid ground 
state when the momentum of the pair lies near 9 = 0 or 9 = 7r. Utilizing this fact 
along with the spherical symmetry of the system a calculation of the DOS for 3 He 
proceeds as follows. 
N(u) is nonvanishing only when hu — Ek (i.e., when there exists a state {k, a} 
of given energy HJ). Since the sum is over all orbital and spin quantum numbers then 
exactly all those states of energy hui are counted. Clearly, the sum is over a discrete 
set of states; however, in the case of many discrete states having the same or similar 
energy one can pass to the continuum limit (note the factor of 2 coming from the spin 
sum): 
j^y3S(fa-E(k,9)). (35) 
In a 3-dimensional system governed by a k2 energy dispersion the density of states is 
a\ 2m 
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and near the Fermi level: 
, . m 2ma mkF p{eF) = • h2\ h2 h2 ' 
With regard to Mineev's approach, one uses the fact that in the strict BCS limit 
only those states very near the Fermi surface contribute to the quasiparticle density 
of states (or equivalently only those energies near the Fermi level contribute so that 
p « p(eF)). Then Eq. 35 becomes: 
jV(u;) = J dQk2dk5(hu- E(k} 9)) = J dttde p(e)5(hu-E(e,9)) 
=
 2 W o / ^deSihu- E{e,6)) N0 = ^ = ^-2p(eF) (36) 
where -/V0 is the quasiparticle density of states at the Fermi level. Using E = 
y/Z2 + A 2 , £ = (e - fi) one can show that de = {E/£)dE = (E/\/E2 - A2)dE 
hui 
N(U) = 2N0V0f ^ / d E ^ - V = NQVQf **{0)d9-x / ( M 2 " A 2 s in 2 ( ^ ) 
Clearly, in the case of small energy hu the range of integration must be restricted 
such that s i n 2 0 < (HUJ)2/'A2, (else, the density of states would be complex). For hu 
small enough sin(0) is approximately 6 and one obtains: 
hui
 2 
S M = 2NMI 4 ™ - / = J ± L w - 2iV0K0 . (37, 
The factor of 2 accounts for a contribution from the regions near the nodes at 9 = 0 
and 6 = TT. Notice that the quasiparticle density of states disperses as the square of 
the excitation energy hu normalized by the magnitude of the excitation energy gap. 
Also, observe that the density of states vanishes for hu = 0. However, arbitrarily 
small amounts of energy can create excitations in this system. This corresponds 
physically to the fact that quasiparticle excitations occur only when there is enough 
energy available to cause pair breaking and excite quasiparticles out of the super­
conducting ground state. Alternatively one may say that there are no zero energy 
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excitations. 
With this result the task now is to perform the same calculation using a more gen­
eral approach. The objective is to obtain the same dispersion for N(UI) with small 
frequency HUX 
3 . 1 . 2 A M o r e G e n e r a l A p p r o a c h 
In this section a more general approach to calculating the DOS is developed. Here, 
•Af(cd) is again calculated for the A-phase of 3 He. This approach does not rely on 
one's ability to invert the energy-momentum lattice dispersion (and subsequently find 
the density of states NO at the Fermi level) as is required by the previous method. 
The advantage gained is the ability to treat systems with lattice dispersions which 
are considerably more complicated than a simple power-law-type dispersion. The 
expectation is that this method will yield a more generalized result for AF(UI) and in 
the process recover the result from the previous section. Beginning with Eq. 35, the 
integration is performed by using the delta function identity: 
S(F(k)) = ^ L J^]^  - kj), where F(kj) = 0. (38) 
In Eq. 35 the argument of the delta function corresponds to F(k): 
F(k) = F(CJ,k,6) = hu-[( H2k2/2m - /J)2 + A 2 s in 2 9\ x > 2 . 
Applying the identity to the delta function integrand of Eq. 35: 
Vn f , Y,-8(k-ki(w,9)) 
iVH - ^ / ^ % \ U J ) L D > > , N M € * (39) 
The integration is first performed on k, holding hu and 9 fixed. This requires one to 
find the kj(u,9) (i.e., the zeros of the argument of the delta function 
F(w, kj,6) = huj- E{kj,6) = 0). Solving for the kj and noting that they correspond 
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to magnitudes (i.e., nonnegative) one obtains: 
{hu)2 = E2(k, 9) = ( £ k ) 2 + A 2 sin 2 9 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
|£k| = yj(lko)2-A2 sin2 9 
£k = h2k2/2m -fi= (-)•? {hu)2 - A2) sin 2 9 
kj = ^2mp + {-)hm[(hu)2 - A§sin 2 0] , j = 1,2, k £ ft. (43) 
That k is real requires the integration on 9 be such that s in 2 0 < (hu/A0)2. Further­
more, it is seen from Eqs. 41 & 42 
for j = 1 £ k < 0 =>• k < s/2mn/h = kF 
for j = 2 £ k > 0 =>• k > s/2mn/h - kF. (44) 
Clearly, the j = 1 root corresponds to k in the interval [0, kF] and the j = 2 root 
corresponds to k in the interval [kF,oo). Putting all this back into the integral, 
keeping in mind the restrictions on the angular and k integrations: 
k2dk 0 I hu 
Ao" 
- sin 2 9 
E I * ( * - F C J ) e ( H J ( * - f c r ) ) 
\dF(u,k,9)/dk\ 
7T 
=
 Vo_ f 2n2J sin9d9e\ 1-^ A 0 
dk 
- sin 2 9 | ® 
^ ( f c - f c i ) 
+ ^ A ; 2 D A ; 
<J(fc - k2) 
\dF(u,k,0)/dk\ } 
2TT2 
7T 
/ sin 0d0 6 hu Ao 
- sin 2 9 
+ 
^ 2 
\dF(u, k, 9)/dk\kl \dF(u, k, 9)/dk\k2, 
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(45) 
, dF\ [h2k2/2m- fi](h2/m)ki
 r , p Using the fact that —- = and substituting for kj from 
ok \k hu> 
(16) yields: 
... .
 T . mhu: r . 
sin 6d0e\ 
hui 
Ao 
- sin 2 9 ® 
® 
/ Y/2m/i - 2 m ( ( M 2 - A 2, SIN 2 fl)1/2 Y ^ m / i + 2 m ( ( M 2 - A 2 SIN 2 9)1'2 
V > / ( M 2 - A g s i n 2 ^ V ( M 2 - A g s i n 2 ^ 
(46) 
In the limit of small frequency, hui, the theta function imposes the condition that sin 9 
be small. In this case the only contribution to N(ui) comes from near the nodes at 
9 = 0,7T. Setting a = A0/hui, /3 = fi/huj, x = a9 and factoring out \J^m-
I 
N{u) = 2V 0 
= V 0 
m/iu; /2m /* a 
fa Jo 2w2h3 y »(TU ,/Q 
m/uj /2m 
0d0 y/P-(l- a
292yi2 y/P + (l- a292Yj2 
+ V l - a 2 0 2 ( ^ 1 - a 2 0 2 
^/l - ^ ( l - X2)^2 0-1(1- X 2 )V2J (47) 
The theta function restricts the integration near 9 = 0 to be on [0, hui/A0]. The factor 
of 2 in front of the first line accounts for the contribution from the nodes at 9 = 0 and 
9 — 7T. Observe that typically hui< fi and that x is integrated on [0,1]. This implies 
that the two terms in brackets in Eq. 47 can be expanded in y(x) — (1 — x 2 ) 1 / / 2 . One 
obtains: 
7T 2h3 
3 r l ^ ( 2 _ E ( 2 n - 3 ) ! ! 
where /" zda;h/(a;)]n = f xdx(l - x2)n/2 = —^—. 
Jo Jo n + 2 
Notice that the odd terms cancel out. Upon integration one obtains: 
(48) 
WW 
^ (2n + l)! 
n=l v 
hui 
2/1. 
2n 
(49) 
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For very small frequency the quadratic dependence of the quasiparticle density of 
states is recovered: 
N(u) = 4VQNQ (50) 
Notice that this result is a factor of 2 larger than the one obtained by Mineev. Look­
ing at Eq. 43 one sees that there are two sets of contributions to M(OJ) which are 
divided into states with k <kF and states with k > kp. Apparently, the approxima­
tion p(e) —> P(CF) used to simplify the integration in §3.1.1 is too strong and misses 
some of the contributions. 
Next we consider the DOS for the quasi-one-dimensional superconductor (TMTSF)2X. 
3.2 The General DOS for a Lattice 
The general definition of the quasiparticle density of states DOS is: 
M(u) = Y^lul6(huJ-Ek) + vl6(hu+Ek)} (51) 
k 
where 
Ek = ^ + | A ( k ) P (52) 
4k = tx cos(aiA;i) + ty cos(a2A:2) + tz cos(03^3) - (J, (53) 
In what follows the DOS for the S,P and Dxy symmetries will be discussed. The first 
and second terms contain the quasiparticle and quasihole coherence factors uk & vk 
and correspond to the density of states for the quasiparticles and quasiholes respec­
tively. The quasiparticle term contribute to M(u) only for u > 0. This is because the 
excitation energy in the delta function is nonnegative. Similarly, the quasihole term 
contributes to M{u) only for u < 0. Using the definition of the coherence factors 
these two terms are written compactly as: 
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N M =
 ( 2 ^ / ^ ^ ( l + 8 g n M ^ ) ( J ( ^ - s g n ( W ) £ ; P ) (55) 
This can be obtained by passing from the discrete to the continuous case [ ^ k —• 
(Vo/(27r)3) f d3k], converting to dimensionless variables (ajkj —> Xj), V0 — a^a^ and 
taking account of the sign difference in the coherence factors. In general the quasipar­
ticle density of states will differ in shape for quasiparticles and quasiholes; however, 
certain features such as the location of critical frequencies [see appendix §F] remain 
the same. The only contributions to the integral will come from momentum states r 
such that F(T,U) — hu- sgn(u>)Er = 0. 
The integration over momenta reduces to a 2Z)-integration by applying the delta 
function identity 
where / indexes the roots of F(x). The DOS takes the form: 
N M = ^ E / ^ (i + «-(">fe) | A F ( J ) / A I K L 
(57) 
F(T,UI) = Hu>— sgn(ui)Er 
where the quantities subscripted by X} are to be evaluated at x\ = xi(y,z,ui). To 
obtain the x^ one solves F ( r , uS) = hu - sgn{u)ET = 0 for x. The root x\ will be 
different for the various symmetries so that it is convenient at this point to treat the 
5, P, Dxy symmetries in separate sections. 
In the following sections, the DOS is obtained for the singlet S D symmetries 
and for the triplet P symmetries. 
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3.3 The DOS for the Singlet S Symmetry 
The general form of the DOS in Eq. 57 was obtained above. To begin, F(T,UI) = 
hui- sgn(ui)ET = 0 is solved for the S symmetry. The order parameter of the S 
symmetries has the from: 
A(r) = A 0 | d ( r ) | = A 0 . (58) 
Putt ing this form of the gap into hui hui= ET = 0 and solving for x \ yields: 
C O S ( X J S ) = 
- t x f ( y , z) + (-)J y/Ds(y,z,u) 
t2 
(59) 
x j s = ( - ) s arccos - t x f ( y , z) + (-)•? y/Ds(y,z,u) 
t2 
x 
(60) 
Ds(y,z,u) = t 2 x { ( h u j ) 2 - \ & ( i \ 2 ) . (61) 
So the roots are indexed by two indices / = { j s } , (j, s = 1,2) and 
sgn(ui)EXjs = hw 
EXjs = \huj\ 
Zxjs =txcos(xjs) +f{y,z) 
dF{r,ui) 
dx js 
• sin(a ;»«j) . 
= ( - ) J ^ T - V D s ( y , z , u ) 
(62) 
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Putt ing all these components together in Eq. 57 gives: 
2(27r)3Z-i ^ ^  J|Mj|sin(xjs)V^ sT^ )l 
2{2n)A^J ^ *a y|sin (Xj)y/Ds(y,z, j S \ - / • — 
Since the second term is even in j/, z it cancels out when the sum on j is performed: 
IM N ( W ) = J
 1 
2 (2TT)3 y/tl ((fiw)2 L=e(M-|AonE/r-^ . («) A plot for positive low frequency is given in Fig. 7. 
DOS for 5 at T=1K 
0.0002 
10 15 
T = hu/kB Figure 7: This figure shows the DOS for the 5 symmetry for positive frequency in 
units of temperature (IK) [T = hu/kB]. Notice the gap at T = A0/kB. [tx = 
kB(5800K),ty = kB(1226K),tz = kB(48K),n = A;B(4003K), A0 = * B(2.281K)] 
In the low frequency limit \hu>\ ~ |A0| and Ds(y,z,ui) fa 0. One can use that fact 
that \tx,(i » ty,tz\ to make the rough approximation —f(y,z)/tx fa fj,/tx so that 
| s i n (x j s ) | fa \J\- [n/tx]2 and the DOS for the 5 symmetry is approximately: 
1 \hu\ N(w) = 
TTv^ v^/^-IAol2 6([M2 - IA0I2) 
(64) 
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which reveals that the S symmetry is gapped and divergent at \ui\ = |Ao|. The plot 
of the DOS for the S symmetry from Eq. 63 is seen to contain the singularity at 
\ui\ = | A 0 | predicted in the approximation above; however, the approximation does 
not contain information about the cut-off frequencies lying at the top of the band Er 
which occur [see appendix §F] at: 
fc4naxj = l = }J(tz + ty + tt + ti)2 + &l (65) 
& 4 n a x , j = 2 = \/(tx + ty+tz ~ / i ) 2 + A20. (66) 
These frequencies are obtained by considering the implicit definition of | s i n (x j s ) | 
in terms of cos(xjs) in Eq. 59. While cosine is bounded in magnitude to be no 
greater than 1, the right hand side is not. In fact, for a given value of j = 1,2 there 
are frequencies w m a x j for which the right hand side exceeds the value 1 in magnitude. 
These frequencies define the cut-off values of ui corresponding to the top of the energy 
band Er and depend on whether j = 1 or 2. An analysis is performed to determine 
these cut-offs in the index [see appendix §F]. 
3.4 The DOS for the Singlet Dxy Symmetry 
Firstly, F ( r , u) = hu— sgn(w)F r = 0 is solved for the Dxy symmetry. The order 
parameter for this symmetry has the from: 
A(r) = A 0 sin(x) sin(y) (67) 
Putt ing this form of the gap into hu- sgn(ui)Er = 0 and solving for xj yields: 
( s _ -tJ(y,z) + (-)WDD«(y>z>u) 
C 0 S [ X j s )
 ~ t 2 - A 0 2 s i n 2 ( y ) 
xjs = (—) s arccos -txf{y,z) + ( - ) J y/DDtf{y,z,cj) 
t 2 - A 2 0 s i n 2 ( y ) 
(68) 
and 
DDx,(y,z,u) = |A 0 | 2 sin 2 ( t / ) / 2 (</ ,z) - (69) 
( t 2 - | A o | 2 s i n 2 ( y ) ) [ |A 0 | 2 sin 2 (y) - ( M ' ] 
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where / = {js} (j, s = 1,2) and 
EXjs = IM 
dF(r,cj) 
dx 
tx C O S ( X J s ) + f(y,z) 
Agsin2(y) 
^-Agsin2^)]^'^ t2x-A2sm2(y) 
•^DDxy{y,z,u) 
• sinfa;.-.,) / (70) 
Putt ing all these components together in Eq. 57 gives: 
&ja\ \tkj\-e(DDtt(y,z,u)) 
N
^ = l(k^Idydz
 v
1 + s g n M
 IM J isin^g^rai 
= 2 ( 2 ^ 1 ^ 7 ^ ^ ( M - s g n ( o ; ) Afis in
2
^) 1 , . .» 
e(DDxy(y,z,uj)) \sm(xjs)^/DDxi(y,z,uj)\ 
1 1 ^ f ( tx \e(DDJy,z,cj)) 
+ s g n M 2 ( 2 ^ j 3 ^ ( " )
 JJdydz t2x-A2sm2(y)J \sm(xjs)\ 
The integrand on the third line is even in y, z so that it vanishes when the sum on j 
is performed: 
sgn(a;)Agsin 2(t/)l
 t f A e(D0x,(y, z,u)) 
t2x-A2sin2(y) \ n V ' Z ) > s in(^- s ) y/DDty(y,z,u)\ 
(71) 
The gap parameter vanishes for y = 0, ±7r so that the symmetry is gapless. The 
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DOS for Dxy at 7=1 K 
0.0002 
10 15 
T = huj/kB 
Figure 8: This figure shows the DOS for the Dxy symmetry for positive frequency in 
units of temperature (IK) [T = hu/hB]. Notice in contrast to the gapped S that there 
is no gap in M(u) in this case. [tx = fcB(5800K), ty = kB(1226K),tz = fcB(48K),£t = 
fcB(4003K),A0 = M 3 . 6 7 5 K ) ] 
plot of Eq. 71 shows the gapless response (c j m j n = 0) with critical frequencies at: 
Wmin2 = 0 
U>2 
A 2 [ l - c o s 2 ( y i ) ] [ l - { a c o s ( y i ) + A } 2 ] 
A 2 [ l - cos 2(y 2)][l - (acos(y 2 ) + ft}2] 
(72) 
(73) 
(74) 
a = 
COs(d) = / 3 n ( Q 2 - l ) 
cos(y n) 
2 + 2a2 + p2\3' 
1 
a 
2 + 2a2 + 02 (O + Att 
cos 
2 
n = 1,2 
Further analysis on Do^iy, z,ui) [see appendix §F] again reveals the cut-off frequen­
cies: 
fa4nax,j=l = \tx + ty + tz + n\ 
fa4nax,j=2 = \tx + ty + tz- n\. 
(75) 
(76) 
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3.5 The DOS for the Triplet P Symmetries 
Now one solves F(r, u) — hu — sgn(u)ET = 0 for the P symmetries. The order 
parameter of the gapped P symmetries has the following from: 
A(r) = A0|d(r)| = A 0 (^s in(z) , £sin(i / ) , Csin(z)) A ^ 0. (77) 
Putt ing A(r) = A 0 ( .4s in(a ; ) ,Ss in(2/ ) ,Cs in (2)) into hu - sgn(u)ET = 0 and solving 
for Xj yields: 
C O S ( I J S ) = 
•txf{ytz) + {-yy/D9{y,z1u) 
tl - A2A2n 
(78) 
Xjs = (—) s arccos -*»/(y,z) + R
J
 y/Dp{y,z,w) 
tl - A2 A2 
(79) 
and 
DP(y,z,u) = A2\A0\2f2(y,z)-
(t2x - A2\A0\2) [B 2 |A 0 | 2 s in 2 (T/) + C 2 |A 0 | 2 s in 2 (z ) + ^ 2 | A 0 | 2 - ( M 2 ] • (80) 
Now, I = {js} (j, s = 1,2) so one has: 
EXjs = IM 
ixj8 = tx C O S ( X J s ) + f(y, z) 
A2A2 
[t2x - A2A2 
f(y>Z)+t2jA2XA2VDp(y,Z,u) 
dF(r,u) 
dx 
x 
• sin(x1-„) . 
= (-)' —)-f-^DP(y,z,u). (81) 
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Putting all these components together gives: 
N(w) = 1 1 
2 (2TT): 
J5 
dyrfz 1 - I - sgn(cj) &js\ \fvuj\-e{DP{y,z,oj)) 
M J \sm(xjs)y/DP(y,z,u)\ 
dydz [ \hu> — 2 ( 2 7 r ) 3 ^ / C 
+ S g n M 5 ( 2 ^ B - ) J / ^ 
js 
sgn(w)42A§ 
t\ - A2 A2 f(v,z) 
e(DP(y,z,u)) 
t2-A2A2J |sin(x 
sin(xjs)v/DP(?/,z,cj) 
e(DP(y,z,u)) 
The integrand on the third line is even in y, z. When the sum on j is performed, the 
contribution of the third line is canceled out: 
n h = ^ E / ^ ( i m - sgn(u)A
2A2 
[ *l - A2 A2 J f(v,z) 
6(DP(y,z,uj)) 
\sm{xjs)y/DP{y,z,uj)\ 
(82) 
Plots for the various P symmetries are given below The critical frequency analysis 
D O S f o r Px a t T = 1 K 
0.0002 
0.0001 
10 15 
T = hw/kB 
Figure 9: This figure shows the DOS for the Px symmetry for positive frequency 
in units of temperature (IK), T = hu/kB- The gapped response begins at T = 
hunijke = 1.301K. [A = 1,B = 0,C = 0,tx = kB(5800K),ty = kB(1226K),tz = 
Jfefl(48K),/i = itB(4003K), A 0 = JfeB(3.136K)] 
performed on Dp(y,z,u) > 0 [see appendix §F] yields the critical frequencies for the 
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DOS for P,+„ at T=1K 0.0002 
0.0001 
10 15 
Figure 10: This figure shows the DOS for the Px+y symmetry for positive frequency 
in units of temperature (IK), T = hui/kB. The gapped response begins at T = fcWfc* = 0.897K. [A = 1 ,5 = 1,C = 0,tx = kB(5800K),ty = kB(1226K),tz = kB{48K),n = A:B(4003K), A 0 = JfeB(2.162K)] 
gapped symmetries (i.e., A^Qi): 
- A 
= A 
2V 
h2 
2 A 0 2 
uji = A 
h2 
2 A 0 2 
cot = A 
h2 
2 A 0 2 
h2 
l -
l -
l -
l -
(li + ty+tz)2 tl ~ A2A02 (n + ty- tz)2 t2x - A2A02{n-ty + tz)2 tl - A2A02 (»-ty- tz)2 tl - A2A02 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
(86) 
Al 
h2 
h2 
[A2 + B2]-A2B2 ^  + tz)2 
[A2 + B2] - A2B2 A
2t2 + KB2 
(n-tz)2 
AH2 + KB2 
(87) 
(88) 
h2 Al 
h2 
\A2 A- r2\ - A2C2 ^ + TY^2 
[A +C\ AL
 A H 2 + K ( J 2 \A2 + r2\ - A2C2 ^ ~TY^2 [A +C j AC
 M 2 K ( J 2 
(89) 
(90) 
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DOS for PI+v+: at T=1K 0.0002 
3 
0.0001 h 
0 0 5 10 15 T = hw/kB 
Figure 11: This figure shows the DOS for the Px+y+z symmetry for positive frequency 
in units of temperature (IK), T = Hui/kB. The gapped response begins at T = 
fv+tin/kg = 0.745K. [A = B = C = y/2/3,tx = kB(5800K),ty = kB(1226K),tz = 
fcB(48K), n = M 4 0 0 3 K ) , A 0 = JfeB(2.199K)] 
The frequencies {cJm i n—UJ3} describe the Px symmetry [Fig. 9]: the beginning of 
the gapped response, the location of the first kink, the locations of the leading and 
trailing edges of the peak respectively. 
The Px+y symmetry [Fig. 10] can be described in terms of {o; m i n,C J 5 } : the be­
ginning of the gapped response, the location of leading and trailing edges of the first 
kink (step), the location of the leading edge of the second step and the locations of 
the leading and trailing edges of the peak. The Px+Z symmetry would have the same 
features except that {o;4 & UJ5} would be replaced by {ui6 k UJ7} corresponding to 
finite A & C and B = 0 instead of finite A & B and C = 0 as in the Px+y. 
The Px+y+z symmetry [Fig. 11] is described in terms of {^ m i n—ui 8}: the begin­
ning of the gapped response, the location of leading and trailing edges of the first two 
[A2 + B2 + C2]- A2B2C2 
A2[t2B2 + t2C2] + B2C2K (91) 
K = t2x - A2A2 
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DOS for Pv at T=1K 0.0002 
3 0.0001 [ 
0 0 5 10 15 
Figure 12: This figure shows the DOS for the Py symmetry for positive frequency in 
units of temperature (IK), T = hu/ks- From the plot it is clear that this is a gapless 
symmetry. [A = 0,B = 1,C = 0,tx = fcB(5800K),t„ = JfeB(1226K),t z = fcB(48K),/i = 
A;B(4003K), A 0 = M2 . 703K) ] 
kinks (steps), the location of the leading edge of the third step and the locations of the 
leading and trailing edges of the peak. In describing the Px+y+z all nine frequencies 
are incorporated corresponding to finite A, B, C. Notice the stubby appearance of the 
plot. This is because all the special frequencies are located very near one another. 
For the gapless symmetries (i.e., A = 0) [Figs. 12 & 13] the analysis performed 
on Dp(y,z,u) > 0 yields the critical frequencies: 
2 0 (92) 
B2 (93) 
C2 (94) 
\B2 + C2]. (95) 
Further analysis [see appendix §F] reveals the cut-off frequencies 
fa4nax,j=l = + ty+tz+fi\ 
fa4nax,j=2 = \tx + ty + tz - fi\. 
(96) 
(97) 
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DOS for Py+Z at T=1K 
0 
0 5 10 15 
T = hu/kB 
Figure 13: This figure shows the DOS for the Py+Z symmetry for positive frequency in 
units of temperature (IK), T = hut/kg- From the plot it is clear that this is a gapless 
symmetry. [A = 0,B = 3y/2/4,C = V2 - B2,tx = fcB(5800K), *y = ifeB(1226K),t a = 
A;B(48K), n = &B(4003K), A 0 = A;B(2.091K)] 
3.6 The Low Frequency Limit 
The low frequency limit \u>\ ~ C(cj m j n ) of the quasiparticle density of states for 
selected symmetries sym = {D, P} is discussed below (the low frequency limit for the 
S-symmetry has already been discussed) . In this limit one can exploit the fact that 
|a;| ~ O(iomin), which restricts the region of k-space in the I s * Brillouin zone that 
can contribute to jV(u). First we will look at the D i y - symmetry and then selected 
P-symmetries. 
3 . 6 . 1 L o w F r e q u e n c y DXY C a s e 
To find the low frequency limit observe that the largest contributions to the DOS, 
in Eq. 71, come from regions of the I s * Brillouin zone where y / ^ ) D x y ( y , - 2 , w ) ~ 0. 
Contributing regions obey Do^iy, z,cu) > 0. Under the restriction |a>| ~ 0(um\n) the 
contributing regions are bounded by the level curves DD%y(y, z,u) = 0 for a particular 
frequency u. 
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These level curve shown below in figure 14 is for the gapless Acy-symmetry. Observe 
3 . U 1 6 
-3 .1416 
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Figure 14: This figure shows the level curves corresponding to DDxy = 0 for the gapless 
symmetry Dxy. [tx = fcB(5800K),ty = kB(122QK),tz = JfcB(48K),/x = A;B(4003K)] 
that when umin <\u\<u\ the contributing regions come from the edges and middle 
of the 1st B.Z. Here u = kB{0.1Q8K)/h was used. 
Expanding the numerator and denominator of Eq. 71 near the point y = TT and 
multiplying by four to pick up all the contributions (near ±7r and above and below 
y = 0) reveals that at low frequency, the DOS for this symmetry has a linear depen­
dence on frequency: 
= ^ T T T ( 9 8 ) 
7rsin(aACF) 
Next we look at the gapped F-symmetries. 
3 . 6 . 2 L o w F r e q u e n c y G a p p e d P C a s e s 
For the gapped P cases {Px, Px+y, Px+y+z} the level curves of Dp = 0 are given in Fig. 
15. For Pxu = (ui+ujm;n)/2 = /cB(1.184K)/fi was used. For Px+y u = (ui+umin)/2 = 
kB(1.184K)/h was used. For Px+y+z u = (wi + ujm]n)/2 = kB(0.967K)/h was used. 
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LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px+y 
3.1416 
-3 .1416 
-3 .1416 3.1416 
LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px+y+t 
-3 .1416 
- 3 . U 1 6 3.1416 
Figure 15: This figure shows the level curves corresponding to Dp = 0 for the gapped 
symmetries Px, Px+y, Px+y+z respectively. [tx = fcB(5800K),ty = fcB(1226K),iz = 
fcB(48K),/i = M4003K)] 
Clearly there are four regions contributing to JV(u>) in low frequency. Expanding 
the integrand in Eq. 82 about the point (y, z) = (n, n) and multiplying by four gives: 
27r 2sin(afcf) V A 2 A 3 
Ai (99) 
\hui\ + sgn(a;) tyAx _ tzAi 6A0 6A3 
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where 
Ax = (tx-A2|A0|2)/iV-"mini ( 1 0 0 ) 
A 2 = \A0\2[A2ty(ty + tz + ») + B2(t2x - A2|A0|2)] ( 1 0 1 ) 
A 3 = \A0\2[A2tz(ty + tz + ri + C2{t2x - A2\A0\2)} ( 1 0 2 ) 
Clearly the DOS for the gapped symmetries has a rather complicated low frequency 
dependence. In very low frequency, though, the \huj\ term is negligible compared to 
the second term and J\f(u) oc [u>2 — O J ^ ] 3 ^ 2 . 
Lastly, the gapless P-symmetries Py & Py+Z are considered. 
3 . 6 . 3 Low Frequency Gapless P Cases 
For the gapless P cases {Py, Py+Z} the level curves of Dp = 0 are given in Fig. 1 6 . 
Level curve Dp = 0 for Py Level curve Dp = 0 for Py+, 
3.1416 
a 0 [ 
""-3.1416 0 3.1416-3.1416 0 3.1416 
Z x 
Figure 1 6 : This figure shows the level curves corresponding to Dp = 0 for the 
gapless symmetries Py,Py+z respectively. [tx = & B ( 5 8 0 0 K ) , ty = fcB(1226K), tz — 
fcB(48K),M = fcB(4003K)] 
For Py OJ = (IJJX + u>wm)/2 = fcB(1.5K)/ft was used. For Py+Z u = (u>i + uimin)/2 = 
fcB(1.403K)//i was used. 
5 0 
Clearly there are four regions contributing to jV(u>) in low frequency for the Py case. 
Expanding the integrand in Eq. 82 near y, = ir and multiplying by four gives: 
= I H (103) 
' 7r |A 0 Si I | s in(aA; F ) v ' 
Observe that for the Py+Z case there are nine contributing regions or equivalenty 
sixteen quarter sized regions. Expanding the integrand in Eq. 82 near the point 
(y, z) = (ir, IT) and multiplying by 16 gives are result similar to the gapped case 
except that now A = 0. We get: 
"<«>-*ra&- ( 1 0 4 ) 
Note the difference in the low frequency dependencies of the two gapless symme­
tries. The difference can be ascribed to the fact that for the Pj,-symmetry the order 
parameter has line nodes on the Fermi surface while for the Pj, + 2 -symmetry the or­
der parameter has point nodes on the Fermi surface. Recall the calculation in §3.1 
for the A-phase of 3 He. The order parameter for the A-phase had point nodes (at 
6 = 0,7r); consequently the low frequency density of states for 3 He in the A-phase had 
a quadratic dependence on u>. 
Evidently, then a linear low frequency dependence implies a line of nodes on the 
Fermi surface. 
3 . 7 Summary 
In this section the quasiparticle density of states has been determined for various 
symmetries of the order parameter. Gapped and gapless symmetries have been ex­
plored for both the spin singlet and spin triplet pairing. The quasiparticle density of 
states depends on the magnitude of the order parameter so that it can be used only 
to determine whether the order parameter has nodes. It can provide good qualitative 
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and quantitative information about the k-dependence of the order parameter. How­
ever, it cannot provide information about orientation dependence since it depends on 
the magnitude of the order parameter: 
iTr [A k A[] = | A 0 d ( k ) | 2 (105) 
where A k > Q ^ = i [(atr2) • d ( k ) ] Q ^ • 
The DOS could be measured with either an STM or photoemission experiment. 
One can see that the energy gap is independent of the direction of the order pa­
rameter d (k) . Since the DOS depends on just the magnitude of the order parameter 
through the energy gap, we will need to consider yet another quantity (e.g., a tensor 
susceptibility) if we are to study the directional aspect of the triplet superconducting 
order parameter. In this case the electron spin susceptibility can be used to provide 
information about the spin response of the system. In particular it can be used to 
specify whether pairing occurs in the spin singlet channel or the spin triplet channels. 
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Chapter IV 
THE ELECTRON SPIN 
SUSCEPTIBILITY 
The electron spin susceptibility can be used to provide information about the spin 
response of the system. The shape of the various tensor components depend on the 
symmetry and orientation of the order parameter in the lattice so that it can be used 
to determine the direction of the order parameter. It is useful to employ the trick of 
working in imaginary time r = it so that when we analytically continue to real time 
(by Wick's rotation) we will acquire both time dependent and thermal information 
about the susceptibility. 
4.1 Some Conventions 
The local electron spin operator has the form 
S n ( r i , r ) = J\Tn ^ 2^l(TUT)[<Tn]a^0{Ti,T) n = 1, 2, 3. 
where 
(106) 
a/3 
are the usual Pauli spin matrices. These matrices can be put in a more compact form: 
Vn,\ ~Vn,2 
a0 
= <Snl + i8n2 
= <$n3 
Vn,3 = <$nl - i$n2 (107) 
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This is the generalized Pauli spin matrix in direction n = {1,2 ,3}. J\fn is a normal­
ization factor to be determined. s n ( r i , r ) is the local electron spin operator in the 
lattice and describes an electron spin at position Tj and time r. The sum is over the 
spin indices a, (3. 
All sums are indicated by an explicit sum-symbol Yl w ^ h the correspondence be­
tween the discrete and continuous cases given by: 
where V is the volume of the unit cell. The Fourier Transformations in space and 
imaginary time are given by: 
Bm(Ti) = ^e
ik
-"Bn(k) (109) 
k 
Bm(k) = — V e-ikriBm(Ti) NQ = no. lattice sights (110) 
Dm(r) = JL- V) e-^TDm(iun) (111) 
Dm{iun) == / dre^TDm(r) - = kBT (112) 
Jo Po 
The frequency expansion is valid whether one is considering Fermions or Bosons. In 
this case we are interested in Fermions so that the frequencies un are the Fermion 
frequencies: 
^ . g n + l ) ,
 n e L ( n 3 ) Po 
For Bosons one would have hu^ = 2n7r//30. With these conventions we'll next consider 
the calculation of the susceptibility using the Kubo Formula. 
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4.2 The Kubo Formula: Linear Response Theory 
The Kubo formula for the correlation between a pair of electron spins will be used 
to calculate the magnetic susceptibility for the superconducting systems we are inter­
ested in. First it is necessary to transform the Kubo formula to the momentum - and 
ultimately to the frequency - domain. The transformed correlation function (given 
below in terms of the electron magnetic moment ma) will allow us to investigate the 
spin response of the system to an applied field of wave number q and frequency ui. 
Xmn(ri,rj,r) = ( T A ^ m ( r i , T ) M n ( r j , 0 ) ) 
=
 ^ e t k . r 1 + l k ' . r J ( T i M m ( k ) T ) i M n ( k , ) 0 ) ) ( U 4 ) 
k,k' 
Mm = Elf5mnSn = E^mn^  (^SnJ (115) 
Note that the bare electron Lande g-factor can in general be a tensor. This is because 
it can be renormalized when there is spin-orbit coupling present. In an orthogonal 
crystal is diagonal gmn = gmSmn. It is convenient to write Xmn(Q, Q, T) in terms of 
relative and center of mass coordinates: 
TS = ^{Ti -Tj) 
Observe that R and r, being comprised of the discrete r 4 and Tj, also take discrete 
values and so are labeled with the discrete indices {/, s} so that: 
Xm»(R/,?a, T) = E<TA*™(k' r ) - M " ( k ' , 0)) exp jl[(k - k') • r s + (k 4- k') • R/J } 
k,k' ^ ' 
(116) 
Note that in Eq. 114, Tj is the position of the electron spin at lattice site j . In Eq. 116, 
r s is the relative coordinate between two electrons and specifies the relative position 
of two spins; in this case the index s ranges over all the possible relative displacements 
5  
of two electrons spins in the lattice. 
Applying the Fourier transformation Eq. 110 to the relative and center of mass coor­
dinates in Eq. 116 we obtain: 
Xmn(Q,q,r) = 7V 0 - 2 l ]xm„(R/,r S ) r ) e - l Q R 'e- i t ' r s 
Is 
= TV 2 £ £<T/vf r a(k, r)Mn(k', o ) ) e { ' [ M - * « ) W - W } 
k,k' Is 
= No2 ^ { T > f m ( k , r)Mn(k', 0)) S^_qfi <W_Q ] 0 N* 
k,k' 2 ' 2 
Xmn(Q, q, r) = (TMm(Q + q, r)M n(Q - q, 0)). (117) 
When the system in translationally invariant, only relative motions within the lattice 
are relevant so that the center of mass momentum can be set equal to zero Q = 0. 
Using the relation between the magnetic moment M and the electron spin operator 
expressed in Eq. 115 we obtain: 
Xmn(q,r) = Gm„(Tsm(q,r)sn(-q,0)), (118) 
where 
Gmn = (^)%m5n- (119) 
This expression is known as the Kubo formula and will be used in the calculation of 
the electron spin susceptibility to be discussed in the next section. 
4.3 Electron Spin Susceptibility Tensor 
In this section the calculation of the susceptibility will follow from an application of 
the Kubo Formula, Eq. 118. The form of the local spin operator in real space is given 
above. In order to calculate Xmn(q> w) it is useful to transform the local spin operator 
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into its reciprocal space form: 
S m ( q , r ) = i V 0 - 1 J ] e - ^ s m ( r J , r ) 
3 
= NQ-Wm ]T e - ^ J2 *ifo> r)[am]a^0{v3, r) 
3 Q/3 
= N o ' ^ m E e ( - q + k - k ' ) r ^ Q (k' ,r)[<r m ] Q / 3 tf ^ ( k , r ) . (120) 
aft/ 
Because we are considering electrons moving in a superconductor, { k , q } take on the 
interpretation of momenta. Again ^ Q ( r j , r ) = ^ k e t k r i 1 I f Q ( k , r ) and asserting the 
connection between ^ Q L Q^: ^ ( r ^ r ) = £ ] k e ' ^ ^ ^ ^ k , r ) with an accompanying 
sign change with the conjugation of the phase. Summing the phase over all gives 
a factor of A^ 0 <5_ q + k _ k / ) 0 . Finally, summing on k' gives: 
s m (q , r ) = Mm ]T (k - q , r ^ ^ k , r). (121) 
ka0 
Substituting Eq. 121 into Eq. 118 leads to: 
Xmn(<l,r) = NmNnGmn E Yl[^m}ap[(J-n]1sCa01s(k1'k',q,T), (122) 
k,k' a/3-fS 
where 
C a ^ ( k , k ' , q , r ) = < T * t ( k - q , r ) * < , ( k , r ) * t ( i c '
 + q io)*,(k',0)>. (123) 
In the next step the tensor C Q / 9 7 < 5(k, k', q, r ) is contracted out using Wick's Theorem 
[18]. Observe that there are two sets of contractions. Performing contractions be­
tween the # Q ( k , t ) evaluated at different times: 
First contraction: 
= -<Ttf,(k', 0 ) t f Q (k - q, r))(T^(k, r ) * t ( k ' + q, 0)) 
= -GSa(U, 0; k - q, r )G^ 7 (k , r ; k' + q, 0) 
= -GsaO* ~ <!> - r ) ^ 7 ( k ' 1 " ) 4 ' , k - q 4 , k ' + q ^ ^ 7 ( I 2 4 ) 
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Second contraction: 
= -<Ttf
 Q(k - q, r)tft (k' + q > 0)){T^(k, r)^(k', 0)) 
= -F^i-k + q, r; k' + q, 0)F^(k, r; -k ' , 0) 
= -^d 7( _ k + <1> r)^<5( k- /r)^ -k+q,k'+q4,-k' (125) 
where the definitions 
-<T#Q(k, r )*J (k ' , r0)> = Ga/3(k, r - r0)(Jk,k.(Ja/, 
(T^ Q(k ,r)^(k',r 0)) = F Q / 3(k ,r - T0)c5k>-k' 
(T * i ( k , T ) * J ( k ' , 7 T O ) > = F^(-k , r - T0)<5_k,k< 
(126) 
(127) 
(128) 
have been applied. The first contraction (Eqs. 124) represent single particle prop­
agation. In this case, the momentum and spin of the particle are conserved. The 
Kronecker deltas appearing in the third line then, reflect the conservation of momen­
tum and spin for a single particle. 
The second contraction represents pairing. It accounts for the existence of pairs 
of fermions in the ground state (at T = 0) and at finite temperature. The pair 
propagator F depends on the momentum of the individual electrons that make the 
Fermion pair and the time interval r = r 2 — T\ over which the pair propagates. In 
the pair propagator, F, the labels (k — q) and (k' + q) are the respective momenta 
of the individual fermions forming the paired state. Assuming that the ground state 
contains only pairs of particles with opposite momentum one has (k — q) = -(k' - I - q). 
In the third line F is then labeled with the momentum of one of the constituent 
particles (the other pair member necessarily has opposite momentum). In passing to 
the third line the redundant momentum label is discarded, but the pairing of opposite 
momenta is still accounted for by the appearance of the Kronecker deltas. 
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In what follows the nonuniform dynamical susceptibility tensor Xmn(q> t ) is devel­
oped. Put t ing all the pieces together the susceptibility becomes: 
Xmn <Tm]at}[<Tn}-,6® 
k,k' aPfS 
® [^o(k _ q^  - r ) <2/37(k,T)4',k-q4,k'+q£a<*£/37 
-k+q,k'+qOk,-k'J 
and summing on k': 
k aPiS 
+ jrf7(-k + q , r ) F / M(k > T ) ] . (129) 
Next the susceptibility is transformed to the frequency domain by first writing the 
propagators in terms of an expansion over Matsubara frequencies. Writing the G and 
F functions in a frequency expansion using Eq. I l l : 
Xmn(q,r) = -NmNnGmn (-^-J £ £ ^ W " ^ * 7 " ! ^ ® 
® [+ e*-sr e-fc-,rG f a ( k _ q> G /, 7(k , iW P ) 
+ e - ^ s T e - ^ T F i 7 ( - k + q ,za; 5 ) F^(k , tw P )] . (130) 
Performing the frequency transformation 
Xmn(qi»w) = J dre i w T Xmn(q ,T) (131) 
0 
W o 
and using the fact that / dre™' e±lVT = h0Q5w±v Eq. 130 becomes o 
^ ' k a/37<5 iwsi^ P 
Wo [<5 w + w s_ W pG ,5 Q(k - q, ius) GM(k, iujP) 
t w s ) F / M(k , t w P ) ] . (132) 
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upon integration over r. Further summation over ius leads to 
Xmn(q, iu) = -NmNn<&mn ( *7T ) E E ^^mMCnhs® (133) 
® [G<5a(k - q, «w - zwp) G^ 7 (k, iwp) + F ^ 7 ( - k + q, zu; - zw P) F ^ ( k , iw P ) ] . 
Observe that to obtain the susceptibility as a function of wave vector q and frequency 
there are eight summations left to be performed: three from the k summation, four 
from the spin index summation and one remaining frequency summation. 
In the next section the form of the Green functions will be specified at which point 
the frequency summation is performed first using a trick from complex analysis [see 
appendix §B]. We can then consider the sum on the spin indices { a , / 3 , 7 , 5 } . The 
result of the spin sum will be seen to depend on whether we consider pairing in the 
spin singlet or spin triplet channel. Lastly, the sum on k is performed. 
Consideration of x(q, u, T) is made for the unitary case in the next section. 
4.4 The Unitary Electron Spin Susceptibility 
The unitary electron spin susceptibility characterizes the spin response of electrons 
paired in a unitary state (i.e., a state that preserves time reversal symmetry). The 
order parameter, corresponding to a unitary pairing state, obeys a unitary condition: 
A(k )A(k) f oc I. (134) 
This is significant for the case of triplet pairing, where in principle, pairs could exist 
in a nonunitary triplet pairing state that breaks time reversal symmetry. Accordingly 
the order parameter then would not obey the unitary condition. 
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Beginning with the form of the Green functions for the unitary case we have: 
ihw - f k 
FA„(k,tw) = 
+ ^  + 5 T r | A k | 2 A * . ( k ) 
/i 2u; 2 + £ 2 + ± T r | A k | 2 
which can be derived from the equations of motion for the Green functions: 
^
( k
9 r
r
'
T o )
 = - | : ( T * - ( k , r ) * i ( k | T b ) > 
d F Q ^ r - r 0 ) = ^ ( T ^ ( k ) T ) ^ ( _ k ) T o ) ) 
(135) 
(136) 
dFUk,T-rQ) d ( T * i ( - k , T ) * J ( k f T 0 ) > . 
(137) 
(138) 
(139) 
dr dr 
The derivation is outlined in the book by Mahan [18] and in the paper by Sigrist 
and Ueda [20]. Expanding the Green functions by partial fraction (in anticipation of 
performing the frequency sum) we have for the single particle propagator 
and for the pair propagator 
+ ihu — Ek ihu + Ek 
(140) 
F\(i{k, iu) = AA„(k) 
2Ek 
1 1 
ihu + Ek ihu — Ek 
(141) 
where the quasiparticle & quasihole coherence factors are given 
2 1 ( , , 
U k = 2 ( 1 + ^ 
2 1 & 
V
^ 2 V ' E l 
The order parameter for the singlet and triplet pairing channels we have 
A* (k) = iA0<7(k)[<7 2] v 
(142) 
(143) 
(144) 
and 
A l ( J(k ) = i A 0[^ 2-d(k)] A M 
(145) 
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respectively. The quasiparticle excitation energy is given by [see §2.2 and §A] 
El = y £ + |Tr{A U(k )A\k)} = yjg+ iTr|A*(k)|* z = S,T (146) 
where for singlet 
lTr|A S(k)| 2 = |A o P(k)| 2 
and for triplet 
iTr|A T(k)| 2 = |A0d(k)|2. 
Note that in performing partial fractions on the Green Functions that the coherence 
factors u\ and were obtained. From BCS theory u2. is interpreted as a measure how 
much of the quasiparticle is particle (electron) and v2. specifies how much is (hole). 
These quantities differ from the case of the nonunitary susceptibility worked out in 
the appendix [see appendix §D.3]. 
Also recall from the discussion of the spin structure of paired states [see section §2.2] 
that the gap function has two distinct general forms that are symmetry dependent. 
Eq. 144 is the order parameter for the singlet case and depends on a scalar order 
parameter (called g(k) here) multiplied by an antisymmetric matrix. Eq. 145 is the 
order parameter for the triplet case and depends on a vector order parameter d(k) 
multiplied by a symmetric matrix. The matrices in both expressions account for par­
ticle exchange under the spin indices: antisymmetric in indices for singlet; symmetric 
for triplet. 
Lastly, note the use of the trace symbol (Tr) in the expression for the energy dis­
persion. This is to emphasize the fact that the energy gap intrinsically depends on a 
nonscalar quantity. 
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The expanded form of the Green functions can be used to write Xmn hi Eq. 133 as 
(147) 
m]a^[<Tn]7<5
 L
noWk. q>iw) + na^ (k' q . • 
k a/?7<5 
II 7 and n 7 / come from the single particle and pair propagators in Eq. 133 respectively. 
These functions are then defined to be n/Wk' * 1 » i u j ) = ^  5IG<^ k ~ q' i u } ~ iujp)G^{k, iuP) (148) 
U k-q 
i/kjp — ihu — £"_k+q 2^a^> — ihu + E_k+ti <8> 
® 
J/iu£> — Fk i/kjp + Ek 
coming from the single particle propagators and 
(149) 
lUp 
1 A^ 7(-k + q)A^(k) 
"ft/3 4 £ _ k + q £ k 
1 
® 
101 p 
1 
— z/kj-t- -E'-it+q i/kjp — ihu — £"_k+q 
1 1 
i/kJp + Fk ihup — Ek 
coming from the pair propagators. Using the expanded form simplifies the summation 
over Matsubara frequencies [see appendix §B]. We obtain: 
n 7^<5(k,q,^) = <W/j7 j 
(1 - / ( £ k _ q ) - f(Ek)) 
+(/(£k_q) - /(Eu)) 
U
^ k - q "te-q^k 
IHU- Fjc-q - Ek ihu+ i?k_q + Ey\ 
,2 . , 2 
^k-q^ic 
iftoi-r- i?k-q - Ek ihu- -Elt-q + FjtJ 
(150) 
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and 
n " ( k q ^ - ^ ( " k + q ) ^ ( k ) 
(1 - /(£_ k + q) - f(Ek)) 
+ (/(£-k+q) - /(£k)) 
1 1 
ihuj+ £ _ k + q + Ek ihu - £ _ k + q - Ek 
1 1 
(151) 
i/kj-l- F -k+q - £ k i / iu;- E.k+q + Ek 
Observe the appearance of the Fermi functions after the frequency sums were per­
formed. In substituting (^k, q,iu) and n^7(J(k, q,iu) into Eq. 147 spin sums 
arise having the form: 
a0-yS 
E [VmUiVnU A£ 7(-k + q)A^(k) 
a0-yS 
(152) 
(153) 
The first sum is independent of whether one is considering pairing in the singlet or 
triplet channel. Referring to appendix §C the first sum evaluates to: 
a0-y6 
(154) 
Due to the appearance of the spin dependent order parameter in the second sum, 
the spin symmetry of the system (either singlet or triplet) needs to be accounted for. 
Referring to the appendix §C for the singlet case one obtains: 
£ [<rmU{<TnU At,7(-k + q)A^(k) = 2<U|Ao|V(-k + q)<?(k). (155) 
For the unitary triplet case one obtains: 
[<TmUl<TnU A ^ - k + q)A^(k) = 
2|A0|2|d*(-k + q) • d(k)<5mn - [da(-k + q) ^ (k) + d}(-k + q) da(k)]|. 
(156) 
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After some simplification [see appendix §D] the singlet susceptibility tensor becomes: 
Xmn(q>M = -2<5 m „A / ' m A / '„G m n £ 
k 
® (u - / (£ k + q ) - f(Ek)) 
+ ( / ( E k + q ) - f(Ek)) 
+ ( (1 - / ( £ k + q ) - f(Ek)) 
+ ( / ( £ k + q ) - / ( £ k ) ) 
| A 0 | V ( k + q)^(k) 
® 4 F k + q E k 
1 1 
ik0J+ Ek+<i + i ? k zfru; — Fk+q — Fk 
1 1 
ihu)+ Fk+q - £ k zfto; - Ek+q + Ek 
UJ^k+q K+qvk 
Fk+q - £ k Zftcj-r- -Efc+q + F k 
U k+q U k 
2 2 
Uk+q Vk 
ih(jJ+ i?k+q — i ? k ihu — Ek+q + Ek 
(157) 
Notice x s is diagonal. In the case of no spin-orbit coupling x s will also have the same 
components in all directions (i.e., G m n w i l l be isotropic). The triplet susceptibility 
tensor takes the form: 
1 f A 2 
Xmn(q. «") = -zMmNnGmn Y.\ „ ° „ Vmn{k, q) ® 
1
 y I -C'k+q-C'k 
® ^ ( l - / ( £ k + q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
+ ( / ( £ k + q ) - / ( £ k ) ) 
(158) 
-4<5mn ( (1 - / ( £ k + q ) - f(Ek)) 
+ ( / ( £ k + q ) - f(Ek)) 
1 1 
Zftcj-r- Fk+q + Ek ihu - Ek+q - Ek 
1 1 
zfaj + i ? k + q - Ek zftcj- Ek+q + Ek 
u k + q ^ k 
ihu- Ek+(i - Ek iftw-r- Ek+q + Ek 
U k + q 4 ihu+Ek+fl — Ek ihu—Ek+Q + E] k+q 
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where 
P m n ( k , q) = d*(k + q) • D(K)6mn - K ( k + q)d n (k) + < ( k + q )d m (k)] (159) 
and where / is the Fermi function 
/ ( * > = p s + r < 1 6 0 > 
Generally, this tensor (derived under the condition that the order parameter is uni­
tary) is symmetric having six independent components. Observe the dependence of 
the real and imaginary parts of Xmni^ o n t n e orientation of the order parameter 
d(k) through P m n ( k , q). This dependence arises from the pair-propagator-F func­
tions in ngj7,(k,q,ta;). 
The response, XmnCQ?^)) w iU v a r v according to the spatial orientation of the or­
der parameter. Recall that the order parameter is constructed out of three orbital 
components [gf(k), g^k) , GL(K)] each corresponding to one of the three possible triplet 
spin channels [see sections §2.1 & §2.2] and spin components {|tt), (| t4-) + |4-t))> 
The GI(K) component is associated with the | t t ) s P m state, gj(k) with the | H) spin 
state and GLQC.) with the ( |ti) + l l t ) ) / 1 /^ spin state. 
Performing the Wick's rotation (i.e., letting IHU —> H U J + 18), then passing to the 
limit of 5 —> 0 and collecting the real and imaginary parts [see appendix §B] we ob­
tain for the case of the singlet susceptibility the real part: 
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(161) 
K * 4 + q + ^ k ^ k + q ^ k + q ) [ / ( £ k + q ) ~ / ( f l c ) ] 
hw+ E k + q - E k 
(VlVl+q + % ^ k % + q ^ k + q ) [ / ( ^ k + q ) ~ f (Ek)\ 
fko- E k + q + E k 
K ^ k + q ~ ^k^k%+q^k+q)[ l ~ / ( f l c + q ) ~ / ( f l c ) ] 
/ku — E k + q — ^ 
(^k+q^k ~ ^ k % + q ^ k + q ) [ l ~ / ( f l c + q ) ~ / ( f l c ) ] 
/ i u ; + £ k + q + £ k 
(«k«k+q + % ^ k % + q ^ k + q ) [ / ( ^ k + q ) ~ f{Ek)]6{fUJ+ Ek+q - Ek) 
- ( ^ k ^ + q + % ^ k % + q V k + q ) [ / ( ^ k + q ) ~ f(Ek)]5(hw- Ek+q + Ek) 
+ («k«k+q " "kVk^k+qVk+q)! 1 ~ / ( ^ k + q ) ~ f{Ek)]5{hoj- Ek+q - Ek) 
- ( « k + q « k ~ % ^ k % + q V k + q ) [ l " / ( ^ k + q ) ~ /(Fk)](J(fiw+ £ k + q + £ k ) 
and for the imaginary part 
k 
(162) 
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For the triplet case the real part of the susceptibility is found to be 
ft 
| A 0 
2 [ / ( £ k + q ) - / ( g k ) ] 
Elr+nE] ft 
k+q^k 
^mn(k,q) 
h0J+ Flc+q - £ k 
ft Vmn(k,<i) 
+ | A C 
Kuj- EK+(L + E] 
•Ek+q^k 
ft[x>mn(k,q) 
- 7r3 
^m„(k, q)J 5(huj+ £ k + q - £k) 
£>mn(k,q)l<5(&j 
fto;+£k+q + £ k + TT3 [X»mn(k, q)] 5(hiJ+ £ k + q + £k) 
ft £>m„(k,q) 
h0J- £ k + q 
-4<5m„ ( (1 - /(F k + q) - f(Ey)) 
+ (/(£k+q) ~ f(Ek)) 
— - TT3 £>mn(k,q) 5(hu>-£k+q - £k) 
hjJJ- £ k + q - £ k HU+ £ k + q + £ k 
«k + q«k 
1 1 
^ W k E k + q - Ek hu- £ k + q + Ey, 
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and for the imaginary part we have 
Of Xmn(q»w) 
k ^ 
.2[f(Ek+q)-f(Ek)} 
(164) 
3 D m n ( k , q ) 
hu+ £ k + q - Fk 
Q f f c m n ( k , q ) 
Hu- Ek+q + £k 
— 7 T » Pmn(k, q)]<5(/KJ+ #k+q - Ek) 
\ 
Vmn(k,q)js(hu- Ek+q + Ek) 
[ 2 [ l - / ( £ k + q ) - / ( £ k ) ] 
-Ek+q-Ek 
Q f [ p m n ( k , q ) 
/kj+ £ k + q + Ek 
9 f [ p m B ( k , q ) ] 
faj — .Ek+q — £k 
P m n ( k , q ) ] 5 ( ^ J + Ek+q + Ek) 
\ 
Vmn(k,q)J6(hu- £ k + q - Ek) 
-47r6mn (1 - / ( £ k + q ) - f(Ek))® 
® - U k W k + q < 5 ( ^ - #k+q - #k) + U2k+qvl5(hu+ Ek+q + £k) 
+ ( / ( £ k + q ) - f(Ek))® 
® - u k+ q <4<K^+ £ k + q - £ k ) + vl+(lvl6(hu- Ek+q + Ek) 
)}• 
Special limits of the unitary susceptibility are considered in appendix E. Note that 
the uniform spin susceptibility tensor vansishes for the singlet case: 
l imxL(Q .w ) ->0 . 
q->0 
(165) 
This implies that electrons paired in the spin singlet channel can respond only to 
nonuniform fields of finite q and u. However, the triplet spin susceptibility does not 
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vanish in the uniform limit q — > 0 (finite frequency) [see appendix E]. This case 
is considered for the F-wave state in the next section. The imaginary part of the 
susceptibility is easily obtained and will be discussed in the next section (note the 
real part is related to the imaginary part by the Kramers-Kronig relations [21]). 
4.5 Uniform Spin Susceptibility Tensor for 
the Unitary Triplet P-wave State 
We'll discuss here only the imaginary part of the susceptibility 3[xmn] (the real part 
being related to it by the Kramers-Kronig relations [21] and is discussed in appendix 
E). Then in this section some of the properties of the imaginary part of the triplet 
susceptibility tensor are examined in the uniform limit 
9[xL(0,«)] = | G m n | A 0 | 2 £ | [ 1 - 2 / ( F k ) ] ® 
0 2 | d ( k ) | ^ , - K ( k K ( k ) + <(k)<Uk)] ^ _ 5 { f k o + 2 E ^ | 
(166) 
The sum is taken over all wave vectors k. Passing to the continuum limit: 
3[XL(0,a>)] = | G „ „ | A 0 | 2 ^ 3 Id»r|[l - 2 / ( E r ) ] 8 (167) 
9 2 | d ( , ) M . - fe(rR(r) + < ( r M m ( r ) ] / ^ _ ^ + ^ j 
where a transformation to a dimensionless variable has been performed: Xj = a,jkj, 
a\a2az = VQ, CLJ is the lattice constant in direction j . We may exploit the fact that 
the excitation energy Er and the order parameter A r = acr2 • d( r ) are periodic over 
the 1*' B.Z. Using this fact, No is the number of unit cells in the reciprocal lattice 
and the integration is performed over just the 1st Brillouin zone. 
In order to integrate the susceptibility first observe the first delta function 5(hu-2ET) 
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contributes when hw= 2Er > 0. In this case Et ->• hw/2 > 0. The second delta func­
tion 6(hw+ 2Er) contributes when hw= -2Er < 0. In this case ET ->• -hw/2 > 0. In 
what follows the sign of the integral in Eq. 167 is seen to have the sign of co while the 
magnitude of 3 [Xm n(0>w)] * s t n e s a m e for both positive and negative cu. Now recall 
the form of the excitation energy: 
Er = V e + IAodWI 2 (168) 
where the fact that ^Tr |A(k) | 2 = |Aod(k) | 2 was used. The lattice dispersion is 
given by 
£r = tx cos(x) + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) — // (169) 
and trace of the order parameter in the chosen triplet P-wave state is given by 
|d ( r ) | 2 = A 2 s in 2 (x ) + £ 2 s i n 2 ( j / ) + C 2 s i n 2 ( z ) . (170) 
To compute Xmn(0,oj) we can apply the delta function identity: 
S(F(x)) = ^[QP/Q^ where F(Xl) = 0. (171) 
Here F(x) <—>• hu±2Er. Solving for the zeros xi corresponds to solving for the zeros 
of the expression: 
hw± 2Er = 0. (172) 
Squaring this expression leads to 
( y ) 2 = ^ 2 = ^ + |Aod ( r ) | 2 . 
Note that in obtaining Eq. 173 from Eq. 172 the relative sign ± in 5(hu± Er) was 
lost. Thus, when the quadratic equation is applied to find the roots cos(xt) of Eq. 173 
the two solutions cos(x/), Z = 1,2 will contribute regardless of the relative sign in the 
delta function. 
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Now, substituting into the above expression the explicit forms of f and | A 0 d ( r ) | 2 
leads to 
[t2x - A2\A0|2] cos 2(x) + 2txf(y, z) cos(x) + A2\A0|2 hu> 
~2 
+f2(y,z) + B2\A0\2sm2(y) + C 2 | A 0 | 2 sin 2(z) = 0 
where 
f(y, z) = ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - /x. 
Solving first for the roots cos(xj) and then inverting for x^: 
c o s ( l ) = _ ^ £ L + ( - H v ^ ( ^ ) 
tl - A 2 | A n | 2 t2-A2\A,\2 
Xjs(y,z,u) = (—) sarccos 
^ - A 2 | A 0 | 2 + t2-A2\A0\2 
where 
DP(y,z,uJ) = A2\Ao\2f2(y,z)-2 / 2 / 
( * 2 - A 2 | A 0 | 2 ) B 2 |Ao | 2 s in 2 ( t / ) + C 2 | A o | 2 s i n 2 ( 2 ) + A 2 | A o | 2 -
(173) 
(174) 
(175) 
(176) 
(177) 
Now, the arccosine in Eq. 176 is nonnegative, while x can range over positive and 
negative values (i.e., x is the dimensionless form of the momentum in the 1-direction, 
ki). Therefore, after taking arccosine the result is multiplied by ± = (—) s to account 
for both positive and negative Xjs, which is then indexed by s = 1,2. The index 
j = 1,2 label the two solutions from the quadratic equation. 
As mentioned earlier, the Fermi surface is separated into a two sheet structure due 
to the anisotropy of the transfer integrals: \tx\ » \ty\ » | ^ | . In fact the two sheets 
are located in a region very near 
ki = - arccos 
a 
fi t 
— - cos(6/c2) — - cos(c/v3) 
t 
1 
- arccos 
a 
±kf (178) 
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In this particular case it can be seen that s indexes the solutions corresponding to the 
right and left hand sheets of the Fermi surface respectively. To each set of solutions 
labeled by a given value of s there are two solutions j = 1,2 bringing to the total 
solutions to 4. 
There are the 4 solutions, Xjs, of the expression (kui/2)2 = E2 that contribute to 
the integral: 
| 2 N0 [ l - 2 / ( | M / 2 ) ] . 3[xmn(°>w)] = ^ s g n ( u ; ) G m n | A 0 | (2TT)3 ( I M / ^ 
® 
with 
2 | d ( r ) | 2 5 m n - K ( r ) d „ ( r ) + d ; ( r ) d m ( r ) ] 
F(r,u) = hu±Er 
\dF(r,u)/dx\ (179) 
(180) 
and 
dF{r,u) 
dx 
dF{r,u) 
=
 sgn(u)^^-[(tl - A2\A\l) cos{x) + txf(y, z)\ Er 
dx 
= sgn(a;) 
xjs 
4(-)3 s i n ( x 1 s ) 
^ v ^ ( ^ 
(181) 
u) 
where the last line above is dF/dx evaluated at X j s . Here the form of cos(x^ s) 
from Eq. 176 was used as well as the fact that Er = hw/2 when evaluated at X j s . 
Dp(y,z,u) and f(y,z) are even in y,z,u so that Xjs(y,z,u) and \dF(r, ui)/dx\ are 
also even in these variables. In fact \dF(r,uj)/dx\ is even in both the variable XJS 
and the index s, which determines the sign oixjs and s in(x^ s ) . Therefore the index 
s can be summed over [s = 1,2] resulting in a factor of 2. The same argument does 
not apply to the index j = 1,2. The parity of the integrand components becomes 
important when considering the dependence of the integral on the order parameter: 
d m (r) = Asin(x)5mi +Bsm(y)5m2 + Csin(z)Sm3. (182) 
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This is the component form of the order parameter for the chosen P-wave case. It is 
a real quantity so that 
2|D(R)| \ , - K ( R K ( R ) +<£(R)DR A(R)] -+ 2[|D(R)|2«W - djr)dn(r)] 
where 
D(R)| dm{T)dn{T) = D m n + Q, mn (183) 
with 
D m n = A2sm2(x)[5mn - 5mlSni] + B2s\n2(y)[8mn - Sm2Sn2] + C2sin2(z)[Jmn - Sm3Sn3 
Qmn = -AB sin(x) SIN(Y)[<Ymi<Y„2 + Sm2Snl] - ACsin(x) sin(z)[SmiSn3 + Sm3Sni, 
Notice that the off diagonal term Q m n has odd parity in x, y, z. Since the other fac­
tors in the integral, Eq. 179, are even, as previously discussed, this means that the off 
diagonal terms will vanish upon integration over the I s * Brillouin zone. This has a 
very important implication for the structure of the uniform spin susceptibility tensor 
for the P-wave symmetry being discussed: Xmn(0, u) has no off diagonal elements 
(i.e., it is purely diagonal in form). 
In addition note in D m n that the first term vanishes when m, n = 1 while the other 
two terms (coming from the m = 2,3 components of the order parameter) contribute. 
That is the susceptibility along the m-direction receives contributions from those 
components of the order parameter pointing perpendicular to the m-direction. 
(184) 
-BC sin(y) sin(z)[<5m2<5„3 + Sm38n2 
(185) 
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Putt ing the previous considerations together and noting the overall factor of 2 coming 
from the sum on s leads to: 
upon integrating on x. At this point one can make very general observations about 
the expected shape of the components of the susceptibility. Note that the imaginary 
part of the uniform susceptibility is the same magnitude but different sign for u> > 0 
and u < 0. 
First note that in anticipation of some results of the next section it is useful to discuss 
qualitatively the relative strengths of the tensor components 3f[xn], ^ [^22], S[X33]-
For this purpose we analyze Eq. 186 and note that due to the quasi-one-dimensional 
condition tx S> ty ^ > tz, sin(rrj) does not vary much over the 1st B.Z. for low frequency. 
Second note the function Dp(y,z,u) in the denominator: since it appears under 
a radical the region of integration is restricted to points in the 1st Brillouin zone 
where Dp(y,z,uj) > 0. This set of allowed points includes regions in k-space where 
Dp(y,z,u) —>• 0. These regions will, therefore, contribute most to the shape of the 
susceptibility. 
Third note that as a variable, Xj corresponds to the kx component of the momentum 
k. As a function, Xj = Xj(y,z,u) gives the kx component of the dimensionless mo­
mentum in the 1st B.Z. 
+ C sin {z)[dmn - Sm35n3\ 1 — = = z / sm{xj)y/DP{y,z,u) (186) 
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Because the 3[x22] and 3[x33] components contain the nearly constant term A2 s in 2 (x ; ) , 
their shape will be dominated by regions in k-space where \/DP(y, z, u) ~ 0. This 
is in contrast to 3f[xn]- Contributions to this term also come from terms in the nu­
merator, B2 sin 2(y) and C2 sin 2 (z), which vary between 0 and 1 over the l 5 t Brillouin 
zone and which tend to wash out the features contributed by the denominator. 
For A, B, C all of comparable value, one would expect 3[xii] to have a smaller am­
plitude than 3[x22] and 3[x33] for most \oj\. This difference in amplitudes is observed 
in the discussion on the Px+y in section §4.5.1. 
There is considerable structure in the shape of the susceptibility in this regime. In 
particular, since S[xJ,„(0, u> > u ; m a x ) ] , the imaginary component of the susceptibil­
ity, is a real quantity 3f[xmn(0>u > wmax)] £ the quantity DP(y,z,uj) under the 
integral must be nonnegative for given y,z,u. Solving DP(y,z,u) > 0 for frequency 
A 2 
u
2
 > 4 V 4 2 4 T - 1 -
f2(y,z) 
i 2 - A 2 | A 0 | 2 + 4 ^ L (B
2
 sin 2(y) + C2 sin 2 (z)) (187) 
upon minimizing gives the smallest frequency of the susceptibility (\y\, \z\ —> TT): 
(ty + t z + fi)2 A 2 
, i 2 - A a2 0 1 - t2 - A 2 | A 0 | 2 (188) 
For \oj\ < ojmj„ the susceptibility will vanish. The vanishing of the susceptibility 
corresponds to the case where energy, hux, of the perturbing magnetic field H is too 
small to cause the electron spins to respond in the superconducting state. When 
aimin has finite value for a given symmetry, 3[Xmn] is gapped. When um\n = 0 for a 
given symmetry, 3[Xmn] is gapless. Whether 3[xmn] gapped or gapless is related to 
whether the 1-component of the order parameter is present (i.e., whether A is finite 
in Eq. 170) for the P-wave state under consideration. 
As a side note another important point about Eq. 186 that is hidden but clearly 
seen in expression Eq. 167 is the fact that there is an upper limit in the frequency, 
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Wmax, for 3f[xmn(0)^]- Et is a bounded function of r so that ET < m a x { £ r } . Then 
the maximum frequency is then |/kdmax| - 2 m a x { F r } . 
Regarding the integral form of the susceptibility, Eq. 186, if the 1-component, A sin(x), 
is present then the order parameter does not vanish anywhere. Recall the coordinate 
x is the dimensionless momentum x = a\k\ « ±akF. As discussed in appendix §F.l, 
|x| is restricted to be near akF in the low frequency limit (i.e., finite in value) so 
that A sin(x) is finite and slowly varying over the entire Brillouin zone. This fact is 
exploited in the calculation of S[xmn] m t n e following sections. 
Next it is convenient to divide the discussion between the gapped and gapless P -
symmetries. 
4 . 5 . 1 K I N K S I N T H E G A P P E D P - S Y M M E T R Y 
In this section the structure of 3[xmn(0> w] is discussed for selected gapped P-symmetries. 
For this purpose recall that the Fermi surface is implicitly defined by the expression 
£ r = e r - M = 0. (189) 
where 
e r = txcos(x) + tycos(y) + tzcos(z) \tx\ » \ty\ » \tz\. (190) 
Due to the anisotropy of the transfer integrals (i.e., tx 3> ty 3> tz) and the fact 
that n « tx/\/2 ~ 0(tx) (which corresponds to quarter filling) the x-momentum is 
restricted to be very near 
'\x - ty cos(y) - tz cos(z) 
x\ = a,\kF — arccos 
tx 
arccos 
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Therefore if the 1-component of d(k) Asin(x) is present (i.e., A / 0) then the order 
parameter does not vanish anywhere on the Fermi surface and the excitation energy 
F r = ^ r 2 + |Aod(r ) | 2 
d(r) = (Asin(x),Bsin(y),Csin(z)) 
(192) 
(193) 
is said to be gapped since it is finite everywhere on the Fermi surface. A plot of the 
imaginary part of the suscpeptibility tensor 
5 xL(0,w)] =2h\u\sgn(u)N07^-Gl Tr jA/ [1 - 2 / ( W 2 ) 1 (2TT)3 m " ( M 2 ® £ Jdydz^A2sin2'(xj)[6mn - <Jmi<J„i] + B2sin2[y)[6mn - ^ 2 ^ 2 ] 
, r 2 E I N J / , U F ; R ] \ e{DP{y,Z,u)) 
+ C S I N {z)[dmn - om3dn3\ I sin(x .• )y/DP{y, z, ui) 
(194) 
for uj > 0 for the Px {A / 0 ; B , C = 0) and P x + t f (A ,B ^ 0;C = 0) symmetries 
reveals [see Figs. 17,19,20,21] characteristic structures that are slightly different for 
the two symmetries. Note that for Px, 3 [xn ] = 0 a n ( ^ ^[X22] = S [ X 3 3 ] - An analysis 
X m „ ( 0 , W ) F O R P [ A T R = l K 
0.0006 
10 15 
T = hu]/kB 
Figure 17: This figure shows the susceptibility 3{x22} = 3 { X 3 3 } for the Px symmetry 
for positive frequency in units of temperature (IK), T = huj/ks- [A = l,B = 0,C = 
0, tx = fcs(5800K), ty = A S(1226K), tz = kB(48K),n = fcB(4003K), A 0 = M3.136K)] 
of the function DP(y,z,u) [see appendix §F] for the Px symmetry the reveals the 
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special points: 
112 
wmin - < f 
1 -
(fi+ty + t,)2' 
t2 - A 2 A 0 2 . 
1 -
(fi+ty-t,)2' 
t2 - A 2 A 0 2 . 
• < 1 -
(fi-ty+t,)2' 
t2 - A 2 A 0 2 J 
u2 
• < 1 -
(H-ty-tZ)2-\ 
t\ - A 2 A 0 2 J 
(195) 
(196) 
(197) 
(198) 
The first point is of course the frequency minimum. The next point u 2 is the step 
in the graph for the Px symmetry. Here the susceptibility undergoes a change in 
behavior from rapid growth to a very slow growth. Then it grows until it reaches 
a peak with leading edge at u>22 and trailing edge at cu32. Between these points the 
peak is relatively flat [see Fig. 18] and does not diverge. 
X m n ( 0 , o ; ) f o r P I a t r = l K 
0.0006 
> 0.00055 
3 
E 
0.0005 6.58 6.6 
T = hui/kB 
Figure 18: This figure shows the structure of the peak in the susceptibility for the Px 
symmetry. 
For Px+y, the susceptibility tensor has the form Xn X 2 2 , X33 = X 1 1 + X 2 2 [Figs. 
19,20,21 respectively]. The susceptibility in this case has 6 critical frequencies. These 
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X I I ( 0 , W ) f o r P I + V A T R = l K 
Figure 19: This figure shows the susceptibility S{xn} f°r the Px+y symmetry. From 
the plot it is clear that this is a gapless symmetry. [A = 1 , B = 1 , C = 0,tx — 
A;B(5800K),ts = fcB(1226K),tz = fcB(48K), n = fcB(4003K), A 0 = fcfl(2.162K)] 
include the first 4 already mentioned in the Px case plus two more: 
= 4 
= 4 
^ ! \ [ A 2 + B 2 ] _ A 2 B 2 (M + O 2 
nr 1 
ft2 
A2t2y + KB2 
[A2
 + B2\-A2B2^rS AH2 + KB2 
(199) 
(200) 
In this case tumin2 is still the beginning of the gapped response; however, the roles of 
the frequencies u>i2,ui22, W 3 2 change for the Px+y- They become the edges of the two 
steps seen in the graphs of 3[xmm]- The two new frequencies UJ2 and u52 locate the 
edges of the peak of the 3[xm ]-
Observe the apparent contrast in the shape between 3[xn] and S[x22]- The fea­
tures at the critical frequencies apparent in 3[x22] seem to be missing from 9[xn]-
This is a bit deceptive. In fact what has happened is simply that this structure is 
latent but still present in 3[xn]-
Recall the 1-component, Asm(x), of the order parameter vector d(k) from Eq. 170 
contributes only to the 3[x22] and 3[x33]- A2sin2(x) is relatively constant over the 
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X22(0,w)forPI+„atT=lK 
0.0006 I • • • • 1 . • • . , -
CM 
0.0004 -
T = tthj/kg 
Figure 20: This figure shows the susceptibility 3{x22} for the Px+y symmetry. 
X33(0,w)forPI+„atr=lK 
0.0006 | • • • • 1 - i — • • 1 • • • • 1 
T — tthj/kg 
Figure 21: This figure shows the susceptibility S{x33} for the Px+y symmetry. 
1 s t Brillouin zone so that the integral in S[x(q = 0, w)] is dominated only by the 
Dp(y,z,u) function which gives S[x22] and S[x33] their characteristic kinks and 
peaks. However, in S[xn] these features are dramatically reduced by the presence of 
the B 2 s i n 2 ( y ) and C 2 s i n 2 ( z ) terms in the integral which vary between 0 and 1 over 
the entire I s * Brillouin zone. 
In the case of the Px+Z symmetry (instead of the Px+y symmetry) the frequencies 
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UJ2 and u 2 would be replace by: 
^ o 2 
ui = 4-
6
 h2 
[A2 + C2} - A2C2 
AH2 + KC2 
[A2+C2)-A2C2 ^ t y ) 2 
(201) 
(202) 
A2t2 + KC2_ 
Finally the Px+y+z symmetry has all the above mentioned frequencies as special points 
including: 
ui = 4 
h2 
2 r 
[A2 + B2 + C2] - A2B2C2 
A2[t2B2 + t2yC2} + B2C2K 
(203) 
4 . 5 . 2 K I N K S I N T H E G A P L E S S P - S Y M M E T R Y 
In this section the imaginary part of the uniform spin susceptibility 5[xmn(0>k>)] is 
analyzed for selected gapless P-wave states. An analysis of the function Dp(y,z,u>) 
for the gapless symmetries reveals for the Py case the special frequencies: 
which indicates the beginning of the gapless response 
W M I N 2 = 0 (204) 
and the location of the peak in the plot 
2 J A o | 2
 D 2 
u!\ = 4- —B. 
1
 h2 
The order parameter vector was chosen to be 
(205) 
d(k) = ( 0 ,0 , l )Bs in (y ) . (206) 
The corresponding plot of the susceptibility for the P y -symmetry is then 
For R 
0 > M I N 2 = 0 (207) 
(208) 
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Xmn(0,£j)forP„atT=lK 
0.0006 
10 15 
Figure 22: This figure shows the susceptibility S{xn}> ^ {to}, ^ {X33 = 0} f°r * n e Py 
symmetry. [A = 0, B = 1,C = 0, tx = fcB(5800K),ty = kB(1226K),tz = fcB(48K), /x = 
fcB(4003K), A 0 = fcB(2.703K)] 
with order parameter vector given by 
d(k) = (0,0,l)Csin(z). 
Finally for the Py+Z symmetry there are four critical frequencies: 
(209) 
the beginning of the gapless response 
W m i n 2 = 0 
and the remaining frequencies which give the location of kinks and peaks: 
U J X 2 = 4-
2 _ J Ao | 2 _ 5 2 
ft2 
Ao 2 
^ = ^ [ B 2
 + C2) 
(210) 
(211) 
(212) 
(213) 
Next we perform an analytical calculation for the low frequency behavior of S[xmn(0, OJ)] 
for selected P-wave states. 
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4.5.3 T h e Low F r e q u e n c y L imi t 
The low frequency limit ~ 0(ujmin) of the uniform susceptibility for the general 
Px+y+z and Py+Z cases (i.e., gapped and gapless symmetries) is discussed below. In 
this limit one can exploit the fact that \u\ ~ 0(uimin), which restricts the region of 
k-space in the I s * Brillouin zone that can contribute to 3 [xmn(0,o;)]. 
As discussed above the largest contributions to the susceptibility, as seen in Eq. 186, 
come from regions of the l s ^ Brillouin zone where y/Dp(y, z,u) ~ 0. Contributing 
regions obey Dp(y,z,u>) > 0. Under the restriction |CJ| ~ 0(umin) the contributing 
regions are bounded by the level curves Dp(y, z,u) = 0 for a particular frequency u. 
These level curves are shown below beginning in figure 23 for the gapped case and 
figure 24 for the gapless case. Observe for the gapped cases [see Fig. 23] that when 
wmin < M < o>i the contributing regions come from the corners of the 1 s t B.Z. For 
Px UJ = (CJI + o> m i n )/2 = A;s(2.369K)/ft was used. For Px+y w = (wi + o; m i n ) /2 = 
/c s(2.369K)/ft was used. For Px+y+z u = (ux + umin)/2 = /cB(1.934K)/ft was used. 
Expanding the numerator and denominator of Eq. 186 about the point (y, z) — (TT, IT) 
and multiplying by four to pick up all the contributions reveals that at low frequency, 
the imaginary part of the susceptibility has a square root dependence on frequency: 
^[Xm n(0,o;)] =sgn(o;) 
| A 0 | 2 G m n [ l - 2 / ( ^ i n / 2 ) ] 
TThujmin\sm(akF)\ e(o,
2
 -
X 
A 2 A 3 
Ao 
«A,mn sin 2 (a/c F ) + — 3 ^ A 2 
,mn + (214) 
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LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px+y 
-3 .1416 
-3 .1416 
-3 .1416 
-3 . 1416 
LEVEL CURVE Dp = 0 FOR Px. 
3.1416 
Figure 23: This figure shows the level curves corresponding to DP = 0 for the gapped 
symmetries Px, Px+y, Px+y+z respectively. [tx = fcB(5800K), ty = fcB(1226K),£2 = 
fcB(48K),/z = fcB(4003K)] 
where 
(215) 
A 2 = |Ao| 2 [A 2 * y (* y + tz + IM) + B\t2x - A 2 | A 0 | 2 ) ] 
A 3 = \A0\2[A2tz(ty + tz + n) + C2(t2x - A2\A0\2)] 
(216) 
(217) 
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and the tensors 
K/l,mn — A [8mn — <5mi<5ni] 
«£,mn = B2[8mn — 5m2<5n2] 
KC,mn — C2[6mn — 5m3<5n3]. 
(218) 
(219) 
(220) 
contain information about the orientation of the d-vector. 
Leve l curve Dp = 0 for P „ Leve l curve Dp = 0 for Py+Z 
3.1416 
3.1416-3.1416 3.1416 
Figure 24: This figure shows the level curves corresponding to Dp = 0 for the gapped 
symmetries Py, Py+Z respectively. 
Next the low frequency dependence of S[xmn(0) <•<;)] is analyzed for the gapless Py 
and Py+Z cases. For the plots of the level curves in Fig. 24 for Py u = (u\ +umm)/2 = 
/CB(3K) /^ was used. For the plots of the level curves for Py+Z u = (u>i + umin)/2 = 
kB(2.806K)/h was used. 
The low frequency dependence of the gapless Py and Py+Z cases can be obtained 
by setting A = 0, leaving B,C finite in Eq. 186. The minimum frequency from 
Eq. 187 is: 
> 4 ^ ! ! ( B 2 g i n 2 ( y ) + C2 s i n 2 ( 2 ) ) ( 2 2 1 ) 
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At y, z = 0, ±7r to2 = o ; m i n 2 = 0 and there are nine contributing regions in the low 
frequency limit. At (7r,7r) the contributing region is 1/4 the size of the largest region 
at (0 ,0 ) . There are 16 such quarter-sized regions. Therefore, one can expand the 
terms in Eq. 186 about {TT, TT) and multiply the result by 16 to get: 
cvr , n M ( ^ 4 l A o l 2 G m n [ l - 2 / ( V 2 ) ] ^ 2 3 Xmn(0,w) = sgnfw)- 1 . e ( w 222 
7r/ku| sm(aKF)| 
, A 0 A 0 (Kfi.mn , Kc,mn 
X\ ^ — - —r— + A 2 A 3 3 V A 2 A 3 
for the P y + z - s y m m e t r y have order parameter 
d(k) = (0 ,Bs in(y) ,Cs in(z) ) . (223) 
Using the fact that A = 0 and substituting in the explicit forms of the A's and the 
«'s gives: 
3[Xmn(0,w)] = sgn(w) G m B [ l - 2 / ( f c j / 2 ) ] Ifrj 
Ao 
2 
( 2£ m „ - ^m2<^n2 ~ 8m38n3). (224) 
67r |t xBCsin(aA;F)| 
In the limit where \0hu/2\ < 1 (|/ku| < 2kBT) one can Taylor expand [1 -2f(hw/2)} 
about zero frequency 
1 - 2 / ( t y 2 ) _> ^ 
so that in this limit the Py+Z susceptibility has a cubic dependence in low frequency. 
In the very low temperature limit where \0hw/2\ » 1, f(hw/2) ->• 0 and the suscep­
tibility has a quadratic low frequency dependence. This is in contrast to the gapless 
Py, Pz cases analyzed below. 
In the Py case (setting A, C = 0) the integrand in Eq. 186 depends only on the y 
coordinate; consequently the contributing regions are bands near y = 0, ± 7 r - a feature 
that is topologically different from the Py+Z case. In fact, expanding the integrand 
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near y — n (and multiplying by four to pick up all contributions) shows that in low 
frequency the Pj,-susceptibility disperses linearly: 
3 [Xmn(0,w)] = Sgn(w) 
G m n [ l - 2 / ( / i a ; / 2 ) ] 
A\txB sin(akp)\ Ao" 
(#mn ~ ^ m 2 ^ n 2 ) -
(225) 
In the very low frequency limit \p1hu>/2\ <C 1 the Py and Pz symmetries have a 
quadratic dependence on u>. 
The power law for the Py+Z case is different from the Py and Pz symmetries since 
Py+Z has point nodes while the Py and Pz symmetries have line nodes on the Fermi 
surface. Next the general for of the electron spin susceptibility for the nonunitary 
case is considered. 
4.6 Calculation of the 
General Nonunitary Electron Spin Suscepti­
bility 
Again the calculation begins with the definition of the appropriate Green Functions. 
According to Sigrist and Ueda [20] the Green Functions for the nonunitary triplet 
case are: 
nt^ • \ + ? + |A 0 d(k ) | 2 ] a-o + m(k) • <xr, , 
G { K I U ) =
 W + EUW + Ei.) [ v d + ^ • ( 2 2 6 ) 
fin, • x + |Aod(k)| 2 ] A 0 d ( k ) - * A 0 m ( k ) x d ( k ) 
F ( k
' ^
) =
 (W* + El+)(^ + EU { l ( r < 7 2 ) ( 2 2 7 ) 
m(k) = z |A 0 | 2 d(k ) x d*(k). (228) 
Observe that these Green functions are written in matrix form whereas in the unitary 
case the Green functions (actually Green matrices) were written in an equivalent 
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matrix-component form. Also note that m(k) is real and even in its argument: 
m ' ( k ) = - i | A 0 | 2 d * ( k ) x d(k) = - 2 | A 0 | 2 ( - d ( k ) x d*(k)) = m(k) (229) 
m ( - k ) = z | A 0 | 2 d ( - k ) x d ' ( - k ) = ( - ) 2 i | A 0 | 2 d ( k ) x d*(k) = m(k) . (230) 
Expanding the Green functions by partial fraction (in anticipation of performing the 
frequency sum) one obtains: 
1 
where 
< J = o 1 + 
2EkJ j iu + EkJ iu - EktJ 
are the quasiparticle and quasihole coherence factors and where 
Aj (k ) = m(k) <r0 — J m(k) • A 
A J F (k) = iAo[D J (k ) -^<r 2 ] 
are matrices similar in form to the order parameter matrix AK. The vector 
Dj(k) = A 0 m(k) 
(231) 
(232) 
(233) 
(234) 
(235) 
(236) 
(237) d(k) + iJ m(k) x d(k) 
is another quantity that is similar to the order parameter vector d(k) . The excitation 
energy in the nonunitary case is given by 
£w,J = ^+|A 0 d(k)P + J |m(k) | J = ± . (238) 
First note that these are the nonunitary Green function matrices and correspond to 
a nonunitary order parameter: 
A k A k I. (239) 
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Second observe that in performing partial fractions on the Green Functions that the 
coherence factors were again obtained but this time they carry a new index, J: u \ j , 
v 2 . _ j . This new index corresponds to a lifting of the degeneracy of the excitation energy: 
Ek —> Ek j . According to Sigrist and Ueda [20] the term, m(k) , corresponding to this 
new index, has the physical interpretation that it: 
"denotes a net spin average...of the pairing state for k. From that one 
should not simply conclude that the total spin average [the average of 
m(k) over the whole Fermi surface] is finite. In many cases its average 
over the Fermi surface is zero. The meaning of a finite vector m(k) is 
more that the structure of the pair correlation is different for up- and 
down-spins in different directions of k. Clearly, this can only occur if 
time-reversal symmetry is broken." 
In other words, m(k) weights each k-state with a combination of up-up, down-down 
and m s = 0 spin state. Therefore, a net spin (finite m(k)) implies that there is an 
unequal weighting of the three spin states | t t ) , |44) and | t4-) + I i t ) u s e d to describe 
the spin of a Fermion pair in momentum state k. So one pairing channel is preferred 
over the other two channels for a Fermion pair in a given k-state. 
This preference can be different for different k-states so that m(k) changes over 
the Fermi surface. Additionally, the net spin of the ground state can still be zero. 
That is, m(k) can have an average value of zero over the Fermi surface, implying that 
sum of all the spins from each k-state adds to zero. 
Third note the introduction of parameters D , (k ) , A j (k ) , Aj(k) in Eqns. 235,236,237; 
these forms make the Green functions for the nonunitary case appear aesthetically 
similar to the functions for the unitary case. The aesthetic similarity allows one to 
use results from the unitary case to simplify the analysis. It should be emphasized 
that d(k) , and not Dj (k) , is still the order parameter of the system. Dj(k) should be 
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regarded as an aesthetic artifice used to simplify consideration of the nonunitary case. 
The general form of the nonunitary susceptibility is arrived at by performing the 
same sets of contraction on electron operators as was done in §. The form of the 
nonunitary susceptibility is then 
Xmn(q,«w) = (240) 
- NmNn<&mn £ £ k m ] a 0 k n k * [ n ^ ( k , q, iu) + I l ^ ^ k , q, lOj)] 
k aP^S 
where from the single particle propagators one obtains 
na/j7<5(k. Q> *w) =i £ GSa{k -q,iu- iuP)G^(k, iuP) 
lUlp 
1 ^ A ^ J - k + q J A ^ k ) P>k± 4 | m ( - k + q ) | . | m ( k ) | Q 9 
lUlp 
k-q,J 
[ihwp — ihuj— -Ek-q,J ihlOp — ih0J+ -Ek-q.J ® 
^k,H 
Li/kjp - E k ,H ihwp + ^k ,H J 
and from the pair propagators one has 
nS 7 * ( k , q, tw) = i £ / ^ ( - k + q, «w - twpjF^Ck, iw P ) 
(241) 
A^(-k +
 q)A^s(k) 
P ^ ± 16 |m( -k + q)| • | m ( k ) | £ _ k + q ) J £ k , H 
1 1 
® 
tUfp [ihwp — ihuj+ F-k+q.j i/kjp — i/iw — F_k+q,j J 
1 1 (242) 
ihwp + Ektf ihwp - Ek,H. 
In performing the frequency summations observe that the Green functions, Eqns. 226 
and 227, have the same frequency dependencies as the Green functions for the unitary 
case. Therefore the summations can be performed immediately using the results from 
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the unitary case. Upon multiplying together all the frequency terms in square brackets 
and performing the frequency summation over Matsubara frequencies [see appendix 
§B] one obtains: 
4 | m ( k - q ) | • |m(k)| 
® | ( l - / ( F k _ q i J ) - / ( F k > H ) ) 
+( / (F k _ q i J ) - / (£ k ) H ) ) 
"k.H^k-q.J "k-q.J^k.H 
ihu- F k_ q,j - £ k > H ihu+ £k-q,J + £k,H 
2 2 
"k-q.J^k.H Vk-q,X,H 
£k-q,J - FlcH ifcd - £k-q,J + k^.H 
(243) 
and 
ll" (k q *,) " V A ^ - k + q ^ ^ k ) 
n Q ^ ( k , q , W ) - 1 6 ( m ( _ k + q ) | . | m ( k ) | £ ; _ k + q ] j £ ; k i H ® 
1 
® | ( l - / ( E _ k + q i J ) - / ( F k , H ) ) 
+( / (F_ k + q ) - /(Eu)) 
1 
F-k+q.J + Eu,H ifa - -C-lc+qJ - £k,H 
1 1 
+ £-k+q,J - Ek,H ihu- £-k+q,J + £k,H 
(244) 
Under the sum on k the tensors n ' ^ ^ k , q, iu) and U.1^
 s(k, q, iu) may be written 
[see appendix §D] as: 
? w . - ) = E
 j £ 4 | m ( k + q ) | . | m ( k ) i 8 
® /(£ k + q,j) - /(£k,H)) 
+ (/(Fk+q,j) - / (£ k , H )) 
"k.H k^+q.J 2 2 "k+q.J^ k.H 
ifiw- -Ek+q.j - -E'k.H Fk+q.j + £k,H 
2 2 Uk+q,JUk,H 2 2 k^+q.J^ k.H 
j/kj-t- £k+q,J - £k,H iftcj- £k+q,J + Ek<H 
(245) 
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where the fact that AJ)(5a(k) and E^y have even parity in k was used. For n^ 7(5(k, q, iu) 
-~. F 
the odd parity of A j ^ (k) and even parity of E^y in k is used: 
T^T" (V • \ ^ J^,ly(fe + q)^H,^(k) ^ 
k k
 16lm(k + q)| • |m(k)|£k+q,j£k,H 
1 1 
®|(l - / (F k + q,j ) - / (Fk,H)) 
+( / (£ k + q > J ) - /(F k,H)) 
Z^W-r- £ k + q , j + £ k , H ^ k + q . J ~ £ k , H 
1 1 
2 ^ ; + F k + q > j - £ k , H ^ k + q , J + Ek>H 
(246) 
The only change to the tensors is the removal of the minus sign from the argument 
of the functions A j
 iQ(k) and Aj^ 7(k) and the appearance of an explicit minus sign 
before the sum on k in £ k n 7^<5(k,q,iu). Next the spin sums in Eq. 240 must be 
dealt with. These spin sums have the form: 
£ KUk»U Aj,a(k + q)A^ 7(k) = S^ n)JH(k, q) 
£ WmUWnU Ajj7(k + q)A&^k) = SL,JH(k,q). 
(247) 
(248) 
It should also be noted that the matrix Aj(k) is neither symmetric nor antisym­
metric. It is, however, strictly hermitian consisting of a real, symmetric contribution 
from the |m(k)|<r0 term and an Hermitian contribution from the — Jm(k) • <x term. 
Therefore, the spin sum containing this matrix must be handled separately from the 
spin index summations already considered [see appendix §C]. 
So the first sum is evaluated in the appendix [see appendix §C]. Observe that this 
sum arises from the n^ 7(5(k, q, iu) tensor which contains the single-particle propa­
gator piece of the susceptibility. Note that this part of the susceptibility is related 
to the Green functions describing single particle motion and that these matrices are 
neither strictly symmetric nor antisymmetric. This asymmetry corresponds to the 
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breaking of time reversal symmetry. 
The second sum can be evaluated by analogy to the unitary case. It should be 
emphasized that the vector Dj(k) is a complex vector similar to the actual order 
parameter d(k). The matrix Aj(k) (for the nonunitary case) is constructed in the 
same way as the unitary triplet gap, A T ( k ) [Eq. 145], by taking the inner product of 
the vector matrix icrcr-i with the complex vector Dj(k). It follows that Aj(k) is a 
symmetric matrix just like A T ( k ) . 
Consequently, the spin sum in Eq. 248 is 
Srnn,JH(k,q) = £ [<Tm]^[<Tn]7(5 A j j 7 ( k + q) A ^ ^ ( k ) = 
2 |Ao | 2 { f ) : (k + q) • D H (k)<5 m n - [ f ^ m ( k + q) D H i T l (k) + D ^ k + q) D H i r a ( k ) ] } 
(249) 
In this case the associations d{ = D^k) and dj = D*(k + q) are made [see appendix 
§C]. 
After a lengthy and unpleasant ordeal (and switching indices m, n -» / i , v the first 
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sum in Eq. 247 evaluates to: 
E M * » M R * ^ Q ( K + Q ) A ^ ^ ( K ) = 
a0-y5 
2<6, 
+JH 
m(k + q)m(k) - JHm(k + q) • m(k) 
m / i ( k + q)m„(k) + m„(k + q)m / i (k) 
Jm(k )m(k + q) - Hm(k + q)m(k) 
= S ^ i J H ( k , q ) (250) 
where 
<5„ = ( ^ , 1 , ^ , 2 , ^ , 3 ) 
is a vector containing Kronecker deltas 
M ( K ) = | M ( K ) | 
is the magnitude of the vector m(k) 
= 1 ,2 ,3 
are numbers which index the directions in three dimensional space. 
The first and last terms contribute only to the diagonal and off-diagonal compo­
nents of the susceptibility respectively. The middle term contributes to both. Also, 
since m(k) is a real vector, the first two terms are explicitly real while the last term 
is purely imaginary. One has for the real part 
ft S ^ , J H ( k , q ) = 2 U 
+JH 
m(k + q)m(k) - JHm(k + q) • m(k) 
m^(k -I- q)m„(k) + m„(k + q)m^(k) (251) 
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while for the imaginary part 
3 S^,jH(k,q) = -2 (<^ x <$„) Jm(k)m(k + q) - Hm(k + q)m(k) (252) 
After summing over spin indices, the susceptibility, Eq. 240, can be written as a 
sum of two terms: 
xnonuniUry(q) = c ( q > ^  + ( q > 
where 
XL(q,^ ) 
(253) 
contains the contributions coming from the single-particle propagators and is given by 
S^,jH(k,q) 
^
G
'"?JS t4|m(kiq)|.|m(k)| 
®<(l-/(£k+q,j)-/(£fc,H)) 
® 
W k , H U k + q , J U k + q , j ' t ; k , H 
L»ftw~ ^ k+qrl ~ •Ek.H ifa+ ^ k + q . J + £ k , H 
+ (/(£k+q,j) - /(£k,H)) 
and where 
U k + q , j ' u k , H ^ k + q . J ^ k . H 
[ifiu+ Ek+q,j - £ic ,H ihu- £ k + q , j + £ f c , H 
(254) 
X^ (q,»w) 
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contains the contributions coming from the pair propagators and has the form 
Ifilmfk •+-
k J , H = ± 
® U l - / ( E k + q i J ) - / ( E k i H ) ) 
16 |m(k + q ) H m ( k ) | £ k + q > j £ k , H 
1 1 
<2> 
+(/(£k+q>J) - f(Ek,H)) 
ihu+ £ k + q , j + £ k ) H ihu- £ k + q , j - £ k , H 
1 1 
. (255) [ihu+ £ k + q , j - EkM ihu- F k + q , j + Ek}H\ 
Observe the cancellation of the explicit minus sign in front of terms in XJLXQi ^ 0 
against a second minus sign which came from ^ k n Q / 3 7 , j ( k , q, iu) when it was rewritten 
above in Eq. 246. Next the Wick's rotation is performed (i.e., letting ihu^ hu+i5), 
and the limit of 5 —• 0 is taken. 
Notice that the frequency terms of X^(q)^) look exactly like the last four terms 
of X m n f a i
 ZCl0 m Eq. 157 which came from the single particle propagator terms. One 
can perform the Wick's rotation on these terms (simply use the results from the 
unitary singlet case) and multiply the real and imaginary parts with the real and 
imaginary parts of S^ 1 / J H (k , q) (already obtained above). Collecting the real and 
imaginary parts: 
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for the single particle component 
ft 
J^ ±4 |m(k + q)|.|m(k)| 
, , / » f e , j H ( k .q ) ] 
< H U k + q ) J [ / ( F k + q > J ) - / ( ^ , H ) ) L
 + ^ K + Q J _ ^ H 
• « k , H « k + q , j [ / ( £ k + q j ) " / ( 3 C , H ) ] 
ft 
S i , j H ( k . q ) ] * ( ^ + ^ c + q . J - ^ . H ) 
S^, J H (K,Q)] 
huJ — Ek+q,J + £ k , H 
\ 
+ [S^ , j H (K . q)] ^ + q , j + ^ k , H ) 
+ < H ^ + q , j [ l - / ( ^ k + q , j ) - / ( ^ k > H ) ] 
ft SS,, j H (K,Q) 
£ k + q , J — -Ek.H 
( K , Q ) ] ( J ( n w - £ u + q i j - ^ k , H ) 
9 9 / ^fe ,JH(K,Q)' 
- « U X H [ 1 - / ( I W - / ( f t * ) ] [ t o l E ^ + l * 
S j „ , j H ( k . q ) ] ^ + ^ k + q , J + ^ k , H ) 
(256) 
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and 
3 x^ (q,w) = -G^  £ £ 
< H « k + q , j [ / ( ^ + q , j ) " / ( ^ k , H ) ] 
J^ ±4|m(k + q)|.|m(k)| 
^^ iJH(k,q) 
-<H^k+q,j[/(^k+q,j)-/(Fk,H)] 
+^ -Ek+q.J — -Ek,H 
~ 7rft[s^ J H(k,q)]5(^+ Fk+q,j - £k,H) 
I^S^ ,JH(k,q)' ftw - Fk + q ij + -Bk)H 
+ < H « k + q , j [ l " / ( £ k + q , j ) - / ( ^ k , H ) ] 
3 S^ ,jH(k,q) 
fa - -Ek+q,J — i? k i H 
-«k+q,j<H[l " / ( £ k + q , j ) ~ f(Ek,H)] 3 
S^ ,jH(k,q)l<y(ftw- £ k + q > J - £ k, H) 
S^ ,jH(k,q) 
^ + £k+q,J + Fk)H 
S^ JH(k,q) S(fku + i?k+q,j + F I C . H ) 
(257) 
Notice that the frequency terms of Xpvfaiw) exactly like the first four terms 
of Xmn(q> * t J ) (which came from the pair propagators in Eq. 158). By making the 
association 
1 1 
2 Ex 
lAnl 2 
k+q^k 
d*(k + q) • d(k)£m n - K ( k + qR(k) + <(k + q)dm(k)] 
1 |A0|2X>m„(k,q) „-»•/ £ s ,^jH(k.q) 
2 £ k + q £ k 16|m(k + q)| • |m(k)|£k+q)J£k,H 
between the triplet unitary and nonunitary cases one can perform the Wick's rotation 
on these terms (simply use the results from the unitary triplet case, recall Vmn(k, q) 
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was defined in Eq. 159) and collect the real and imaginary parts by making the ap­
propriate substitutions in Eqs. 163 and 164: 
for the particle pair component 
» [ x j , ( q , « ) ] = < V £ £ { 
k J , H = ± ^ 
[/(ft + q) - /(ft)] 
16 |m(k + q ) H m ( k ) | £ k + q , j £ k , H 
»[sJ,,jH(k,q)' 
5R s ^ , J H ( k > q ) hu- ft+q + Ek 
[1 - / ( f t + q ) - f(Ek)} 
hu+ ft+q - Ek 
+ ^[sFtu,jH(k,q)]s(hu+ ft+q - Ek) 
> 
- ^ [ s ^ , J H ( k , q ) ] S(hu- ft+q + Ek) 
5R S ^ , J H ( k , q ) 
5R 
hu— 
hu+ ft+q + Ek 
+ 7r9[sE, |JH(k,q)]<y(/iw+ ft+q + ft) 
. - ft+ q - ft " ^ [S^H(k,q)]^(^- ft+ q - ft)J j 
(258) 
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and 
k J , H = ± 16 |m(k + q ) | - | m ( k ) | £ ; k + q , j E k , H 
[ / ( E k + q ) - f(Ek)} 
3 ^ , j H ( K , Q) 
3 
hu+ E k + q - Ek 
- 7r»[S^IJH(K,Q)]<5(ftw+ E k + q - E k ) 
Q) r -i 
,
 G + ^ + ^ ^ [ S ^ , J H ( K , q)\S(hoj-Ek+q + Ek) 
^ [ S ^ L J H ( K , Q ) ' 
•[1 - / ( E k + q ) - / (Ek)] 
3 
ftcj-h E k + q + E k 
- 7r»[S^ I J H(K,Q)]5(ftw+ E k + q + E k ) 
s
^ , j H ( K . Q ) l r c 1 ^ 1 
_
 E _ ^ + ^ [ S ^ H * . Q ) J < ^ ( ^ - E k + q - E k ) j | 
(259) 
To reiterate the nonunitary electron spin susceptibility has the general form 
x T U N I T A R Y ( Q ^ ) = x i (Q,w) + xL (Q,w). (260) 
It should be noted that the unitary case can be obtained from the more general form 
of the nonunitary case by taking the careful limit m(k) —> 0. 
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Chapter V 
Conclusion 
There is strong experimental evidence that the order parameter in ( T M T S F ) 2 X is of 
the triplet variety. This evidence includes work by Lee et. al. [2],[4] and Belin & 
Behnia [3]. First Lee et. al. [2] measured the H vs. T phase diagram and observed 
that for H\\& & H\\o that the field exceeds the Pauli paramagnetic limit by factors 
of 3 or 4. Lee et. al. [2] also observed an anisotropy inversion where the plot of H | | b ' 
vs. T crosses over and exceeds the plot of H\\SL VS. T at low enough temperatures. 
Further work done by Belin k Behnia [3] measured the thermal conductivity of 
( T M T S F ) 2 C I 0 4 in the normal and superconducting states. Belin k Behnia's data 
show that as T —• 0, Ksei(T)/^(T) —• 0. The apparent exponential dependence of 
the electron thermal conductivity at low temperature in the superconducting state 
implies inciates a gap in the response and a gapped symmetry for the order parameter. 
The last experiment which supports ( T M T S F ) 2 X as a candidate for triplet super­
conductivity was a Knight shift measurement done by Lee et. al. [4]. The Knight 
shift measures the electron spin response of the system to applied field. For triplet spin 
pairing the spin response will be constant, independent of temperature, and equal to 
the normal value xCO = XN for H i d . This is what is observed by Lee et. al. [4] 
for H | | a , b' and points very strongly toward pairing in the triplet channel. 
The combined results of Lee et. al. and Belin k Behnia suggest the existence of a 
gapped triplet state in ( T M T S F ) 2 X . In order to distinguish between different triplet 
states the quasiparticle density of states and electron spin susceptibility for several 
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triplet states. 
The quasiparticle density of states has been determined for several gapped and gap­
less symmetries for both spin singlet and spin triplet pairing. The intent here was 
to study a quantity which depends on the magnitude of the order parameter: |d(k)|. 
This provides a picture of the response coming from the orbital component of the 
Cooper pairs. This response can be gapped, in which case there are very few excita­
tions at energies on the order of the energy gap hu ~ A 0 . Or it can be gapless, in 
which case there are excitations for finite energy hu down to but not including zero 
frequency (where Af(u)=0). 
For low energy, one may extract the frequency dependence of the DOS which will 
depend on the node structure of the order parameter at the Fermi Surface. The low 
frequency dependence of N(u) at low energy could in principle then be used to test 
whether the order parameter is gapped or gapless symmetry and furthermore it can 
be used to determine if the order parameter has point nodes or line nodes at the 
Fermi surface. 
One could in principle measure the quasiparticle density of states using photoemis-
sion spectroscopy. This would provide a picture revealing information about node 
structure of the order parameter of the superconductor. Unfortunately, the organic 
compound (TMTSF)2X is rather sensitive to X-ray radiation. A sample being mea­
sured by this technique is susceptible to degradation and might not provide good 
results. Another technique to measure the DOS is STM which probes the I-V char­
acteristic of the sample which can be related to the DOS. 
Because the DOS has a mathematically similar (though simpler) structure to the 
imaginary part of the uniform dynamical spin susceptibility ($[xmn]), it w a s studied 
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in anticipaiton of the calculation for 3[xmn]- An approach was developed to obtain 
the DOS using the delta function identity 6(F(x)) = J2j S(x-Xj)/\dF/dx\ F(XJ) = 0. 
This approach was first applied to the solution of the density of states for 3He in the 
A-phase. A solution containing the accepted result for 3He was obtained. 
For more complicated problems (e.g., the solution of the DOS for various symmetries 
of (TMTSF)2X) one can use this approach to reduce a three dimensional numerical 
integration over the 1 s t Brillouin zone to a two dimensional numerical integration. 
The advantage, of course, is a gain in computational speed and a corresponding re­
duction in computing time. 
The next step was to determine the imaginary part of the uniform dynamical spin 
susceptibility tensor. The intent here was to gain insight into spin degrees of free­
dom of Cooper pairs and excitations in a quasi-one-dimensional superconductor. The 
study of the spin susceptibility at low frequency also reveals information about the 
node structure which can be used to characterize the symmetry of the order param­
eter. This is because both the node structure and the low frequency dependence of 
^[Xmn(q = 0,u;)] are symmetry dependent. By measuring the low frequency depen­
dence, the node structure of the order parameter becomes known. In the case of weak 
spin-orbit coupling the node structure arises from orbital information carried in the 
order parameter and not from the spin information; however, the susceptibility is a 
tensor and it also depends on the the order parameter vector orientation. The vector 
nature of the order parameter is intimately tide into the spin degrees of freedom. By 
measuring the various components of the susceptibility one may learn about the ori­
entation of the order parameter in the crystalline lattice and probe the spin degrees 
of freedom. 
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One could in principle measure the uniform dynamical spin susceptibility with a neu­
tron scattering experiment. A beam of uniform, plane spin polarized neutrons could 
be used to investigate the spin response in the uniform dynamical limit x(q —>• 0, u). 
One drawback to this approach is the sample size itself being on the order of less than 
1mm 3. Samples sizes much larger than 1mm 3 would make better samples for such a 
measurement, though. 
A drawback to using neutron scattering is that, currently it can only be used to mea­
sure the high frequency limit (corresponding to energies greater than kslK); however, 
we are interested in the spin response at much lower energies. Alternatively, it may be 
possible to measure the low frequency spin response using ESR in the /x-wave range. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE ENERGY OF QUASIPARTICLE 
EXCITATIONS 
A . l The Hamiltonian and Symmetry Properties 
The purpose of this section is to derive the expression for the excitation energy Ek 
by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in the many body problem for a general 2-body 
interaction in a lattice. The process of diagonalization will lead to introduction of 
quasiparticles which are composite particles consisting of electrons and electron holes 
in the superconductor. The system Hamiltonian to be diagonlized is: 
Note this is the most general form of the Hamiltonian for a two body interaction 
where V ^ A ^ k , k') is some general spin and momentum dependent interaction. We 
can derive the symmetry properties for the interaction term by imposing the property 
of hermiticity on the interaction term, Va0^(k, k') is just a complex number so that 
V] = V yields: 
°ka + 2 E E V ' ^ . ^ ( k ' k ' ) a - k a 4 / J a k ' A a - k V 
kk' af)fi\ 
) ° - k ' ^ a k ' A a k 0 a - k a _ 
a 
- k a u k 0 u k ' A u - k ' / * 
E E W K - K > -- k a a k 0 a k ' A a - k ' / j 
kk' a0ti\ kk' a/3/jA 
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Now permuting the dummy spin and momentum indices under the sum on the left 
to put the left-hand-side operators into the same form as on the right yields 
^,A,(k,,k) = ^ A / i(k,k') (261) 
Other symmetry properties may be obtained by permuting dummy indices under the 
sum: 
Y Y K ^ ( k > k V - k a a k 0 a k ' A a - k ' , x = X ^ F ^ . v ( k ' k ' ) a - k / 3 a k Q a k ' A a - k ' / i 
kk' a0n\ {•••} 
= Y -V0a,xM k > L a - k 0 a k ' A a - k ' „ 
{ - } 
= Y - V ^ a , A ^ ( - k ? k V - k c A o k ' A O-kV 
{-} 
so that 
*Wk,k') = -VW-k,k') (2 6 2) 
and similarly by permuting A & \x 
VWk.k'H-VWk.-k'). (2 6 3) 
Permuting all the spin indices: 
Y v'a ,^A (^lc,k')oLlKaojc/,ok,Ao_lK^  =£v^ Q | /, A(k,k ' ) a t _ k ) g a k Q a k , / i a_ k , A 
kk' a0n\ {•••} 
= Y F^,^(k', k)a k Q a t _ k ^a_ k < A a k ^ 
{-} 
Y ^a l (xA(-k', - k ) a l k a a k 3 a k , A a _ k ( ( J 
{•••} 
so that 
VWk,k') = W-k',-k) (264) 
and 
W k ' k ' ) = - W-k ,k ' ) = - W k . -k') = V ^ A ( - k \ -k) = ^,A/i(k',kl265) 
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A.2 Mean Field Theory and Hamiltonian Diago­
nalization 
We now consider diagnolizing the Hamiltonian in order to find the eigen-energies 
of the system for the general interaction Va0 Xfi(k,k'). To do this one must first 
consider that in its present form the Hamiltonian is quartic in the interaction (i.e., 
contains four operators). This makes it very difficult to put H into a suitable form 
for diagonalization. Nevertheless, H can be put into diagonal form if one considers 
replacing the operator products a l k Q a k / 9 and a k'A a-k'/i w ^ t n t n e i r respective average 
values: 
F ^ k ) = (alkaal0) and F^(k') = (avxa_Vlt). (266) 
This recasts the Hamiltonian in quadratic form so that it becomes factorable under 
a suitable change of basis. The operator products can then be rewritten in terms of 
these averages according to: 
*LAp = F^OL) + ( aLkX, - F ^ k ) ) 
ak'Aa-k>= ^V(k') + ( < V A a _ k > - F A / i(k')) 
a t
-ka ak/3 ak'Aa-k'„ = ^ ( k ) F ^ ( k ' ) 
+ ^ ( k ) ( a k ) A a _ k ^ - F A / i ( k ' ) ) 
+ ( « U r F i ( k ) ) ^ ( k ' ) 
+ ( a U X , " FlfiMKW-u* ~ ^ ( k ' ) ) -
Explicit expressions for the anomalous averages can be found from solving the equa­
tions of motion simultaneously for the Green Function and anamolous average [see 
the text by Mahan [18] or the paper by Sigrist and Ueda [20]: 
dFa0(k,r) a 
| j : = ^ <T Ta k ) Q(r)a_M(0)) 
q-t = ^r-(Trak,a(r)a k^(0)). 
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Note that knowledge of the explicit form of the anamolous average is not necessary 
for the purposes of finding the excitation energy. Rewriting the operators in terms of 
their average values is called the Mean Field Approximation. Since the last term is 
quadratic in the difference of a pair of operators and average of the operator pair it's 
contribution is neglible and it is dropped. 
Substituting this result back into the Hamiltonian and recognizing the F ' s as complex 
matrices indexed by the spin labels of the electron operators one obtains: 
^ = E ^ « L « k a (267) 
ka +l E E * W k » k ' ) f - ^ ( k ) M k ' ) + ^ ( k ) a k , A a _ k V + F A / 1 ( k ' ) a L k Q a ^ . 
kk' a/9/iA 
At this point it is convenient to consider functions of the form 
A M a = - E k ' , A , W k ' k ' ) ^ ( k ' ) (268) 
In what follows the excitation energy will be seen to depend on the lattice energy dis­
persion £ k and the energy function A k / 9 a . In rough terms this function corresponds 
to the binding energy that appeared in case of two body pairing treated earlier at the 
beginning of §2.1. It will be noted that this function inherits the symmetry of the 
interaction potential which, in turn, has the same symmetry properties as the pair 
wave function obtained in §2.2. 
One may solve explicitly for the value of A k / 9 Q (called the gap function). In principle 
this is done by first solving explicitly for the form of the anomalous average (which 
will contain an explicit dependence on the gap function). The above equation (called 
the gap equation) is then solved self consistently for A k / 9 Q . 
Recall from §2.1 that in describing Cooper Pairs one must consider antisymmetrized 
wave functions that are either symmetric in the momentum index and antisymmetric 
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in the spin indices (singlet pairing) or vice versa (triplet pairing). This leads to the 
following symmetry properties of the wave function which are independent of whether 
one considers singlet or triplet pairing: 
A(k) = - A T ( - k ) = - A f * ( - k ) 
A > ) = - A f ( - k ) 
- A ( - k ) = A f ( k ) . 
For now observe that the interaction potential has the same symmetry properties as 
the pair wave function discussed earlier. Writing the Hamiltonian in terms of the gap 
functions: 
ka l k a0 
" E E ^ A ^ ' K ^ - k ^ " E E A / ? ° ( k ) a - k a 4 / 3 
k' nX k a0 
Rewriting the expression by switching the dummy variables a & /3 and applying 
A(k) = —A (—k) to the second and third terms (and letting k' —• k, A —• a, 
fj, —> j3 in the second term) one obtains: 
H = E ^ k 4 a ° k a + \ E [ F/L( k)Aa/3( k) + A ^ ( - k ) a k Q a _ k ^ + Aa0{-k)a\aa{p . 
ka k,a/3 
Putt ing k —• —k in the last two terms and using the commutation property, {a, a*} = 
1, of the creation/annihilation operators to rewrite the kinetic energy term, the diag-
onalizable form of the Hamiltonian is obtained: 
**
 =
 \ E ^ k ( 4 a a k a - a k a 4 a ) + \ E [ A l / » ( k ) a - k a a W + A a / j ( k ) 4 a a - k / 3 
ka k,a0 
+
 ^ E [ ^ + ^ a ( k ) A a ^ ( k ) ] -
k,a0 
A k ) Q0 has the same symmetry with respect to indices as the pair wave funciton dis­
cussed in section §2.2. Using the matrices obtained in §2.2 to express A k Q ^ : 
A Q / 3 (k ) = A 0 2<( k ) (idy)afi, 
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A<^(k) = A 0 (ia-ay-d(k))a0. 
Expanding out the spin sum in H yields: 
z
 k 
+ 2 £ [ A k t t a k f a - k t + A k t t a - k f a k f 
+&Wana-H + A i 4 4 a - i 4 a k | 
+ A k t l a k t a - 1 4 + A k U a - k t a k i 
+ A 1 4 t a k 4 . a - k f + A k 4 . f a - 1 4 a k t • 
We took the liberty of taking k —> —k in the aa* operators of the kinetic energy 
piece. This can be done since we are summing over all k and will enable us to group 
the operators in a special way such that the Hamiltonian may be written in terms 
of matrices and its diagonalization may be considered with greater ease [also note 
A k , a 0 A Q0(k)] . 
The kinetic energy piece is already diagonal and can be written in terms of matrices 
as follows: 
t = o k t ' ° k 4 . ' o - k t ' ° - i c 4 . 
( ik 0 0 0 ^ 
o & o 0 
0 0 -iu 0 
0 0 0 - i u ) 
a 
*kf 
-kf 
\ 
- 1 4 
where A^ = 
a, kf 
* 1 4 > 
a' kf 
a 
- 1 4 
and Tu = iu°o o 
0 -iu$o 
= AlTuAu 
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The non-diagonal piece can be written in terms of the same Ak-vector also so that 
w — j4kWk,4k is equal to the sum of all the interaction terms in the Hamiltonian 
where: 
( W\\ WU Wi3 WU \ 
W2\ W22 VJ23 W24 
W31 W32 W33 W34 
y wiX wi2 J 
After multiplying out to = AkWkAk and setting terms equal we find: 
\ 
Wk = 
Using the antisymmetry property of the gap function that [—A_k]Q^  = [Ak]Q^  the 
interaction piece can be cast in its final form before diagonalization: 
0 0 Akt 
Am 
0 0 Ak^t AkU kt 
AUi 0 0 AUt Aiu 0 0 
0 0 Akt Akti 0 0 
AHt AkU Alkt -A-ktl 0 0 A-Ht ~ A - m 0 0 
\ 
The full Hamiltonian becomes: 
*
 = E
°
 +
 \ E Kt' a i 4 ' a-kf a-
0 
-A 
0 
• 1 4 V 
4 0 Akt A m \ akf 0 £k Akit AkU °ki. A
-kt "
A U u - 4 0 
a
-kt' 
A
- » 4 t - A - w 0 - 4 a-ki # = ft + 5 E Al(Tk + Wk)Ak = ft 4 - \ E A f c h kA k. 
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The goal now is to affect a transformation on the Hamiltonian such that it is diago-
nalized and takes the form: 
H = EQ + Y [BLV BU> 6-kf b-n 
I Ek 0 0 0 N 
0 Ek 0 0 
0 0 -Ek 0 
0 0 0 -Ek V / L 
'kf 
- T 4 ' 
-kf 
- k i 
where Ak — X5kBk and U k is a 4 x 4 matrix that transforms Ak to the diagonal basis 
and is given by: 
«k vk ^ 
v_k u_k J 
The uk &; vk are 2 x 2 matrices to be determined. The Hamiltonian will be diagonalized 
under the assumption that A k > a ( g is proportional to a unitary matrix. As such, the 
eigen-state in the diagonal basis corresponding to a unitary gap function is called a 
unitary state. With this in mind Uk is a unitary rotation that diagonalizes H. So 
far we have: 
Using Ak = Uki?k w e obtain 
B K L / k h K L / K B K = BkEkBk — • UkEk = hkUk. 
From the expression UkEk = hkUk four equations of constraint for uk and vk are 
obtained. After a little rearranging they are: 
_ N T 
K(Ek - e k) = 
sikC^k+e k) = 
Vk{Ek - e k) = 
Ak^*-k 
- A v u k"-k 
k"k 
K V K -
- A u u , , 
(269) 
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A further constraint is imposed from the unitary of Uk that U k U k = a*. We then 
obtain a condition on uk and vk that: 
Combining the first and third expressions in Eq. 269 we get a relation for uk: 
«k(J5J! - = - A k A l k S k = A k A kn k. 
The only constraint on uk is that it be unitary and obey the five equations of constraint 
above. So we are free to choose uk to be any 2 x 2 unitary matrix that obeys these 
conditions. This choice will then specify vk. Making the simplest choice possible we 
choose Uk = UqBq [uk is proportional to the identity]. With A k proportional to a 
unitary matrix A k A k = | A 0 d ( k ) | 2 a : o then: 
MEl - ii) = A k Ak£k — • {El - &)d« = | A 0 d ( k)| 2a 0 
A A I • 
and we obtain the expression for the new excitation spectrum in the diagonal basis 
Ek J + | A 0 P | d ( k ) P = , / ^ + 5 T r [ A k A i ] . 
Where we have used that fact from the discussion of section §2.2 that when A k 
is proportional to a unitary matrix that T r [ A k A k ] = 2 | A 0 d ( k ) | . Prom the second 
expression in Eq. 269 and the unitary condition on uk & vk uq and vw are determined: 
«k(J5k + £k) = - £ k S * - k 
- A , 
Vx, = E* + i k 
Uq 
« k « k + V k V k = °"0 
Un (TO + 
A k A k 
(JSk + ik)2 
= (To. 
Breaking things up componentwise 
-t 
t i 0 ^ + 
2 x , £ 7 [ A k ] a 7 [ A k ] 7 / 3 , ^ T r [ A k A k ] ^ 
(Ek + ik)2 (Ek+iky 
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Finally we obtain: 
( f t + 4 ) ' 
u: 
(Ek + 4 ) 2 + ^Tr[A k A k ] 
uk = 
- A k 
We can also write the new creation/annihilation operators in terms of the old since 
Ak = U k £ ? k and Bk = VkAk where: 
>-k u-k 
Ut
 =
 1 ( (Ek + 4 ) ^ o [A k] 
y/(Ek + 4 ) 2 + i T r [ A k A k ] \ " A k ft+ 0 ^ 0 
Writing Bk = U k ^ 4 k componentwise: 
Ka = J2 {(E* + £ k ) < W a M + A k ) Q ^ a k ^ } 
bl« = D {"^ L/^ M + ( f t + 4)^4,4 
where a , 0 = {t>i}- The 6-operators depend linearly on the original electron oper­
ators {a ,a*}. The represent the creation and destruction of the quasiparticles men­
tioned earlier. As can be seen, the action of b (or tf) creates an electron (by the 
action of a* and an electron hole by the action of a. The new fr-operators form the 
operator basis which diagonalize the system Hamiltonian. 
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APPENDIX B 
F R E Q U E N C Y S U M M A T I O N S 
One wishes to perform sums of the form 
E^i A W • > 1
 F = 2 > K ) a,»7,7 = ±l (270) 
f-^ i a u ; n - z a m / - 7 / E 1 z/ia; n - yE0 '—J 
Recall that the the sum above comes from products of Green functions for Fermions. 
Therefore the frequencies un, un + i> must be Fermi frequencies. Since un appears by 
(2n + 1) 
itself in one of the terms it must be a Fermi frequency of the form un = T X — — — . 
hp 
( 2n 
Since uin + v is also a Fermi frequency it must be that v is a Bose frequency = 7 r — 
V hp 
so that the sum remains an odd multiple of TT/h(3. This is relevant in what follows. 
The Fermi function has singularities at iun which are just the frequencies to be 
summed on: 
m
 =
 ( 2 7 1 ) 
h0Zn = iir(2n + i). (272) 
From complex analysis if one takes the contour integral over a path of diverging radius 
R 
lim I dz h(z)f(z) = 2m V Res[h(z)f (z)} (273) 
cR 
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(where the identification iun —> z has been made) one obtains a sum over residues at 
all the poles of the integrand. h(z) has poles at 
2 0 = lEo/h (274) 
zl=iav + r)Ei/h. (275) 
The denominator of f(z), [namely, q(z) = e^@z + 1] vanishes at zn, [q(zn) = 0]; 
however, the first derivative of q(z) is finite at zn: 
q'(zn) = -hfi. (276) 
From complex analysis zn is classed as a zero of q(z) of order m = l and can be shown 
to be a pole of order m = l of f(z) by taking the limit 
lim (z - zn)mf(z) (277) 
Z-*Zn 
where the limit vanishes for m > 1. Thus, f(z) = l/q(z) has simple poles at zn and 
corresponding residues 
Res[f(z)]Zn = lim {(z - zn)mf^-l\z)} (278) 
= - • f o r m = 1. (279) 
hp 
Since h(z) oc 1 / r 2 , then the contour integral vanishes [by Jordan's lemma] as R —> oo 
leaving: 
0 = Y,^[h(z)f(z)]=^2h(iu}n) (~\ +f(z0)Res[h(z)}Zo + f(z1)Res[h(z)}Zl 
h(iwn) = fhEo/h)— r 4 F T + / ( M M / + r)Ei/h) — ^ — 
hP lEo ~ i a h v -vEi m h l / + vEi - jE0 
1 
iahv + 77^1 — 7 f t 
\f(r,Ei/h) - f(7Eo/h)} (280) 
where fiiav + riEx/H) = —^ \ ~ B = fivEi) was used. 
v 1 1
 '
 ei2aTmepnE\ + i 
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Further identities used to cast the frequency sum in final form are: 
f(-E) = l-f(E). 
Observe: 
f(-E)+f(E) = 
1 1 
+ e-PE +1 e ^ + 1 
-0E/2 
+ e-0E/2 _|_ e0E/2 ' e0E/2 + e - / } £ / 2 
1. (281) 
In the case where the frequency summation in multiplied by an overall complex num­
ber Z 
1 
•[/(nE./H) - ffrEo/h)] (282) 
iahv + T]E\ — 7 E 0 
then, after factoring our the sign a, the Wick's rotation iv — v + i5 yields: 
hv + *-Ex - 1E0 - id 
hifivEi/h) - ffrEo/h)] (u{z} + i%{Z} 
Taking 5 -+ 0: 
= il/^/n) - /(jEo/h)] (K{Z) + ^ {z}^ 
(hv + l E x - l E Q y + 5\ 
1 
hv + ZEi-ZEo 
- mS(hu + IEX - *E0) 
Finally, 
Zj2h(i"n) = i[f(riEi/h) - fi-YEo/h)]. 
K{Z) 
h u + R E l - l E c 
+i 
%{Z} 
hv + IEX - %E0 
+ irZ{Z}5(hv + lEl-ZEQ) 
- irX{Z}6(hv + IEX - *Eo) 
(283) 
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A p p e n d i x C 
Summation on Spin Indices 
Recall the definition: 
Vm,2 Vm,3 
Vm,\ ~Vm,2 
Vm,l ~ 8ml + i8m2 
f]m,2 = 8m3 
Vm,3 =8ml ~ i8m2-
ad 
The sum over indices will be carried out for 
^ [<J"m]a0[<7n]7(s 80683-) 
aByd 
First recognize that 
88y = 
1 0 
0 1 
Substituting all the matrices into the sum: 
a8yS 
7?m,2 7?m,3 1 0 7?n,2 7?n,3 1 0 
Vm,l -Vm,2 _ 
a/3 
0 1 
~Vn,2 _ 0 1 
(284) 
(285) 
(286) 
(287) 
6a 
By the rules of matrix multiplication the inside indices can be dropped and the 
matrices multiplied out. The outside indices - in this case a must remain to be 
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summed on. This leaves the trace over the product of matrices: 
[°'m]a [^o-n]7<5 
= E 
Vm,2 Vm,3 
a/376 a 
-
_ 1m,l -Vm,2 
= E 
Vm,2 Vm,3 
a ~Vm,2 
1 0 
0 1 
Vn,2 Vn,3 
Vn,l ~Vn,2 
1 0 
0 1 
Vn,2 Vn,3 
Vn,l ~Vn,2 
Vm,2Vn,2 + Vm,3Vn,l Vm,2Vn,3 ~ Vm,3Vn,2 
Vm,lVn,2 - Vm,2Vn,l Vm,lVn,3 + Vm,2Vn,2 
= Vm,lVn,3 + Vm,3Vn,l + 2 7 7 M , 2 7 ? „ , 2 = 2 5mn 
= Tr 
( 2 8 8 ) 
The next sum to be performed is a bit trickier: 
E ["mUl^hs A ^ ( - k + q ) A ^ ( k ) . ( 2 8 9 ) 
In this case the gap parameter A A / J ( k ) has two distinct forms depending on whether 
one is considering a singlet symmetry or a triplet symmetry. For the two cases one 
has respectively: 
A | M ( k ) = iA O 0 ( k ) [ < 7 2 ] A / i 
A l / i ( k ) = z A 0 [ d ( k ) - < T < T 2 W . 
Here o-2 is the familiar Pauli spin matrix usually associated with the y-direction 
( 2 9 0 ) 
( 2 9 1 ) 
0-2 
0 -i 
1 0 
In this case the numbers 1 «-> x, 2 «-> y, 3 «-> z are used to label axes in 3-space instead 
of the familiar xyz. This is because the order parameter for the triplet symmetry, 
d ( k ) , exists in fc-space where the axes in this space are labeled by 1,2,3. These axes 
do not necessarily coincide with the real space axes of lattice in question, where the 
real space axes are labeled by x, y, z. 
1 2 0 
The composite object <r (perhaps more precisely referred to as a dyad) is a vector 
whose components are the Pauli matrices: 
<r = (Til + cr 2 2 + cr33 = (cr1; cr2, cr3) 
so that for the singlet 
A s ( k ) = i A 0 < 7 ( k ) [ < r 2 ] 
= Ao 
0 g(k) 
-9(k) 0 
and for the triplet 
A T(k) = iA 0[d(k) • <7<r 2] 
= iA 0 ^(k)^! + d^(k)cr2 + <%(k)cr 3 ^ cr 2 
= Ao <%(k) dj(k) - id3(k) i 0 - i 
df(k) + u%(k) -<%(k) * 0 
(292) 
= Ao -dj(k) + id 2(k) <%(k) 
<%(k) dj(k) + zd2(k) 
(293) 
C l the Singlet Case 
First the sum will be performed for the singlet gap parameter. Recall from the discus­
sion of the spin structure of paired states [see §2.2] that the use of the matrix is really 
a shorthand for writing down the antisymmetric spin state |t4-) — 14-T) corresponding 
to the singlet channel. The full state-including spin and orbital components-is: 
*
s ( k ) = « 7 ( k ) ® [ i n ) - u t > ] 0 5(k) 
-P(k) 0 ig(k)cr2. 
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Because \I>s(k) describes fermions it must be overall antisymmetric; however, since 
the singlet spin channel is antisymmetric the orbital piece must be symmetric so that: 
* ^ ( k ) = - * | « ( k ) . 
The singlet gap parameter is then given by: 
A^(k) = A 0 ^ ( k ) 
so that 
(294) 
(295) 
(296) 
E WmUWnU Aj 7(-k + q)A^(k) = 
ad-yS 
= E [VmUWnU [ * S t ( - k + q)l [^ S (k) ] 
' L J Q 7 
aB-yd 
= [<rmU[<r£]*r f[*St(-k + q)]'] [*s(k)] aB-y& 
BS 
E^rn kl., [ ^ * ( -  + q ) ] 7 a [ * S ( k ) ] 
aB-yS 
PS 
where the property of the matrix transpose that M.^ = M^ji was applied in the 
second line (t here means transpose) 
= \A0\2g*(-k + q)g(k)YJWm}aB 
aBfi 
0 1 
[ ° " n ] < 5 7 
0 1 
- 1 0 - 1 0 
- J BS -1 7 Q 
0 1 0 1 
-
- 1 0 - 1 0 
-
= |A0|V(-k + q)^(k)Tr 
= | A 0 | y (-k + q)g(k) [ 2 7 j m , 2 r ] n , 2 + rjm,i^.3 + ^ , 3 ^ , 1 ] 
= 2|A0|V(-k + q)^(k)5m n 
(297) 
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C.2 the Triplet Case 
Next the sum will be performed for the triplet gap parameter. Again recall from 
the discussion of the spin structure of paired states [see §2.2] that the full triplet 
state-including spin and orbital components-is: 
#T(k) = id(k) -<7<72<s> - d T ( k ) + idj(k) d s (k) 
e%(k) d T(k) + id~2(k) 
Because # T ( k ) describes fermions it must again be overall antisymmetric; however, 
since the triplet spin channel is symmetric the orbital piece must be antisymmetric 
so that : 
* i ( -k ) = - ^ ( k ) 
*i00 = *Jo00-
(298) 
(299) 
The triplet gap parameter is then given by: 
A^(k) = A0*J,(k) (300) 
so that 
E k m ] o / j k ] 7 i A Q 7 ( - k + q) A^(k) |Ao| 
= E WmUWn)lS f ^ T t ( - k + q)l [ * T ( k ) ] ^ a07<$ 
= E [*mUk].T [ [ ^ T t ( - k + q)]*] [ * » ] 
a07<5 0<S 
= E ki]*T [ ^ T < ( - k + q)] 7Q a07<5 
where the property of the matrix transpose that M{j = A t ^ j was applied in the 
second line (t here means transpose); also, the factor of | A 0 | 2 has been put temporarily 
on the left hand side; representing the elements of \£ T (k) by ^ and the elements of 
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$T*(-k -1- q) by <j>* one has: 
Tr 
1m,2 Vm,3 A A Vn,2 Vn,l ft ft 
1m,l -Vm,2 A A Vn,3 ~Vn,2 ft ft 
r - i 
*?m,2 A + *7m,3 A *7m,2 A + Vm,3^3 
7?m,l A ~ r)m,2^2 *7m,l A ~ Vm,2^3 
Vn,2<t>\ + ^7n,lft 7?n,2ft + *7n,lft 
T?n,3<ft - *7n,2ft ^ f t ~ *7n,2ft 
= [Vm,2^l + Vm^liVn^l + ^njft] + frm^A + *7m,3 A] fan,3ft ~ ^ ft] 
+ fom.lA ~ ?7m,2^2]K,2ft + *7n,lft] + frm.lA ~ *7m,2A][Vn,3<l>*2 ~ 7?n,2ft] 
= (V?n,l^lft + V s ^ s A f t ) + Vm,2Vn,2 ( A f t ~ 2 A f t + A f t ) 
+ (»7m,l^ n,2 + ^ m^n . lMAft - A f t ] + (Vm,2Vn,3 + V s ^ M A f t " A f t ] 
+ + ^,3^,1) [ A f t ] -
Substituting in for the 77's and the ^'s & ^ 's where 
= —d^ + id^ <j>\ — —d<y — id 2 
A ~d3 $2- <k 
•03 = d-j + id^ = df — 2(^2 
(301) 
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and where di = c^ (k) and dj = d*(-k + q): 
( l r a , l 1 n,l^^ + 1m,3ln^3^l) = - 2 ( ^ 1 * 1 1 1 ^ 1 + ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ ) 
+2(6^6^^ + Sm2Sn2d^) 
-2[<5mi<5n2 + <5m2<5„i](d^ 2 + c%dT) 
Vm,2Vn,2 {MX ~ ^Ml + Ml) = 28m35n3{d^ + C % C % -
(^,1^,2 + ^ ,2^ ,1 )^1^2 - Ml] 
2[<5ml<5nl + ^ T T ^ T ^ I ^ C ^ 
~[<W<5n,3 + *m,3<5n,l](^ T^ 3 + ^ 1 ) 
-[8m,2$n,3 + ^ m^n^K^S + 
+i[fim,l$n,3 + *m,3*n,l](rf2rf3 + ^ 2 ) 
-*[<W<$„,3 + ^,3^,2] ( ^ 3 + (%(%) 
(Vm,2Vn,3 + ^ , 3 ^ , 2 ) ^ 2 ^ ~ ^ 3 0 2 ] = -[<W<*n,3 + ^ ^ n J V l + d3dl) 
-[*m,2*n,3 + *m,3*n,2] ( < % < % + C % C % ) 
-*[<W<*n,3 + *m,3*n,l](rf2rf3 + ^ 2 ) 
+*[<W<5n,3 + ^m,3^n,2\{dld3 + d3di)-
Notice that the terms explicitly multiplied by a factor of i cancel. At this point it 
is natural to collect all terms multiplied by a common factor of 5mi5nj i,j = 1,2,3 
and place these collected terms in an array (5mlJni-terms into the 11-position, SmiSn2-
terms into the 12-position, etc.): 
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2\d2d^ + d^d^ — d-i~d±] —2[d±d2 + d^d^] —2[d^d^ + d-§d± 
—2[d<^d^ + d2d^] 2[d±di + d^d^ — d2d^] — 2[d^d2 + d^d^ 
-2[dgdj + d^d^] — 2[d2d^ + d^d2] 2[d^d^ + d^d^ — ^ 5 ^ 3 
(302) 
Notice that the diagonal terms can be written in the form 
2 [ d - d - 2 d m d m ] 
while the off-diagonals have the general form 
-2[cfadfi + dfidfl 
These can be combined into 
2[d • d 5mn - 2[drn dfi + da dm]]- (303) 
So one ultimately obtains: 
E k m ] a ^ k n ] 7 i A q 7 ( - k + q)A^(k) 
IA0I2 
2[d-d5mn-2[dmdn + dndm]] 
or 
E K U W T * A t 7 ( - k + q)A^(k) = 
2 | A 0 | 2 ^ [d*(-k + q) • d(k) 5mn - K ( - k + q) (Uk) + <Tm(-k + q) d»(k)]] 
(304) 
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A p p e n d i x D 
S y m m e t r y Properties of the 
Susceptibility Tensor 
D . l the Singlet Case 
Recall tha t the singlet pairing channel is described by a symmetric orbital piece times 
an antisymmetric spin piece: 
Al(k) = iAQg(k)[a2]Xtl 
0 - t 
a-2 = 
i 0 
(305) 
(306) 
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where g(-k) = g(k) and A^(k) = -A* A(k). Immediately after performing the spin 
sum the susceptibility has the form: 
® ^ ( l - / ( £ _ k + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
+ ( / ( £ - k + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
4 F _ k + q f t 
1 
-® 
1 
iu> + £-k+q + ft iu> - £_ k+ q - ft 
1 1 
[iu> + £_ k + q - ft iu> - £_ k + q + ft J 
© ^ ( l - / ( f t _ q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
+ ( / ( f t _ q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
2 2 2 2 
iu> - ft_q - ft iu> + ft_a + E\ k-q 2 2 2 2 iu; + ft_q - ft iu; - ft_a + E\ k-q ] ) } • 
(307) 
Noting that the sum on k ranges over all positive and negative values one can replace 
k with —k under the sum without loss of generality: 
'V(k + q)5(-k), Xmn(q,iu) = -25mnMmMr n&mn ^2 { ~ 
® ^ ( l - / ( E k + q ) - / ( £ _ k ) ) 
+ ( / ( f t + q ) " / ( £ - k ) ) 
4 f t + q F _ k 
1 1 
i0J + ft+q + £_ k tW - ft+q - £ _ k 
1 1 
iuj + ft+q - F _ k iu; - ft+a + 
k+q 
© ^(1 - / ( £ - k - q ) - / (£_ k ) ) 
+ ( / (£ - k -q) - f(E_k)) 
2 2 
"ik-q^-k 
[iw - F _ k _ q - £ _ k iu + F _ k _ q + £_kJ ^Vq^-k ^-k-q^-k 
iu; + £_ k_ q - £_ k iu; - £ _ k _ q + £ _ i )) (308) 
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Using the symmetry property of the energy and the orbital function that E-k — Ek 
and g(—k)=g(k) (and the coherence factors which depend on the energy): 
. S , _ , . . x _ or » ' ' n G m n ^ { - | A o | V ( k + q ) 5 ( k ) ' 
k ^ 
1 
®\^(l-f(Ek+q)-f(Ek)) 
+ (f(Ek+q)-f(Ek)) 
[iu + Ek+q + Ek iu - Ek+q - Ek 
1 1 
[iu + Ek+q - Ek iu- Ek+q + Ek 
0 | (1 - f(Ek+q) - f(Ek)) 
+ (f(Ek+q)-f(Ek)) 
Kvl+q uk+qvk 
iu - Ek+q - Ek iu + Ek+q + Ek 
uk+quk v l + q v l 
iu + Ek+q -Ek iu- Ek+q + Ek\ )}• 
(309) 
This is the final form of the singlet susceptibility that appears in the text. 
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D.2 the Triplet Case 
Recall that the triplet pairing channel is described by an antisymmetric orbital piece 
times a symmetric spin piece: 
A ^ k ) = tA 0 [<r<T 2 • d ( k ) ] v 
0 - t 
1 0 
<X = ((Ti, (T2, (T3) = (Til + (T22 + < 7 3 3 
cr2 
(310) 
(311) 
(312) 
where d(—k) = — d(k) and AA r A t(k) = A j A ( k ) . Immediately after performing the spin 
sum the susceptibility has the form: 
® | A 0 | 2 
- / ( f t ) ) 
+ ( / ( £ -k+qJ ' / ( f t ) ) 
k v k + q f t 
d * ( - k + q) • d(k)<J m n - K ( - k + q)rf n(k) + < ( - k + q )d m (k ) ] 
1 1 
iu + .ELk+q + ft iu - -E-k+q - ft 
1 1 
iu + F_k+q - ft iU ~ -E-k+q + ft 
© - 4<ym n (1 - / ( J 5 L k + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
+( / (£ - k + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
"k^ik+q 
iu - F _ k + q - ft iu + -ELk+q + ft. 
u
- k + q « k V - k + c V k 
Z 6 J -I- F -k+q - ft iu - £ _ k + q + ft )) 
(313) 
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Noting that the sum on k ranges over all positive and negative values one can replace 
k with — k under the sum without loss of generality: 
2
 V ^Ek+qE-k 
® | A 0 | 2 
®^( l-/(E k + q)-/(E_ k)) 
+(/(E k + q) - f(E-k)) 
d*(k + q) • d(-k)<5mn - K(k + q)dn(-k) + dn(k + q)dm(-k)] 
1 1 
iu + Ek+q + £ _ k iu) - Ek+q - E-k 
1 1 
iu; + £k+q — E_k iu — Ek+a + i? k+q 
© -4<5 m „^(l-/(E k + q)-/(E_k)) 
+ (/(£k+q)-/(£_k)) 
U
- k U k + q "k+q"-k 
za; — Ek+q — E_k 
Uk+qU-k 
+ Ek+q + E-k 
k^+q^ -k 
iu + Ek+q - E_ k iu; - Ek+<1 + E-k )} 
(314) 
Using the symmetry property of the energy and antisymmetry of the orbital piece 
that E-k = Ek (and the coherence factors which depend on the energy) and d(—k) = 
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-d(k): 
x L ( q , = ^A/"mA/"„Gmn E { £ ~ 
® | A 0 | 2 
® ^ ( l - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
+(/(ft+q) - /(ft)) 
k v - k + q ^ k 
d'(k + q) • d(k)<5M N - [dm(k + q R ( k ) + < ( k + q)dm(k)} 
1 1 
iu + ft+q + ft iu - ft+q - ft 
1 1 
iu + ft+q — ft iu — ft+q + ft 
© - 4 < 5 m n | (1 - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
Uk^k+q «k+q U k 
iu - ft+q - ft iu + ft+q + ft 
+ ( / ( f t + q ) " / ( f t ) ) 
2 2 
u k + q u k 
iU + ft+q - ft ZCJ - ft+q + ft )) 
(315) 
D.3 the Nonunitary Triplet Case 
Recall the Green matrices and the order parameter out of which the nonunitary triplet 
susceptibility is comprised: 
Aj(k) = m(k) <r0 — J m(k) • <7 
A ; (k )= iAo[Dj (k ) - t f«r 2 ] 
Dj(k) = Ao m(k) d(k) + i j m(k) x d(k) 
m(k) = z |A 0 | 2 d(k) x d*(k). 
(316) 
(317) 
(318) 
(319) 
The order parameter is odd for a triplet: d ( - k ) = - d ( k ) . Consequently, D j ( - k ) = 
- D j ( k ) . However, because the magnetic term m(k) is constructed out of a product 
of order parameters, it is even: 
m ( - k ) = z | A 0 | 2 d ( - k ) x d*(-k) = ( - ) 2 z | A 0 | 2 d ( k ) x d*(k) = m(k) . 
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Furthermore, as shown at the beginning of the section for the nonunitary susceptibility 
m(k) is real. As a result: 
A j ( - k ) = S j ( k ) (320) 
A F ( - k ) = —Aj (k) (321) 
D j ( - k ) = - D j ( k ) (322) 
m ( - k ) = m(k). (323) 
The energy and coherence factors remain even: 
£-k,j = ^ / e k + | A 0 d ( - k ) | 2 + J | m ( - k ) | = £ k i J (324) 
2 _ 2 
M
- k , J — uk,J (325) 
« - k j = < j - (326) 
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R e c a l l t h a t £k = ey — fj, w a s defined in the in troduct ion a n d seen to be even in 
i ts a r g u m e n t . U n d e r the s u m on k the tensors ^(k, q, iu) a n d n ^ 7 ( 5 ( k , q, iu) 
o r i g i n a l l y h a v e the form: 
^ n a ^ ( k > q > « , ) = Y E 4 l m ( k - q ) l - l m ( k ) l 
J,H=±1 k 
® < ( l - / ( £ k _ q ) - / ( £ k ) ) 
<8> 
2 2 
" k ^ k - q 
iu - E k - q - E k iw + E k - a + E ] - q 
+ ( / ( E k - q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
« k - q « k 
2 2 
^k-q^k 
z'u; + E k - q - E k iu - E k - q + E k 
(327) 
a n d 
Y - n / / . v A ^ - k + q J A ^ k ) 
J,H=±1 k 
(1 - / ( E _ k + q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
+ ( / ( E _ k + q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
1 6 | m ( - k + q ) | • | m ( k ) | E _ k + q , j £ k , w 
1 1 
iu + E _ k + q + E k iu - E _ k + q - -Ek 
1 1 (328) 
iu + E _ k + q - E k z'u; - E _ k + q + - E k J 
T a k i n g k —>• —k on the r ight h a n d side a n d us ing the evenness of the energy a n d 
c o h e r e n c e f a c t o r s ( E _ k = E k ) : 
Y - n / / • \ V - ^ ( k + q J A ^ - k ) 
J,H=±1 k 
1 6 | m ( k + q ) | • | m ( k ) | E k + q , j E _ k , w 
® | ( l - / ( E k + q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
+ ( / ( E k + q ) - / ( E k ) ) 
iu + E k + q + .Ek iu - E k + q - E k 
1 1 
iu + E k + q - E k iu — E k + q + E | +q 
(329) 
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a n d 
k J . H ^ I k 4 | m ( k + q ) | • | m ( k ) | 
( 1 - / ( f t + q ) - f(Ek)) 
+ ( / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
Uk+qVk 
i u - ft+q - Ek i u + ft+q + Ek\ 
Uk+qUk VL^k 
iu + ft+q - Ek iu - .Ek+q - I - Ek 
R e c a l l t h a t A j ) 5 a ( k ) is even whi l e A j > 5 a ( k ) is odd: 
V - n " n , • x _ v - " A ^ k + q j A ^ k ) 
^ l l ^ ( k , q , ^ j - I 6 | m ( k + q ) | • | m ( k ) | f t + q ) J F - k , * 
1 1 
( 3 3 0 ) 
( 1 - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
• ( / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
iU + ft+q + ft « J - ft+q - ft 
1 1 
iu + ft+q - ft iu - ft+a - I - F l k+q 
( 3 3 1 ) 
a n d 
V 9 1 " j £ l . r 4 | m ( k
 + q ) | . | m ( k ) | ® 
J,H=±1 k 
® < { ( l - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) 
"k+q^k 
itJ - ft+q - ft iu + ft+q + ft 
"(/(ft+q) " /(ft)) "k+q
Uk k^+q^ k 
iCJ -(- ft+q - ft i U - ft+q + E] 
( 3 3 2 ) 
T h u s , E q s . 246 a n d 245 a r e o b t a i n e d . N o t e t h a t | m ( k + q ) | • | m ( k ) | m e a n s s i m p l y to 
m u l t i p l y the m a g n i t u d e s of the m - v e c t o r s wh i l e m ( k - I - q ) • m ( k ) m e a n s to take their 
inner p r o d u c t . 
A l s o , o b s e r v e the exp l i c i t , overal l m i n u s s ign a p p e a r i n g in front of the t e r m s in 
Ek n ^ 7 « ( k , q , iu). 
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A p p e n d i x E 
Special Limits 
It is worthwhile to investigate some special limits of the general unitary electron spin 
susceptibility. The limits to be investigated are: 
• the Uniform Dynamical Susceptibility, Xmnfa ~~* O ^ ) ; 
• the Nonuniform Static Susceptibility, Xmni^^ ~* 0); 
• the Uniform Static Susceptibility, Xmnfa —t 0). 
In the discussions accompanying the special limits below, two very important scale 
factors are the characteristic length / m a g ( ~ l/q) over which the applied perturbing 
field varies, and the coherence length £o which characterizes the size of the Cooper 
pairs in the sample. A useful identity (obtained with the help of l'Hopital's rule) to 
keep in mind which appears in the limit of q —> 0 is: 
l i m / ( i W - / ( ^ = | i m £ / ( ^ > 
q^O £ k + q - £ k q^O j L £ k + q 
[ d / ( £ k + q ) / d £ k + q ] £ £ k + q 
= hm t — 
_ df(Ek) 
dE, 
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E.l The Singlet Uniform Dynamical 
Spin Susceptibility: Xmnfa 0 ? ^ ) 
Beginning with the singlet case the first limit to consider is: 
Xmn(°,w) = l i m , Xmn(q.w). 
This limit corresponds to the application of a uniform, external, a.c. magnetic field of 
frequency u. In this limit / m a g » £ 0- The Cooper pairs in the sample see a spatially 
uniform applied field. Alternatively, since the field varies over a relatively large dis­
tance (compared to £ 0 ) , the field sees singlet pairs of spin s=0. For very weak fields 
(i.e., H HC2) the singlet pair (having spin s=0) does not respond to the applied 
field. 
This result is born out in Eqs. 161 and 162 by holding u finite while setting q = 0: 
x L ( 0 > W ) = lim xL(q.") = 0 (333) 
in the zero T limit. Obviously, as the field strength is increased, some of the spin 
pairs will break. These excitations are now able to respond to the applied field and 
grow in number until H = HC2. At this point all the spin pairs are broken and the 
normal state response is observed. 
E.2 The Singlet Nonuniform Static 
Spin Susceptibility: Xmni^^ ~~^  0) 
The next limit to consider is: 
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From Eq. 161 we have: 
5? xi Xmn(q,tu = 0) =-25mnG, 
k 
K + q * 4 + ^k+g^k + 2 u k t ; k u k + q t ; k + q ) [ / (£k+q)- / (£k)] 
-Ek+q — E7k 
(Kvl+g + ^k+g^k ~ 2M k^ kM k + qt; k+ q W k + q " k + q ) [ l ~ /(Sk+q) ~ / ( & ) ] 
E k^+q + E^k 
(334) 
and from Eq. 162 we have: 
3 [XL(q»w = 0)] =27r<5 m nG, 
'mn 
(Mk uk+q ~ Mk+q «k+q«k)[l / ( £ k + q ) - / ( £ k ) ] < 5 ( £ k + q + £ k ) \ (335) 
Notice that when u —> 0 that the first two terms in Eq. 162 give rise to a term of the 
form: 
so that when Ek+q ^k the delta function vanishes and when .E k + q = -Ek the Fermi 
function cancel so that this term vanishes identically and does not contribute in the 
limit UJ —>• 0. 
This limit corresponds to the application of a static magnetic field to the system. 
The field can have some spatial modulation q. 
The last limit corresponds to the uniform static spin susceptibility Xmn(0>0). This 
limit is found by taking the limit q —>• 0 in Eqs. 334 and 335. 
)[f(Ek+q)-f(Ek)]6(Ek+q-Ek). 
E.3 The Singlet Uniform Static 
Spin Susceptibility: XmniQ. 0 , C J 0) 
(336) 
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or 
x L ( O , 0 ) = l i m v L ( q . O ) . (337) 
q-> 0 
Upon setting q = 0 in Eqs. 334 and 335: in Eq. 334 the ratio of the Fermi functions 
to the excitation energies goes to 0/0 in the first term, so that the identity can be 
applied here; the second term in Eq. 334 term vanishes (the coherence factors cancel); 
Eq. 335 vanishes completely (the Fermi functions cancel in the first term while the 
coherence factors cancel in the second term): 
xL(0,0) = R x L ( o , o ) = -28mnG, mn ^ m n a. k 
k 
and using the definition of the coherence factors 
V l i m j 
K + vi + 2ulvl) j — 3 k 
= -25mnGmnJ2{(< + vi + ^ l ) ^ j ^ - } (338) 
xL(0,0) = -28mn Gmn J2 dJEW^- (339) 
k d E * 
This limit corresponds to the application of a time independent, uniform magnetic 
field. In this case, spins paired in the singlet channel ( | t l ) — | J , t ) ) / d o not respond 
readily to the perturbing field at T = 0. In this case / m a g > £o- Again the spatial 
variation of the external field is much larger than the coherence length of the Cooper 
pairs. The field sees pairs having spin s=0 and does not couple strongly to the pairs 
for low field H <C HC2. 
However, as the temperature is increased, thermal fluctuations can break pairs and 
allow the quasiparticles to respond to the field. As the temperature is increased fur­
ther, more and more quasiparticles are excited out of the superconducting ground 
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state and are able to respond to the external field. 
In the following sections the same considerations are made for the case of triplet 
pairing. 
E.4 The Triplet Uniform Dynamical 
Spin Susceptibility: xlmfa -> 
The first limit to consider is: 
X L ( O . w ) = lim X L ( q . w ) . 
q—>0 
This limit is readily obtained from Eqs. 163 and 164. Note that: 
l i m P M N ( K , q ) = P M N ( K , 0 ) = \d*(k)\25mn - K ( K ) D N ( K ) + < ( K ) D M ( K ) ] 
so that 
l i m q ^ o ^ M N C K , q) = £ U ( K , 0 ) 9 = 0 
and 
» [ X L ( O . « ) ] = ^ E { 
,[1 - 2 / ( £ k ) ] / » [ ^ M » ( K , 0 ) ] ft[PMN(K,0)] 
+ | A 0 | El hu)+2Ek 
45mn\(l-2f(Ek)) 
| A 0 D ( K ) | 2 
hu-2Ek 
(340) 
(341) 
u l v l 
hui- 2Ek hu+ 
uWk \ \ \ 
> 2Ek\ ) J " 
Simplifying further and using u\vl = 1 ^ " ^ ^ ' a n ( * definition of Vmn(k, 0): 
4£k 
* [ X L ( 0 , « ) ] = ^ G m n | A 0 | 2 E {[1 ~ V{Ek)}® 
2 | D ( K ) | 2 £ M N - K ( K ) D N ( K ) + < ( K ) D M ( K ) ] / 1 L _ _ \ L 
\ ^ + 2 £ k huj-2Ek)y K ' 
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For the imaginary part of the susceptibility: 
Of xL(o,w) = - G m n | A o l 2 E { [ i - 2/(ft)]<8> 
® 
2|d(k)| 25m n - K(k)rf„(k) +<(k)rfm(k)] 
<5(/iw-2ft) - 5 ( ^ + 2 f t ) 
Observe the symmetry properties of the q = 0 triplet susceptibility. The real part 
contains the divisors (hu± ft) while the imaginary part contains the delta functions: 
ft 
Of xL(o , -w) 
»xL(o,w) 
= - 9 xL(o,w) 
E.5 The Triplet Nonuniform Static 
Spin Susceptibility: Xmnfau ~~^  0) 
The next limit to consider is: 
Xmn(q,0) = lim Xmn(q.w)-
w—>0 From Eq. 163 one has: 
*[xL(q.o)] = ^ „ E { 
,2 [ / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ] ^ 2|A 0 
+2|A f l 
^mn(k, q) ft+q — ft 
: [ l - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ] ft ©mn(k,q) ft+q ft ft+q + ft 
- 4 6 m n | - ( l - / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) " fok+q + " k + q ^ k 1 
'k+q + ft 
+ (/(ft+ q) - /(ft)) 
ft+q - ft ) } 
(343) 
(344) 
(345) 
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For the imaginary part using Eq. 164 one has: 
3 
k ^ 
ft+q ft ft+q - ft 
+ 2 | A n [2
[l-/(ft+q)-/(ft)]^ Kn(k,q) 
ft+qft ft+q + ft 
-47T<W1 " / ( f t + q ) - / ( f t ) ) [-"k^k+q + «k+q^k] ^ ( f t+q + ft) 
(346) 
When u> —> 0 the last term of Eq. 164 gives rise to a term of the form 
( / ( f t + q ) " / ( f t ) ) [ - < q « k + Vl+qvl] J(f t+q - ft). 
Observe in this limit, however, that when ft+q ^ ft that the delta function vanishes 
and when ft+q = ft that the Fermi functions cancel so that this term vanishes 
identically. 
Because the delta function is symmetric in its argument the second &; fourth and 
the sixth & eighth terms in both real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility can­
celed upon setting OJ = 0. Note that the third term contains the factor 5 ( f t + q + ft). 
Since ft+q, ft > 0, this term contributes only when ft+q = ft = 0. 
In the BCS regime where there is a well defined Fermi surface (defined by e k = I*) the 
momentum states of k i = k and k2 = k + q are momentum states of equal energy 
that are connected by the vector q. To see this observe that when E = 0 that: 
0 = ft = y/ft + i T r | A k | 2 . 
The two terms f£ and j T r | A k | 2 are positive definite and so must vanish independently 
so that . Then 
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and k resides on the Fermi surface. 
Furthermore since the energy ^Tr|Ak| 2 must also vanish. This implies that in the 
BCS limit this term contributes only for gapless symmetries (i.e., for symmetries of 
the order parameter where A m n ( k ) vanishes in some places on the Fermi surface). 
Altogether, only k-states that reside on the Fermi surface contribute to this term 
and only for gapless symmetries. The exact same discussion follows for the entire 
imaginary part of the singlet susceptibility in the u = 0 limit, Eq. 335, which also 
contains a factor of 5(Ek+<i + Ek). 
The last limit is the limit of the uniform spin susceptibility x m n(0,0) . This limit is 
found by taking the limit q —» 0 in Eqs. 345 and 346. 
E.6 The Triplet Uniform Static 
Spin Susceptibility: xlmfa 0,UJ ^ 0) 
x L ( 0 , 0 ) = l i m v m mn (q ,o) . 
From Eq. 345 one has: 
+45, 
mn 
1 - 2f(Ek) 
Ek 
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Substituting in for the coherence factors and using the identity for u^v2.: 
ft XL(A0)] = ^ G m n W 
L - >• 
2|A 0 
+4<L 
,Vmn(k,0)(df(Ek) \-2f{Ek) 
El \ dEk + 2Ek 
A0d(k)J 4E2 l-2/(EK) 1 + £2J 
A/(£k) 
d £ k 
then using $ = - |A 0d(k)p 
ft XL(O,O)] =<GM„E{ 
.^ IDCKJI^ n-KCKJ^ CKJ + ^ CKJ^KJJYA/CEO , I - 2/(EK) l0\ 
-25r, 
df(Ek) 
m n
 dEk 
From Eq. 346 one has: 
El dEy, + 2Ek 
3 XL(O,O)] = (347) 
The first two terms carrying 3 ^ m n(k , 0 ) vanish. The coherence factors cancel in 
the third term and the Fermi functions cancel in the fourth. 
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A p p e n d i x F 
T h e Crit ical Frequencies 
This section is the result of a collaboration with Robert Cherng. The main point of 
this section is to show how the critical frequencies that characterize both the uniform 
triplet susceptibility and the quasiparticle density of states was derived. The two 
quantities of interest have the respective forms: 
3 
J = h 2 J 3 3 sin(xj) y/Dsym(y,z,u) 
(348) 
with 
& 2 X J = \A2sin2{xj)[8mn-Smi5ni] + B 2sin 2(y)[<5m n-<5m 2<5 n 2] + C 2sin 2(z)[<5m n-<5m 3<5 n 3] 
and 
M { U ) = I_L- [dydz (|M + . ) ^ f ' * ^ (349) 
2
^ f f J ^ J S ) \ sm(xjs)^Dsym(y,z,u)\ 
It should be noted that Dsym(y, z, u0) and | s in(x j s ) | are functions whose form depends 
on the symmetry of the order parameter. To ensure the reality of these quantities 
one must have 
Aym(y,*,w) > 0 (350) 
| c o s ( x i s ) | < 1 (351) 
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where | s in(rc ? s ) | = 1 — C O S 2 ( X J S ) . 
The analysis can be broken into two regimes: the low frequency and high frequency. 
The low frequency special points come from the function Dsym(y, z,ui), sym={S, P, D}. 
More specifically, the condition that Dsym(y, z,u) > 0 is used to find a further cond-
tion on the allowed frequency: 
The expression states that for a given state (y, z) in k-space (actually r-space) the 
smallest the frequency hu0 can be, such that the state still contributes to M(u>) or 
3 [ x m n ( 0 , u ; ) ] , is G(y,z). The special points of G(y,z) are found. These points ap­
pear as kinks and extrema in the plots of Eqs. 348 & 349. 
The high frequency points are derived using the fact that | sin(xjs) \ = — C O S 2 ( X J S ) 
is real {xjs = Xjs(y, z,u}0)^. | C O S ( X J S ) \ is defined in terms of an algebraic function 
which is unbounded in magnitude as |a>o| — > oo; however, since cosine is bounded 
to have magnitude no greater than 1 the frequencies for which | C O S ( X J S ) \ = 1 define 
cut-off frequencies at the top of the energy band. Expressions 348 and 349 vanish 
above these frequencies. 
In practice the maximal values of the expression (hu0)2 = E\. are found by first 
3s 
applying the fact that 
(352) 
cos(x ?- s) = ± 1 (353) 
s i n ( x ? s ) = 0 (354) 
and then solving for the maximal values of huj0. 
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F. l Low Frequency 
For small frequency (i.e., \hu>0\ ~ u;oimin) and assuming the quasi-one-dimensional 
condition (tx 3> ty ^> tz) 
0.2 < | s i n ( x J S ) | < 0.4 
and | s in ( : r j s ) | varies slowly over the entire Brillouin zone for all symmetries consid­
ered. This can be seen by considering the form of the function -Dsym(y, z,ui) on which 
| s i n ( z j s ) | depends through ^Jl — C O S 2 ( X J S ) : 
f(y, z) = tx cos(x) + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - /x. (356) 
Aym(y> z,u) has the general form 
Aym(y, z, w) = (hojo)2 - hsym(y, z) (357) 
where g^miy, z) and h^^y, z) are labels for the symmetry dependent functional 
dependencies of C O S ( X J S ) and D^m(y, z,ui). In the very low frequency limit (i.e., 
M ~ ^min) the number of momentum states (y, z) for which Dsym(y, z,u>) > 0 is 
small and y, z are restricted to be near certain values [for the symmetries considers 
these value are typically y, z = ±TT and y, z = 0, ±TT. 
Thus one can ignore | s i n ( x j s ) | and treat it as a constant in the low frequency limit 
and just consider the behavior of Dsym(y, z,u) in deriving the low frequency points. 
In particular D^m(y, Z,UJ) = 0 generates bounding curves which define the regions 
in k-space that contribute to the quantities of interest. From Dsym(y,z,u) = 0 one 
obtains an expression for the frequency 
(hw)20(y,z) = G(y,z). (358) 
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The task is then to find the special points (y, z) o(G(y, z). Plugging these points back 
into G(y,z) yields the critical frequencies. Specific features of M(ui) can be related 
to the values of these frequencies once found. Of note is the fact that the values of 
these critical frequencies correspond to changes in the geometry of the contributing 
regions in k-space (where these regions are defined by Dsym(y, z,u) > 0 and bounded 
by Aym(2/, z,u) = 0). 
Specifically, it is observed that there exists a minimum hui0 below which the quantities 
of interest vanish. There are also kinks in the plots of these quantities (i.e., discon­
tinuities in their first derivatives). Expressions for these critical frequency values are 
obtained for the gapped symmetries Px+y+z & S and the gapless symmetries Py+Z, &: 
Dxy symmetries. 
Also, please bear in mind two facts: regarding the imaginary part of the uniform 
spin susceptibility in the low frequency regime only the result for the P symmetries 
are applicable (the susceptibility vanishes for the singlet S and D symmetries). Also, 
hu)Q = Hui/2 when relating the following results to the susceptibility and hui0 = hui 
when relating the following results to the DOS. 
F. l . l The Gapped Symmetries 
F. 1.1.1 Px+y+z S y m m e t r y 
The order parameter of the Px+y+z symmetry has the general form A 2 = Ao[A 2 sin 2 (x) 
+ B 2 s i n 2 ( y ) + C 2 s in 2 ( z ) ] (where A2 + B2 + C2 = 2). Then DPx+y+I(y,z,u) and the 
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corresponding expression for frequency are given by: 
DPx+y+Ay,z,u;) = A2Ao2fHy,z)+K{(hwo)2-Ao2[A2 + B2stf 
(359) 
(huj0)2 = A 2 A 2 K + K [B
2
 cos 2(y) + C2 cos 2(z)] = G(y, z) 
(360) 
where f(y, z) = ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - \i and K = t2x - A 2 A o 2 . Solving for the special 
points: 
'AHl 
VG = 0 = 
" dG • 
dy 
— i 
' r 
2A 2 )sin(y) 
dG 
- dz . 2AQ sin(^) t L 
K K 
A2^ 
K 
+ c
2)+^ (^C0S^)~/i) If one has sin(y), sin(z) = 0 which gives rise to the points y,z = {0, ± 7 r } and the 
corresponding critical frequencies: 
( ^ 0 , m i n ) 2 
( ^ o , i ) 2 
(fru0i2)2 
(fi^O,3) 2 
A 2 A 0 2 
A 2 A 0 2 
A 2 A 0 2 
A 2 A 0 2 
(H+ty + tZ)2 
t2 - A 2 A 0 2 
_ (H+ty-tZ)2 
t\ - A2A<? 
{li-ty + tz)2 
t\ - A2A02 
\ (li-ty- tZ)2 
*
2
 - ^ A 0 2 
Then if one has sin(z) = 0 ^ sin(y) the points z = {0, ±7r} and from dG/dy 
cos(v) - -AH { t z C°S{Z) ~ M) - -AH { ± t z " ^ fe) Aty + K B 2 - A tyA2^ + ^ f l 2 
which produces the frequencies: 
( ^ 0 ) 4 ) 2 = Ao 2 [A 2 + B 2 ] - A 2 A 2 B 2 j ^ ^ 2 
(foo,)2 = A02[A2 + B 2 } - A 2 A 2 B 2 - ^ ^ . 
(361) 
(362) 
(363) 
(364) 
(365) 
(366) 
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Alternatively, if one has sin(y) = 0 / sin(z) the points y - {0, ±7r} and from dG/dz 
C0S(Z) - -A t2 A H 2 + K C 2 - -A t*A2t2 + K C 2 
which produces the frequencies: 
( ^ 0 ) 6 ) 2 = A 0 2 [ A 2 + C 2 ] - A 2 A 2 C 2
 At+ty}' (367) 
AH\ + KC2 ( ^ 0 , 7 ) 2 = Ao 2 [A 2 + C 2 ] - A 2 A 2 C 2 ^ 2 + ^ 2 . (368) 
Lastly, it may be that y,z ^ {0,±7r}. From dG/dy and dG/dz one obtains 
A2[t2B2 + t2C2] + B2C2K cos(y) = A
2 C 2 - — — — (369) 
cos(2)
 =
 A2#AWB>
 +e£] + *c>K ( 3 7 0 ) 
which yield: 
M = AS IA '
 + B2 + C\ - ^ C 2 A 2 K B 2 + ^ ] + B 2 c 2 K . (37!) 
At this point it is important to note that these nine frequencies correspond to the 
general Px+y+z symmetry for which A,B,C ^ 0. Had the same analysis been per­
formed for just the Px symmetry with B, C = 0 then only the first four frequencies 
would be obtained. Performing the analysis for the Px+y symmetry with C = 0 \Px+z 
symmetry with B = 0] then first four frequencies plus (fruio^)2 & (huo^)2 [(fruiofi)2 
& (hujQj)2] would be obtained. 
F.l.1.2 S Symmetry 
S symmetry has A 2 = Ao 2 with D(y, z, u) having the form: 
D(y,z,u) = t2x[(huo)2 - Ao 2] > 0 (372) 
=• ( ^ o ) 2 > A 0 2 (373) 
Clearly this is a gapped symmetry since for no region of /s-space contributes to j\f(ui) 
for |fio>0| < |Ao|. However, the entire Brillouin zone contributes for \hu0\ > | A 0 | . 
This yields only one critical value \Hwo\ = |Ao|. 
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F.1.2 The Gapless Symmetries 
F . 1.2.1 P Y + Z S y m m e t r y 
The PY+Z symmetry has A 2 = Ao 2 [B 2 s in 2 (y ) + c 2 s in 2 (z) ] . DPy+z(y,z,u>) has the 
form: 
Dp,+. (y, z, u) = t2x ((huo)2 - t2xA02[B2 sin 2(y) + c 2 sin 2(z)]) > 0 (374) 
Dpy+z (Vi z,u) = 0 generates bounding curves which define the regions in k-space that 
contribute. From DPy+z(y,z,u) = 0 one obtains an expression for the frequency: 
(hw0)2 = G{y,z) (375) 
with G(y, z) = B 2 s i n 2 ( y ) -I- C 2 s i n 2 ( z ) . The special points of G are: 
£ 2 s in (2y) 
VG = 0 = 
C2 sin(2z) 
(376) 
where the gradient vanishes for y, z = j o , ±7r j . This yields four values of Ku)q\ 
( ^ o , m i n ) 2 = 0 (377) 
(fko0,i)2 = A 0 2 B 2 (378) 
[hwoa? = A 0 2 C 2 (379) 
( ^ 0 , 3 ) 2 = A 0 2 [ B 2 + C 2 ] (380) 
For C = 0 (or B = 0) one obtains the PY (PZ) case. In this case, instead of pockets of 
initial contributions one has bands at the middle and edges of the B.Z. that extend 
across the 3 (2) directions in k-space. For (huo)2 > (hwoj)2, the entire Brillouin zone 
contributes to JV(oj). 
F.1.2.2 Dxy S y m m e t r y 
The Dxy symmetry has A 2 = A 0 2 s i n 2 ( x ) sin 2(y) with DDxy(y,z,oj) having the form: 
DDiy(y,z,cu) = A o 2 s i n 2 ( t / ) / 2 ( t / , z ) + J f t : ( t / ) [ ( ^ ; o ) 2 - A o 2 s i n 2 ( t / ) ] > 0 (381) 
hJ0(y,z) = A 0 2 s i n 2 ( y ) 1 -
f2(y,z) 
K(y) 
(382) 
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Where f(y,z) = tycos(y) + tzcos(z) - fi and K(y) = t2x - A 0 2 s i n 2 ( y ) . Since \tx\ > 
| A 0 | , the variation of K(y) is negligible: K(y) « t2. Using this approximation, we 
define 
f2(y,zY {huo)2 « sin 2(y) 1 -
which yields the following special points 
= G(y,z) (383) 
VG = 0 = t 
' dG ' 
dy 
< • = 
dG 
<• dz j 
2sin(y) jcos(y) 
tl +
 s i n 2 ( y ) ^ } 
£ 2 
2 s i n 2 ( y ) s i n ( z ) ^ ^ 
One has sin(y) = 0, sin(z) = 0 (so that huotTnin = 0 is one of the frequencies) and a 
dG 
cubic equation for cos(u) from the expression in brackets for : 
dy 
-2a2 cos 3(y) - 3aficos2(y) + [1 + a2 - fi2] cos(y) + afi = 0 (384) 
where a = ^ , fi = t z C ° 8 ^ — ^ z = {0,±TT}. We solve for the roots of Eq. 384 
^X ^X 
satisfying | cos(?/)| < 1 as follows: 
2 + 2 a 2 + /? 2 
cos(y) = -
a. 
This yields three distinct hu>0 values: 
• cos 
+ 4TT\ _ 0 
3 I 2 
(385) 
(386) 
( ^ o . m i n ) 2 = 0 
( ^ 0 l l ) 2 « A 2 £ 2 A 0 2 [ 1 - COS2(J/I)]{1 - [acos(yi) 4- A ] 2 } 
( f tu ;o , 2 ) 2 « A 2 B 2 A 0 2 [ l - c o s 2 ( y 2 ) ] { l - [ a c o s ( y 2 ) + ^ ] 2 } 
Where a fix = *z * 
(387) 
(388) 
(389) 
, fi2 = — ^ - — - and c o s ^ ) is given by equation 386 with 
tx ^x 
fi = fa while cos(y 2) is given by the same equation with fi = fi2. 
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The qualitative behavior for the Dxy symmetry is approximately the same as in the 
Py case except at high hujQ. 
The symmetry is also gapless since ojo.min = 0. 
F.2 High Frequency 
In the high frequency limit \hu\ > A 0 the value of the DOS and uniform electron 
spin susceptibility is moderated by the |sin(xj)| factor which appears in the integrals 
Eq. 348 and Eq. 349. This is because of how sin(:rj) is defined: 
sm{xja) = yJl-cos2(xjs) 
Inspection of DsyW(y, z, u>o) in the previous section shows that it grows without bound 
as OJQ grows. However, sine and cosine are to be bounded in magnitude by 1. As 
| sin(x) | is given by the right hand side of the expression above, an upper bound 
on the magnitude of OJ0 must be imposed. This upper bound, o j m a x , on frequency 
corresponds to the maximum value of the energy ErtU10 and leads to the condition 
Miwo > CJmax) = 0, 3 XmntO'^O > Wmax) = 0. 
Although not shown, a plot of the of the quantities of interest for the individual 
j = 1 and j = 2 terms reveals a sharp cut-off frequency whose location depends on 
j : there can be two cut-offs c j m a x j = 1 and w m a X i j = 2 . The analysis of these cut-offs will 
reveal that 
fiWb,maxj = l = 2 | t x + * y + t J + A i | (391) 
^0,max, i=2 = 2\tx + *„ + « , - fl\. (392) 
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While the DOS and susceptibility are continuous over most of the interval [| A 0 | , w 0 , m a x , j 
they have a discontinuity in their first derivative at u ; o , m a x , j = 2 = + ty + tz — n\/h 
where the j = 2 term stops contributing to the integral. They continue to decrease 
smoothly in value until UJ = u;o ,max, j=i where it vanishes and experiences another 
discontinuity in the first derivative. 
The analysis to find the high frequency cut-offs hub, max, j = 1 & hub, max, j = 2 is 
now undertaken. Again these frequencies correspond to the maximum of the excita­
tion energy 
E2 = (ts cos(x) + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - nf + | A r | 2 . (393) 
Earlier it was seen that the uniform triplet susceptibility and the DOS are written in 
their most general form in terms of a three dimensional integral (in k-space) which is 
first integrated along the x direction. For the symmetries discussed, sym={<S, P, D}, 
cos(x) has the general form 
c o s ( x j s ) = -U(Y,Z) + HWD^{Y1Z^ (394) 
tx 5symU/> z ) 
f(y, z) = tx cos(x) + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - n (395) 
- D s y m ( y , Z > U) = ( ^ o ) 2 ~ h s y m ( y , A (396) 
where g^mis),*) and h^m(y,z) are labels for the symmetry dependent functional de­
pendencies of COS(XJ s ) and D^^y, z,u). The point is that D^m(y, z,UI), and the right 
hand side of COS(XJ s ) are unbounded as hu —> oo. However, depending on whether 
j = 1 or 2 there are frequencies for which the right hand side of cos(x^ s ) equals one 
in magnitude. 
So it is desirable to maximize the function 
(hu>0)2 = {tx COS(XJ S ) + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - n)2 + | A r | 2 (397) 
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under the constraint that C O S ( X J s ) = a = ± 1 so that 
(huo)2 -> (atx + ty cos(y) + tz cos(z) - /x)2 + <5s L I Y M AG + 8D^mAl s i n 2 ( x J S ) sin 2(y) 
+ 8P,symA2[A2a2 + B2 sin 2(y) + C 2 sin 2(z)] 
and using the fact that when | cos(x)| = 1, sin(x) = 0: 
(hwQ)2 = {oitx + ty cos(y) + tt cos(z) - fj,)2 (398) 
+ SStSymA2 + <5 P , s y mA 2 [,4 V + B2 sm2(y) + C2 sin 2(z)] 
First note that depending whether sym = {S,P,D} the appropriate form of the gap 
function contributes. Secondly, the gap for the D symmetry has vanished under the 
constraint so that (HUJO)2 differs by only a constant between the S and D symmetries. 
Maximizing: 
R 
-2s in (y ) [ty(atx + (tzcos(z) - /*)) + {t2y - 8PiSymB2A2) cos(y)] 
I 
= 0 
f d(hwo)2 1 
dy 
< > = 
d(fku0)2 
{ dz > 
_ -2 s in ( z ) [tz(atx + (ty cos{y) - /*)) + (t22 - 8P>symC2A20) cos(z)] 
with zeros at: 
y,z = {0,±TT} 
J
 C 0 S ( V ) = CHy[atx - n] _ BHz[atx-n\ 1 
\ KU) BHl + C2t2 ~ B2C2A2' K ] ~ B2t2 + CH2y - B2C2A2 j 
where the second set of zeros apply only to the P symmetry. Using the fact that 
I A* I ~ | * X | > • | * » | ^ \tz\ the second derivate test shows that the point (y,z) = (0,0) 
maximizes (hwo)2 when a = 1 and (y, z) = (IT, IT) maximizes (hw0)2 when a = — 1 
yielding: 
(^o, m axj=i) 2 = (** + ty + ts + /z) 2 + S^sA2 a = - 1 (399) 
( ^ 0 , M A X J = 2 ) 2 = ( * X + ty + tz - A4)2 + < W A 2 , a = 1 (400) 
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One may make the association of a = —1 with j = 1 and a = 1 with j = 2 by 
considering the form of C O S ( X J S ) . Using the fact that |/x| ~ » » |£ z | 
-txf(y, z) = t x(/x - t y cos(y) - tz cos(z)) > 0 
which is positive definite since sgn(i x ) = sgn(/x). If j = 1 the numerator of C O S ( X J S ) 
can be positive for small frequency but as (huo)2 grows, C O S ( X J S ) goes negative; 
however, if j = 2 COS(XJ s ) is positive definite and reaches the value 1 before the j — 1 
root reaches - 1 . Therefore, (fia;o,max,j=i)2 > ( ^ o , m a x , j = 2 ) 2 -
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